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A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________ Week Ending February 3, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to edit employment and wage data for the 3rd quarter EQUI. She 
contacted a large employer regarding the over reporting of employees. Lacy also identified incorrect employee counts using wage 
records. She continues to enter Tax-22 employment data.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, traveled to Wethersfield, CT with Mark Gilbert to install new WIN-202 production 
and testing servers for the Connecticut Department of Labor. Chris also prepared files for an informed consent test for the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending 1/27/2001 .He has 
completed employer contacts for the December potential layoff events, input the continued claims and transmitted the MLS 
fourth quarter report. He attended the Statistical Handbook 2000 planning meeting and consequently is reviewing the OSOS 9002 
program monthly reports in order to update Section VI of that document.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues to log in the pending Occupational Employment Statistics surveys as 
they come in each day. She has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up inconsistencies on 
their returned survey forms. She has also been making corrections on the schedules that fail the mechanical screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Ahalyst, worked on monthly and quarterly reports to Washington. He also worked on 
getting the Dislocated Worker file ready for Winnie Malia.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, finished the first closing for January activities. For the first 2001 
closing using the new nine-digit report numbers, Maine experienced no touch-tone data entry (TDE) software problems as a 
number of other states did. Dale ordered envelopes and post cards for the New Year and worked on a travel request for training 
in April. He also attended the Statistical Handbook review and planning meeting. He will be loading updated program files to 
the TDE and fax PCs and will be working on the January preliminary estimates and LMA printouts after completion on the year 
2000 benchmark.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, met with Karen Kidder to reviewing programming 
for the ETA 9049 - Worker Profiling Outcome Report. She completed a request from the State of New York concerning Maine 
Profiling System. She attended a kickoff meeting for the 2000 Statistical Handbook. She completed the Actual Workload Reports 
for November and December and the Appeals Report. She is reviewing upcoming legislation for cost analysis.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She entered new employer 
data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and continued 
to work on filing last year’s Industry Verification Forms.
Steve Morris, Senior Economic Research Analyst, is preparing for trip to Vermont on setting up a training server. Met with 
Steve Francoeur on screen changes made to the WIN-202 system—reviewing them for documentation purposes. Working on 
getting manuals out to client states, regional offices and the national office.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, drafted an introduction for the 1999 Maine 
statewide occupational wage publication, continues to look over the 2000 County Staffing Patterns, continues to make 
adjustments to the 2008 area occupational employment projections, answered several requests for wage information, took some 
OES calls, and did NOD.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim is working on the CES benchmark for year 2000. He is working on the revised December 
employment estimates. Jim attended a meeting on the 2000 Statistical Handbook.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts, the majority of which were blank 
or incomplete and required follow-up phone calls and research. He also continued to answer calls from the recent second mailing 
of the 2001 Industry Refiling Survey, which currently reflects over 6,100 responses processed and usable response rates of 62 
percent on employment and 52 percent on units.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th
quarter multiple worksite reports (MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is still working on entering address 
changes received from the Post Office. She is continuing the 3rd quarter ES-202 edit. She attended the meeting on the 2000 
Statistical Handbook and has formatted her tables to reflect the suggested changes. She submitted a Summary Management 
Report to the Bureau of Labor Statistics showing that 2 weeks after the 2nd mailing we have usable responses for 52.45% of the 
units and 61.97% of the employment so far.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, examined an eligible training provider system, followed up on the Adult Worker Study 
focus group sessions, attended a planning session for the 2000 Handbook, reviewed demand occupations information, participated 
in approving funding under the Governor’s Training Initiative program for an automotive parts supplier in Auburn, and attended 
the Maine Jobs Council meeting.
Craig Holland, Bangor area analyst, continued reviewing ES-202 data and working on 1999 final estimates. He answered 7 
requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston area analyst, was on vacation.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland area analyst, finalized/revised 1999/2000 estimates for the Portland MSA and the southern Maine 
LMAsuHe;also responded to numerous requests for information, including occupational wage rates, county profiles, and an in- 
depth explanation of potential uses of OES-Wage data.
Ken Bridges, Augusta area analyst, attended a meeting of the Augusta CareerCenter Employer Assistance Workgroup, attended 
a meeting of the Central/Westem LWIB of Directors, completed LAUS revisions, and answered several requests for labor market 
information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter ran the LAUS unemployment claims reports for January, which were delayed by the absence of several weeks 
of interstate agent claims files from Lockheed-Martin. He also got information about potential metropolitan areas in Maine based 
on new OMB standards, and handled various LMI and CPI requests.
Marion Coffin prepared employment estimates for this year's LAUS benchmarking process.
Glenn Mills worked on projections.
Will Chamberlain handled MEIG administrative duties. He worked with Mike Burnett on updating MLS data on MEIG. He 
also worked with David Welch on Education data and Suzanne Thivierge on licensing data. He fixed an installation bug in the 
January 2001 version of MEIG.
Dana Evans worked on Digest articles, answered requests, attended to bureaucratic details, went to several meetings, and 
continued newspaper-clipping duties.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, worked on Time Distribution for January, assisted in completing the 2000 Northeast 
Regional Woods Wage Survey, attended the Health and Safety Committee meeting and followed up on various Division 
purchases.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, brought current the prevailing wage determinations, 
assembled data to begin the Governor’s Training Initiative (GTI) analysis, set up a preliminary agenda for a Fringe Benefit Study 
publication meeting, began using the new Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) codes, and had 5 o’clock duty. She will 
be proofreading the draft of the 1999 Occupational Wage Estimates for Maine (Statewide), following up on several pending 
projects and working on a Performance Evaluation.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued making follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey 
participants who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26, 2000. He completed updating the new figures for 
the December 1999 round of the Portland job vacancy survey. He will be working with Merrill Huhtala during the coming week 
to have a completed draft of that survey. He will also be continuing to make follow-up telephone calls to non-respondents to the 
December 2000 round of the job vacancy survey.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, worked with Brenda Evans on putting together a full sample report for the 
Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator, assisted in completing the Hot Jobs Brochure She worked with Brenda Evans 
to complete the Top 40’s Poster for final review before printing, completed requests for paid publication requests, separated 
information on the Fringe Benefit survey between the private and government status for reporting purposes, worked on the 
preparations for the GIS training classes this June.
—Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 2/3/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP-Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Mar 2
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Feb 16
CT Re-Installation Done
Install VT Test Server Feb 16
Query Training Mar 30
Annual DWB Legislative Report Mar 1
MEO Annual Legislative Report Feb 16
ES-202 for 2000/3Q Feb 9
DWB SSN File Done
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
• Phone Calls (Round IV) Feb 9
• Report Schedule (Round II) Feb 16
• Report Schedule (Round III) Mar 31
• Report Schedule (Round IV) May 31
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Maine for College Graduates
• Send for Printing Ongoing
• Updating New Projections Feb 23
Occupational Licensing Ongoing
Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
• Summary Response ASAP
• Full Publication by Industry Ongoing
Hot Jobs Brochure Feb 16
Top 40 Poster
(Send for Printing) Feb 9
Woods Wage Survey Report Done
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator Reports Feb 15
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
LMIS Personals
0 0 0







A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________ Week Ending February 9, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, finished reviewing the micro edit for the 3rd quarter EQUI Deliverable. She 
contacted UC Tax to establish an account’s predecessor/successor relationship. Lacy also contacted employers regarding 
inconsistencies between employee counts and wage records. She continues to enter Tax-22 employment data for the 3rd and 4th 
quarters.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, down-loaded an updated list of zip codes for the WIN-202 system, reviewed the 
physical address edits for Georgia, checked on the forms printing programs in South Carolina, and participated in a conference 
call as part of the edits subcommittee of the ES-202 Policy Council.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, loaded the initial claims for the week ending 02/03/01. The MLS 
section of the Maine Employment Information Guide has been updated through 2000. Mike is now gathering possible data items 
for a possible MLS component for the 2000 Statistical Handbook.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking calls form employers who have questions regarding the OES 
survey forms they received. Betty has also been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical screening and will 
be running labels for November’s 3rd request mailing.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on applicant requests for Michael Adams. He worked on Operations 
Highlights, the requests for the monthly and annual printouts.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, loaded a new secondary logfile into the touch-tone data entry 
(TDE) PCs. This logfile enables any CES reporter collected in Maine to call-in on the TDE system. Dale set up TDE for the new 
month, worked on the February mailout, printed the January County & Labor Market Area (LMA) tables, and worked at 
collecting delinquent reporters. On Thursday, Dale will tour the Lewiston Career Center and Call Center as a member of the DOL 
Cleanup Committee.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, spent Wednesday catching up on email messages and 
cleaning out her inbox. She is updating the Economic Assumptions to use in the Financial Forecast Model. She will be on 
vacation the rest of the week snowmobiling in Quebec.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She entered new employer 
data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and continued 
to work on filing last year’s Industry Verification Forms.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, traveled to Vermont to set up a training server in preparation for migrating to 
the WIN-202 system.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, continues to look over the 2000 County 
Staffing Patterns, finished the 2008 area occupational employment projections except for one area which is posing problems for 
the MicroMatrix PC system, answered several requests for wage information, fielded some OES calls, and drafted comments 
for USBLS regarding the OES survey questionnaires.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates and will be estimating wholesale trade under the new estimating system in 2001. Jim has sent the
1999 final and 2000 revised employment estimates to BLS in Boston for review. He will be running the preliminary employment 
estimates for January 2001 later this week. Jim is working on the nonfarm employment tables for 1999 and 2000 based on the
2000 benchmark.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process as many blank or incomplete new employer accounts as 
possible prior to the 2000/3 ES-202 deliverable, the majority of which required follow-up phone calls. He also continued to 
answer phone questions from the January 11 second mailing of the 2001 Industry Refiling Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is still working on entering address changes received from the Post
Office. She has been attempting to find addresses for mail returns and sent out 70 returned refiling forms for further information. 
In spite of being buried in the snow, she was able to send out the 3rd quarter EQUI file a day before the deadline. She ran the 
quarterly reports for the area analysts. She loaded the CES data & ran those reports as well.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, made preparations for Maine Employment Info Guide training to Tri-County 
CareerCenters, reviewed Reed Act provisions to determine need for legislative changes, and completed a wage finding for a 
construction company in Presque Isle and a landscaping company in Portland.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, began reviewing 3rd Quarter ES-202 data and completing 1999 final estimates. He prepared 
preliminary employment inputs for January estimating cycle for LMA’s and the Bangor MSA. Craig answered 12 requests for 
information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 11 requests for labor market information and completed 1999 final LAUS 
LMA private covered employment estimates. He set up new 2001 monthly L-A MSA CES preliminary nonfarm employment 
estimate sample cell worksheets and set up new 2001 small LMA LAUS private covered employment worksheets with updated 
202 time series data. Gerard developed January preliminary 2001 L-A MSA CES nonfarm employment estimates and small LMA 
LAUS January 2001 private covered employment estimates.
Plans for next week: Attend the monthly board of directors meeting of the Lewiston-Auburn Economic Council; make a rapid 
response presentation to 20 J.A. Thurston woodworking plant workers at the Rumford CareerCenter on Friday from 9:00-12:00.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided a brief demonstration of the MEIG software to Gov. King during his visit to 
the Portland CareerCenter on Wednesday. Much of the remainder of the week was devoted to updating spreadsheets used in 
developing estimates for Portland and the southern Maine LMAs. Merrill also responded to the usual variety of information 
requests.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the Augusta CareerCenter Employer Assistance Workgroup where 
the Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce “Business After Hours” to be held on February 29 was planned, wrote the Area 
Analyst Comer paragraph for the Labor Market Digest, worked in the Augusta CC Information Center, and answered several 
requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program Manager, continued to try to obtain the monthly LAUS UI claims 
reports for January from OIP. He also wrote an atypical procedure request related to town population estimates for LAUS 
processing, as requested by BLS, and handled various LMI and CPI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared 2000 nonfarm wage and salary employment estimates for LAUS 
benchmarking.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, received 1998 to 2008 substate occupational employment projection files from 
Wendy and began formatting the files for publication. Glenn was out of the office much of the week.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He dealt with administrative duties 
involving the 2001 ALMIS GIS courses. He collected Dec. 2000 building permits data and imported them into the Maine 
Employment Info Guide. He collected and imported Employment Service data for Dec. 2000.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, worked on Digest articles, answered requests, attended to bureaucratic details, went to 
several meetings, and continued newspaper clipping duties.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, worked on CareerCenter expenses and attended a budget meeting. Bob also worked on 
changes to the office layout and finalized order of various furniture and supplies.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, assisted in completing the education opportunities for the Hot Jobs Brochure, 
worked with Brenda Evans to send the Top 40’s Poster to print, worked on preparing the address labels for the Top 40 mailing, 
completed requests for paid publication requests, separated information on the Fringe Benefit survey between the private and 
government status for reporting purposes, worked on the preparations for the GIS training classes this June, assisted in making 
follow-up phones calls on Phase IV on the Job Vacancy Survey, worked with unit members in preparing the full publication from 
the data of the Fringe Benefit Survey.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued making follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey 
participants who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26, 2000. He made corrections to data used in the
tables for the Projected Employment Opportunities Report. In the coming week, David will begin assisting in the analysis stage 
of the Fringe Benefit Survey. He will also be continuing to make follow-up telephone calls to non-respondents to the December 
2000 round of the job vacancy survey.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 2/9/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Mar 2 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Feb 16 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Phone Calls (Round IV) Feb 16
WIN-202: •  Report Schedule (Round II) Feb 16
•  Install VT Test Server Done •  Report Schedule (Round III) Mar 31
•  Query Training Mar 30 •  Report Schedule (Round IV) 
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
May 31
Annual DWB Legislative Report Mar 1 Maine for College Graduates 
•  Send for Printing Ongoing
MEO Annual Legislative Report Feb 16 •  Updating New Projections Feb 23
Occupational Licensing Ongoing
ES-202 for 2000/3Q Done Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
•  Information Separation Done
•  Summary Response ASAP
•  Full Publication Ongoing
Hot Jobs Brochure 
Top 40 Poster
Feb 16
•  Send for Printing Done
Woods Wage Survey Report 
Projected Employment Opportunities
Done
Indicator Reports Feb 15
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services

COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________Week Ending February 16, 2001__________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, processed the state employment and wage tapes for the 4th quarter. She began 
coding Annual Refiling Surveys. Lacy also data entered municipal employment and wage data for the 4th quarter. She continues 
to enter Tax-22 employment data for the 4th quarter.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, has been working with Steve Francoeur of OIP on translating some of the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics specifications for changes to the WIN-202 programming. Chris has also requested that the US BLS 
supply the missing specifications for requested programming changes to WIN-202. Timely receipt of the specs is necessary to 
meet the May release date of WIN-202 v4.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has the Longitudinal Links Database system in operation. He is 
learning the potential (and quirks) of the system and will select additional mass layoff quarters for input into the program. The 
MLS initial claims for last week have been loaded; he will now begin employer contacts for earlier USBLS potential events.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking calls form employers who have questions regarding the OES 
survey forms they received. Betty has been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical screening. With the help 
of Betty Meader, November's 3rd request mailing went out on schedule. Betty also attended the Q & E Council meeting this week.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on applicant data requests, profiling information for Winnie Malia, and 
on information for Roger Carpentter. David also worked on monthly unemployment insurance reports for Washington.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continued data collection for the January second closing and 
began preparations for the February first closing. He mailed the forms for February, entered data for the seasonal reporters, and 
made some mail-to-touchtone data entry (TDE) calls. He also reviewed a number of new CES memorandums and attended the 
Division Q & E Council meeting.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on updating the economic assumptions 
for the Financial Forecast Model and will be beginning to update the Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund Projections. She 
is working on data collection for the Dislocated Worker Benefits and Maine Enterprise Option Annual Reports to the Legislature.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, assisted with an OES mailing on Monday and attended the Division's Quality 
and Excellence Council meeting on Tuesday. She continued to enter new employer data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, 
to enter Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and to work on filing last year’s Industry Verification 
Forms.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, assisted Steve Francoeur with setting up a training server and clients in Vermont. 
Printed Alabama's second mailing of ARS forms; being shipped today. Assembled 10 CD's with the current WIN-202 manual 
for distribution to potential WIN-202 states.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, is attending Standard Occupational Coding 
training in Scottsdale, AZ this week.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim is working on the new seasonal adjustment factors for 2001. He is working on the preliminary 
employment estimates for January 2001 and the employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He is continuing 
to work on the nonfarm employment tables for 1999 and 2000 based on the 2000 benchmark..
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts and started reviewing 2001 refiling 
surveys from businesses that indicated they did not agree with their current industry classification. He also researched some 
industry questions that resulted from the OES Survey and attended the February Division Q & E Council meeting.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She has prepared the difficult MWRs for data entry. She reviewed the 
3rd quarter edit received from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. She prepared files to send to Todd Gabe of the Department of
Resource Economics and Policy at the University of Maine. She is working on a request for data on the temporary help services 
industry for the Bureau of Insurance.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, participated in approving Governor’s Training Initiative (GTI) program funding for 
a paper company in Madawaska, an electrical components manufacturer in Bangor, a yacht maker in East Boothbay, and a bottler 
in Poland Spring, attended GTI training for site reviewers, and reviewed a consumer reporting system.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, finished his employment estimates, answered requests for information, and left for a 
vacation in Florida.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 10 requests for labor market information and attended the monthly board 
of directors meeting of the Lewiston-Auburn Economic Council. Gerard made a rapid response presentation to 10 J. A. Thurston 
woodworking plant workers at the Rumford CareerCenter. A total of 20 people were laid off earlier this month from the Rumford 
plant located on Route #2. Gerard received a NAFTA petition filed by Peter Provencher, Northeast Region Lumber Complex 
Manager in West Ossipee, NH., on behalf of 250 International Paper workers who will lose their jobs on April 9, 2001 when IP 
closes its lumber mills in Costigan and Passadumkeag.
Plans for next week: Work on International Paper NAFTA Petition research with company officials in either Rieglewood, North 
Carolina, or Savannah, Georgia.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided employment and demographic information in the form of tables and narrative 
profiles of 10 Maine counties, to Kevin Sullivan (Marketing Director, Portland Jetport), for use in developing additional air 
service to/from southern Maine. Additional activities worth noting included information packages provided to Planning Insights, 
and to Injury Management Resources. Merrill also discovered a fatal run error in MEIG, which apparently only occurs in the 
Portland installation.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made a RETI LMI presentation to a group of Central Maine Power Co. employees who 
are about to be laid off, attended a meeting of the Augusta CareerCenter Employer Assistance Workgroup to plan for the 
Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce '‘Business After Hours” being held on February 28, calculated preliminary January 
employment estimates for Central District LMAs, and answered several requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program Manager, received benchmarked LAUS estimates for Maine, 
worked on the LAUS UI claims reports for January, processed and transmitted the LAUS statewide estimates for January, and 
prepared for 2000 LAUS substate benchmarking.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, processed commuter claims for January LAUS estimates, and completed 
nonfarm wage and salary files and unemployment files for January LAUS substate estimates.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, drafted a year-end review article for the Labor Market Digest, responded to a 
reporter about the number of people working at or below the minimum wage, and engaged in projections activities.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He contacted Geosolutions about using 
new employment service data on the internet version of MEIG. He checked the Augusta Career Center’s version of MEIG after 
Merrill expressed concern about the version of MEIG on the citrix server in the Portland Career Center. He presented MEIG’s 
capabilities for querying and displaying WIA educational programs. He began downloading and converting 2000 census Tiger 
files for use in GIS applications.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, worked on Digest articles, answered requests, attended to bureaucratic details, went to 
several meetings, and continued newspaper clipping duties.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, reviewed and made suggested changes to the “2000 Woods Wage Survey”, attended a 
meeting for the Bangor CareerCenter planning group and worked on the BLS funding closeout package.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, assisted in completing the education opportunities for the Hot Jobs Brochure, 
prepared mailing of the Top 40 Hot Jobs Poster, completed requests for paid publication requests, numbered the surveys for the 
Fringe Benefit Survey, worked on the preparations for the GIS training classes this June, assisted in making follow-up phones 
calls on Phase IV on the Job Vacancy Survey, worked with unit members in preparing the full publication from the data of the 
Fringe Benefit Survey, cleaned records in the Invoice Store software.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued making follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey
participants who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26, 2000. He made corrections to the data used in the 
Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator Report and printed new copies of the report. In the coming week, David will be 
finishing follow up telephone calls for the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey and he will begin coding the responses from the 
June 2000 round of the survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, did prevailing wage determinations, set up several GTI 
worksheets, made inquiries about the summer internship process, and responded to data requests. She will be making telephone 
calls and setting up a binder for the Portland Job Vacancy Study, analyzing some fringe benefit data, and following up on the 
Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 2/16/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Mar 2 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Feb 2 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Phone Calls (Round IV) Feb 23
WIN-202: •  Report Schedule (Round 11) Feb 23
•  Install IL Test Server Mar 16 •  Report Schedule (Round III) Mar 31
•  Query Training Mar 30 •  Report Schedule (Round IV) 
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
May 31
Annual DWB Legislative Report Mar 1 Maine for College Graduates 
•  Send for Printing Ongoing
MEO Annual Legislative Report Feb 23 •  Updating New Projections Feb 23
Occupational Licensing (Updating ALMIS) Ongoing
2000/2Q Cross Reference File Mar 15 Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing




•  Reports to Print Feb 23
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
LMIS Personals
Division of Labor Market Information Services

COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________ Week Ending February 23, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to code 2001 Industry Refiling Surveys. She researched several accounts 
with inconsistencies in 3rd quarter employment. Lacy also continued to data enter 4th quarter Tax-22 employment data.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, is participating in the ES-202 Policy Council meeting in Washington, DC.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the MLS initial claims for the week ending2/l 7/2001 
and has communicated the information to the area analysts. He is continuing to test the MLS Longitudinal Links Database 
system. He attended the Word 2 course on Friday so he is once again working on some overdue quarterly reports. Finally, he is 
anticipating the arrival of his daughter from France.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking surveys over the phone and answering questions from 
employers regarding the OES survey forms they received. Betty has been making corrections to the schedules that fail the 
mechanical screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on monthly and quarterly reports to Washington. He completed the time 
lapse reports, the benefit appeals reports, the claims and payments reports, the characteristics of the insured unemployed reports, 
the contributions reports, and the non-monetary determinations reports.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the second closing for January and continues data 
input for the February first closing. He loaded the latest software changes into the touch-tone data entry (TDE) PCs and sent 
advance notice faxes and post cards to TDE reporters. He will mail duplicate forms to delinquent reporters who respond by mail 
and continue making mail-to-TDE conversion calls. Ten more reporters moved onto the TDE system last week. Dale helped 
Jim Raymond review the CES Year 2000 Maine Employment Statistical Handbook tables.
Winnie Malia, State UC Program Actuary, is working on data collection for the Dislocated Worker Benefit and the Maine 
Enterprise Option Reports to the Legislature. She is working on the Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund Projections and 
is reviewing Legislation for cost analysis. She is checking into questions on continued claims and ethnicity/race coding for BLS 
region. She is reviewing the ETA 9049 - Worker Profiling Outcomes Report completed by Karen Kidder.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She used the scanner on her 
computer to receive Industry Verification Statements and also continued to enter new employer data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm 
Tax screens, to enter Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and to work on filing last year’s Industry 
Verification Forms.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, began updating the WIN-202 manual with new reports and screens with 
associated text. Resolved some automatic update problems with the manual. Reviewed index entries.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, completed the 2008 area occupational 
employment projections and gave all the tables to Glenn Mills, answered several requests for wage information, fielded OES 
calls including taking OES response data over the telephone, completed the final draft of the 1999 OES publication which is the 
first to use the new Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) system, and expects to work on OES components for education 
and state government.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the new seasonal adjustment factors for 2001. He completed the preliminary 
employment estimates for January 2001 and the employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He is continuing 
to work on the nonfarm employment tables for 1999 and 2000 based on the 2000 benchmark. Jim is working on the hours and 
earnings tables that will go into the 2000 Statistical Handbook. He had the N.O.D.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, devoted most of this week to reviewing 2001 refiling surveys from businesses 
that indicated they do not agree with their current industry classification. He also researched some industry questions for Betty 
Dawson and Betty Meader that resulted from the OES Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process. She is working 
with Mark Gilbert and Steve Francoeur, reviewing reports from the WIN-202 system. She will be preparing a Summary 
Management Report for US Bureau of Labor Statistics at the end of the week.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, drafted a response to a Wage Record Interchange System questionnaire, followed up 
on issues regarding the eligible training provider system, and reviewed contractor’s comments regarding the adult worker study.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, was on vacation.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 8 requests for labor market information. He made several phone calls to 
International Paper executives to find out where the Maine IP Costigan and Passadumkeag mill sales and production data records 
were located. We were initially informed they were with the Lumber Sales Division in Rieglewood, North Carolina. However, 
they were at the Wood Products Division in Savannah, Georgia. He spoke with four company executives in Savannah to talk 
about what data and narrative was needed to complete the confidential company data request form. This form is expected to be 
faxed to him later today or Monday morning. A total of 250 IP workers who will lose their jobs on April 9, 2001 when IP closes 
its lumber mills in Milford and Passadumkeag.
Plans for next week: Review company data and draft state preliminary approval letter for the International Paper NAFTA Petition 
based on increased imports of Canadian lumber.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, attended the Economic Development Council class, entitled "Managing Your 
Prospects," on Tuesday. He was out of the office on Friday. The remainder of this short week was devoted to responses to 
information requests and edits to a Portland Job Vacancy Survey document.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended several meetings of the Augusta CareerCenter Employer Assistance Workgroup 
to plan for the Kennebec Valley Chamber of Commerce “Business After Hours” being held on February 28, and answered several 
requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, processed and transmitted 2000 benchmarked LAUS estimates, 
processed January 2001 LAUS estimates and forwarded edits to the appropriate area analysts, and wrote a draft news release for 
the January statewide unemployment rate. He also dealt with a number of CPI and LMI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, provided covered agriculture estimates for 2000 LAUS benchmarking, and 
worked on labor force tables for benchmarked 2000 and January 2001 published tables.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, worked on substate projections publications and answered requests.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He researched ArcView 8.1 and sources 
for GIS shape files. He collected and loaded January 2001 building permits data.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, worked on Digest articles, answered requests, analyzed January labor force estimates, 
attended to bureaucratic details, went to several meetings, and continued newspaper clipping duties.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, worked with Brenda Evans in getting proofs and printing the Projected 
Employment Opportunities Indicator Reports for all four regions, worked with Brenda Evans in preparing the printing of the Hot 
Jobs Brochure, prepared mailing of the Top 40 Hot Jobs Poster, completed requests for paid publication requests, worked on 
numbering the surveys for the Fringe Benefit Survey, worked on the preparations for the GIS training classes this June, worked 
with unit members in preparing the full publication from the data of the Fringe Benefit Survey, cleaned records in the Invoice 
Store software, worked on updating the new projections on the Occupational Profiles for Careers in Maine for College Graduates.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued making follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey 
participants who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26,2000. He began working with the data in the Fringe 
Benefit Survey and will be continuing to do so during the following week. In the coming week, David will be finishing follow 
up telephone calls for the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey and he will begin coding the responses from the June 2000 round 
of the survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, completed 
Governor’s Training Initiative (GTI) worksheets for the four MSA’s, prepared for a Fringe Benefit Study presentation, set up
two Job Vacancy Study binders, and prepared a travel request. She will be analyzing fringe benefit data, drafting the summer 
intern application and following up on the status of projects, data requests and publications.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 2/23/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Mar 2 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Mar 2 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Phone Calls (Round IV) Feb 23
WIN-202: •  Report Schedule (Round II) Mar 9
•  Install IL Test Server Mar 16 •  Report Schedule (Round III) Mar 31
•  Query Training Mar 30 •  Report Schedule (Round IV) 
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
May 31
Annual DWB Legislative Report Mar 1 Maine for College Graduates 
•  Send for Printing March 31
MEO Annual Legislative Report Done •  Updating New Projections Mar 2
Occupational Licensing (Updating ALMIS) Ongoing
2000/2Q Cross Reference File Mar 15 Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
Annual Refiling Survey - 3rd Mailing Mar 16 •  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Ongoing




•  Reports to Print Done
•  Distribution Mar 2001
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College and Hot Jobs




A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
_______________Week Ending March 2, 2001_________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to code 2001 Industry Refiling Surveys. She contacted two employers 
regarding inconsistencies in 3rd quarter employment. Lacy also continued to enter Tax-22 employment data.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, attended an ES-202 Policy Council meeting in Washington DC. Chris also 
contacted Oregon, New Hampshire and Alaska to discuss the possibility of installing WIN-202 in these States. Next week Chris 
is planning a road trip to Lewiston to install WIN-202 on Gerard Dennison's computer.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending 02/24; this 
information has been communicated to the area analysts. He is working on two data requests and is formatting a new weekly 
“layoff events/ initial claims” series. He is caught up with any work delays due to his daughter’s visit.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking surveys over the phone and answering questions from 
employers regarding the OES survey forms they received. Betty has been making corrections to the schedules that fail the 
mechanical screening. With the help of Betty Meader, December’s 3rd request mailing went out on schedule.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on a Unemployment Insurance information, job applicant orders data and 
on the Characteristics of the Insured Unemployed printouts. David provided information to Roger Carpentter and Brenda Evans.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continued work on the first closing for February. This included 
sending the nonresponse prompt (NRP) faxes, making data collection calls, and entering data from forms reporter by mail. Next 
week, Dale will work with Jim Raymond to produce the February preliminary estimates and will work on the second quarter 
CES/202 cross-reference file.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on Unemployment Compensation Trust 
Fund projections and is reviewing legislation for cost analysis. She attended a meeting concerning the Eligible Training Provider 
list. She also met with the workload validation workgroup. She met with Laura Boyett and Bob Flanagan to discuss the upcoming 
solvency presentation for the Labor Committee. She completed the Annual Report to the Legislature for the Dislocated Worker 
Benefits Program.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, assisted with an OES mailing on Monday. She also edited, coded, and filed 
incoming OES Surveys. Betty continued to enter new employer data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, to enter Multiple 
Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and to work on filing last year’s Industry Verification Forms.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, continued updating the WIN-202 manual; reviewing and rewording some 
paragraphs. Printing Florida's second request of ARCS forms. Working on producing manuals for the query class in March and 
WIN-202 manuals for New Hampshire visit.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, distributed the 1999 OES wage publication 
to the area analysts, worked on reformatting state government employment and wage data to OES format, followed up on getting 
the woods survey data for the OES survey, met with Mr Kupel from Baker, Newman and Noyes and gathered information he 
requested, upgraded the SPAM system to a new version just released - now our batch program seems not to be operating 
correctly, and contacted the state Department of Education regarding OES data for schools which we get directly from the Dept 
of Education datafile, rather than sending survey forms to the school systems.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim is working on the revised employment estimates for January 2001. He is continuing to work 
on the nonfarm employment tables for 1999 and 2000, based on the 2000 benchmark. Jim is working on the hours and earnings 
tables that will go into the 2000 Statistical Handbook. He is working with the Boston Regional office on a new web-based utility 
for review of probability sample panel files.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts, reviewed industry refiling surveys, 
and researched a few industry related questions from OES. He also ordered the cover letters and made arrangements with the 
mailroom for the upcoming third mailing of the 2001 Industry Survey. Our latest Survey Status Report reflects current total
response rates of approximately 80 percent and usable response rates of 67 percent on employment and 59 percent on units, with 
a substantial number of returns in pending status waiting further review.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She is preparing for the 3rd mailing of the Refiling 
Surveys.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, reviewed new products/publications with the Labor Market Information Advisory 
Workgroup, participated in approving funding for training under the Governor’s Training Initiative program for a metal products 
fabricator in South Paris, followed up on the consumer reporting system, and attended the Maine Jobs Council meeting.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, attended the 2001 Fisherman’s Forum in Rockport. The forum is a three-day gathering 
of fisherman, policy makers, government officials and marine suppliers and covers every aspect of industry operations. He 
continued reviewing 3rd Quarter ES-202 data and answered 4 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 20 requests for labor market information, finalized January L-A MSA CES 
nonfarm employment industry estimates, and wrote the narrative for Analysts Corner.
He completed the International Paper NAFTA petition investigation for the Milford and Passadumkeag lumber operations which 
will be closing on April 9 affecting 200 workers. He drafted a favorable preliminary finding letter for Tim McLellan’s signature 
approving the petition based on increased imports of lumber from Canada. Softwood lumber in Maritime provinces do not have 
to comply with the NAFTA softwood lumber agreement. This causes unlimited dumping of lumber in the U.S. with no quotas 
or tariffs.
Gerard received a NAFTA petition for Nautel of Maine in Bangor. The company produces high power radio transmitters for 
commercial radio stations with a worldwide market. Transmitters sell from $30k to $200k. The Bangor operation recently shifted 
20% of its work to its parent company Nautel Ltd. in Nova Scotia. Seven people were laid off on February 21, 2001.
Plans for next week: finish Nautel petition research and make a presentation to a Women, Work and Community class at Central 
Maine Technical College in Auburn.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided industry employment, labor force, and occupational wage information to 
several customers. Among them, a consultant working on a Master Plan for the Town of Windham, a graduate student working 
on a class project, and Maine and Company. On Tuesday, Merrill attended a meeting of the LMI Advisory Group at the Augusta 
CareerCenter.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made RETI presentations to laid- off Dexter Shoe workers in Skowhegan and CMP 
employees in Augusta, helped host the KV Chamber of Commerce Business After Hours meeting at the Augusta CC, planned 
MEIG training to be held in Bangor on March 7th, attended a meeting of the Augusta CareerCenter Employer Assistance 
Workgroup, and answered several requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, attended a Safety Committee meeting, transmitted February 
commuter claims data to other New England states, continued to work with OIP staff on the LAUS UI claims reports process, 
updated the LMIS website with January 2001 and benchmarked 2000 data, and answered various CPI and LMI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared benchmarked labor force tables, employment estimates for February 
LAUS processing, and the monthly LMI data letter to the University of Southern Maine economic newsletter.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, updated and provided employment and wage data on call center growth to a 
business looking to expand and to State Planning Office staff for their year-end review publication. Glenn also collected a great 
deal of information on employment, wages, layoffs, and closures in the many forest products manufacturing industries in Maine 
for someone studying the impact of the U.S./Canada softwood agreement that has been in effect for the last five years.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He completed thirty mile labor force 
estimates. He loaded Jan. 2001 data and benchmarked 2000 LAUS data into MEIG. He attended the ArcGIS National Rollout 
seminar in Portland.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended a Revenue Forecasting Committee meeting, worked on Digest articles, answered 
general requests, answered press questions concerning January labor force estimates, attended to bureaucratic details, went to 
several meetings, and continued newspaper clipping duties.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, was on vacation.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, mailed Top 40 Hot Jobs Posters, completed numbering Fringe Benefit Survey 
forms for analysis, worked on cleaning up data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, completed updating the Occupational Profile 
for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, prepared and mailed regular publication requests, worked with Brenda Evans to 
complete Nomination forms for this summer’s GIS Training in June, worked with Brenda Evans in preparing the Hot Jobs 
Brochure for approval before going to print, in contact with Ray Fongemie in preparing mailings and setting up events for the 
GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store software, worked with Brenda Evans on completing the Projected 
Employment Opportunities Indicator Reports to be printed.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued making follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey 
participants who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26,2000. In the coming week, David will be finishing 
follow up telephone calls for the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey and he will begin coding the responses from the June 2000 
round of the survey. He will finish making additions to the December 1999 issue of the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey as 
requested by Merrill Huhtala.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, researched SCA 
(Service Contract Act) procedures and ordered an updated Dictionary o f Occupations, completed two data requests, and prepared 
a fringe benefit summary. She will be reviewing the College Profiles documentation, doing “clean up and edit “ activities on 
the fringe survey, reviewing the education and training component of the Hot Jobs brochure, following up on the Projected 
Employment Opportunities Indicator and preparing materials for her upcoming training in “Survey Design”.
—Reported Branch Priorities— 
as of 3/2/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS




•  Install IL Test Server
•  Query Training
Mar 16 
Mar 30
Annual DWB Legislative Report Done
2000/2Q Cross Reference File Mar 15
Annual Refiling Survey - 3rd Mailing Mar 16
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Phone Calls (Round IV) Mar 9
•  Report Schedule (Round II) Mar 9
•  Report Schedule (Round III) Mar 31
•  Report Schedule (Round IV)
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in 
Maine for College Graduates
May 31
•  Send for Printing March 31
•  Updating New Projections Done
Occupational Licensing (Updating ALMIS) 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
Ongoing
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Ongoing
•  Go to Print
Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicators Reports
Mar 9
•  Reports to Print Mar 9
•  Distribution Mar 2001
Unit Procedures Manual
•  Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator
Ongoing
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College and Hot Jobs
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________ Week Ending March 9, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, entered wage and employment data for two state accounts. She identified three 
accounts with a predecessor/successor relationship problem. She continued to code 2001 Industry Refiling Surveys. She will 
continue to enter Tax-22 employment data, as it becomes available.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, worked on matching leasing company records in Florida's WIN-202 database, 
debugged the quarterly wage edit and provided extract programming information to Alaska. Chris also provided comments on 
the ES-202 work statements for the FY 2001 ES-202 Cooperative Agreement with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending 3/24 and has 
communicated them to the area analysts. He is continuing work on a new weekly data series and has begun a set of new reports 
on the LLD program.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking surveys over the phone and answering questions from 
employers regarding the OES survey forms they received. Betty has also been making corrections to the schedules that fail the 
mechanical screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on weekly data and Operations Highlights. He made plans for his seminar 
on the Worker Profiling and Re-employment Services program. David worked with Karen Kidder on OIP printouts. He provided 
data for Winnie Malia and worked with Mike Burnett concerning graphs.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, finished the first closing for February activities which included 
sending post card reminders to bi-weekly payroll reporters, making data collection calls, and entering data from forms reporter 
by mail. He also ran the monthly Automated-CES (ACES) Labor Market Area (LMA) and County reports for the area analysts. 
Dale continues work on the second quarter CES/202 cross-reference file.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is preparing information for an unemployment 
compensation orientation to the Labor Committee and is developing projections for the Trust Fund.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on a Multiple Worksite Report second mailing on Monday. Betty 
continued to enter new employer data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, to enter Multiple Worksite Report information 
on to ES-202 screen, and to work on filing last year’s Industry Verification Forms. She also edited, coded, and filed incoming 
OES Surveys.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, printed 3rd request of ARCS forms for Maine. Shipped Florida's second request 
of ARCS forms. Continue updating the WIN-202 manual. WIN-202 manuals for New Hampshire visit are complete.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, worked with Bruce Prindall of OIP to 
develop the state job code to SOC crosswalk. This crosswalk was sent to the state’s Bureau of Human Resources, and to the 
company working on the project of determining if OES wage data can be used in the wage comparison process that state 
government is undertaking. She hopes to look into the new Estimating Delivery System (EDS) for OES and run the current 
OES2000 data file through some new quality assurance programs that USBLS has developed.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim is working on the revised employment estimates for January 2001. He is continuing to work 
on the nonfarm employment tables for 1999 and 2000, based on the 2000 benchmark. Jim has completed the hours and earnings 
tables that will go into the 2000 Statistical Handbook and has given them to Dale Kilian for editing.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts and review returned industry refiling 
survey forms for possible code changes. He also wrote up and distributed the minutes from the February Division Q & E meeting.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She prepared the second requests for MWRs for 4th
quarter. She ran a Summary Management Report for the Annual Refiling Survey showing that 83% of the units have responded 
and that 60% have usable responses.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, reviewed drafts of the new cooperative agreements, assembled information for a wage 
finding for a paper company in Jay, discussed preparations for an unemployment compensation orientation to the Labor 
Committee, and met to review plans for the eligible training provider system.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, gave a workshop on Hancock County labor market condition and projections for Maine 
Center for Women, Work and Community in Ellsworth. He made employer visits in Aroostook County and delivered the latest 
division publications to ACAP and BES managers. Craig continued reviewing 3rd Quarter ES-202 data. He answered 7 requests 
for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 7 requests for labor market information including providing Steve Mellon, 
Author/Journalist, with historical labor force and employment data and comments on the City of Lewiston. He is writing a book 
on the successful or not successful transitions of old line manufacturing industry mill cities in the Northeast U.S. such as former 
steel, textile and shoe cities. Gerard developed February L-A MSA CES nonfarm employment estimates and private covered 
LAUS LMA February employment estimates. He made a presentation to a Women, Work, and Community Class at CMTC in 
Auburn.
Plans for next week: finish Nautel NAFTA petition research.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided MEIG training on Wednesday at TDC in Bangor. On Friday he prepared and 
transmitted preliminary February estimates for the Portland MSA. He also responded to several information requests, and 
attended to ALMIS Employer Database issues.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a working session of the Augusta CC Employee Assistance Team, met with Kathy 
Dostie to plan an LMI presentation at a Spring job fair (and prepared a bio for her), wrote the Area Analyst paragraph for the 
Labor Market Digest, provided IC coverage at the Augusta CareerCenter, and answered several requests for labor market 
information and analysis. Ken will be making an LMI presentation on Wednesday as part of a RETI session in Jackman for laid 
off Moose River Lumber employees.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, processed 1999 benchmarked LAUS estimates and reviewed edits 
compared to the prior benchmark. He also completed February UI claims reports, and transmitted required claims data to other 
New England states. He also met with a representative of the Passamaquoddy Tribe about the tribe's unemployment rate for use 
in a USDA grant program.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared February employment and unemployment estimates and files, and 
worked on files for benchmarked LAUS publications and the ASU project
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, continued to work on the 70+ tables highlighting the 1998 to 2008 industry and 
occupational employment projections for the six sub-state areas.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, was unavailable for comment.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, worked on Digest articles, reviewed a USDA grant program and applicable data to meet 
grant requirements, answered general requests, attended to bureaucratic details, went to several meetings, and continued 
newspaper clipping duties.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, worked on cleaning up data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, worked on 
updating the Occupational Profile for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, prepared and mailed regular publication 
requests, worked with Brenda Evans in preparing the Hot Jobs Brochure for approval before going to print, worked with Ray 
Fongemie in preparing and mailing acceptance letters and registration forms the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning 
up the Invoice Store software, worked with Brenda Evans on completing the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator 
Reports to be printed, worked with Bob Kelley in researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued making follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey 
participants who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26, 2000. He also continued working with Merrill 
Huhtala on the report for the December 1999 issue of the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey. In the coming week, David 
will be finishing follow up telephone calls for the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey and he will continue coding the 
responses from the June 2000 round of the survey. The December 1999 issue of the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey will
be entering the managerial review process during the coming week, and David will be making any necessary changes to the 
report required as a result of those reviews.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, proofread 
Occupational Profiles for College Graduates, continued GTI (Governor’s Training Initiative) calculations, and followed up 
on the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator. Suzanne completed the summer intern application, did a Performance 
review, made a presentation on the Fringe Benefit Study and a prepared a March-May activities outline for same. Next week 
she will attend “0*NET Train- the-Trainer” in Auburn and the LMI Training Institute’s “Specialized Analyst Training: 
Survey Design” in Altamonte Springs, Florida.
--Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 3/9/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Apr 6 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Apr 6 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Phone Calls (Round IV) Mar 16
WIN-202: •  Report Schedule (Round II) Mar 16
•  Install IL Test Server Mar 16 •  Report Schedule (Round III) Mar 31
•  Query Training Mar 30 •  Report Schedule (Round IV) May 31
•  Demo AK Apr 15 Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
•  Version IV Release May 31 Maine for College Graduates 
•  Send for Printing March 31
2000/2Q Cross Reference File Mar 15 Occupational Licensing (Updating ALMIS) Ongoing
Education Completer Data IPEDS Mar 31
Annual Refiling Survey - 3rd Mailing Done Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Ongoing
•  Go to Print Mar 16
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports 
•  Reports to Print Mar 16
•  Distribution Mar 2001
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduates
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
?
COMMUNIQUE f
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________Week Ending March 16, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, processed and transmitted the 3rd quarter EQUI Deliverable Update. She entered 
4th quarter employment data for state accounts. She continued to code 2001 Industry Refiling Surveys. Lacy contacted tax 
regarding five accounts with reporting problems. She continues to enter Tax-22 employment data, as it becomes available.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, installed the WIN-202 system on Gerard Dennison's computer and demonstrated 
the WIN-202 System to New Hampshire and the Bureau of Labor Statistics Boston / New York Regional Office. Chris w ill be 
traveling to Illinois to install a WIN-202 Test Server and Client and will demonstrate the WIN-202 System to Alaska via modem.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending 3/10/01 and has 
communicated those results to the area analysts. He is continuing to respond to data requests, from within DOL and from outside 
parties. He is working on his components of the Statistical Handbook 2000\ this and the data requests have led him to install and 
try to learn Adobe Illustrator. He is very grateful to Dave Gilbert for his help.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst has been editing the OES surveys received and contacting employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking surveys over the phone and answering questions from 
employers regarding the OES survey forms they received. Betty has also been making corrections to the schedules that fail the 
mechanical screening. With the help of Betty Meader, caught up on filing the completed usable survey forms.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on the monthly reports to Washington. He is getting ready for a training 
trip to Chicago on the Worker Profiling and Re-employment Services program. David is working on the Characteristics of the 
Unemployed report and estimating the industry section. He is looking into changes in reporting requirements for the Fraud and 
Overpayments report. David provided appeals information for an upcoming Legislative Document.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the third closing for January and continues work on 
the second closing for February and first closing for March. Dale sent out the March mailing, completed updates to the second 
quarter cross-reference file, set up the touchtone system for the new month, and worked on sending schedules to delinquent 
reporters. He is learning new procedures for logging onto the web and doing a probability sample panel review. Dale attended 
the Division Q & E Council meeting and is working on the meeting minutes.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, completed the Legislative Brief for LD 849 - An Act
Regarding Social Security Numbers Used for Identification Purposes. She is preparing Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund 
projections and is reviewing several bills for cost analysis.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She also entered new 
employer data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and 
worked on filing last year’s Industry Verification Forms.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, traveled with Chris Boudreau to Lewiston to install WIN-202 and Microsoft 
Excel on Gerard Dennison's machine. Participated in the WIN-202 presentation to New Hampshire. Began studying the admin 
and quarterly load programs. Continue updates to the WIN-202 manual.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, has been running OES data through some 
of the new quality assurance programs that USBLS has developed for the OES program and giving feedback about the usefulness 
of the reports to BLS, received the data from Department of Education and gave it to Bruce Prindall for reformatting for OES 
input, worked on another project for Baker, Newman & Noyes and followed up on the County Staffing Patterns report.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim has completed the revised employment estimates for January 2001. He is working on the 
preliminary employment estimates for February and the employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. The hours 
and earnings tables that will go into the 2000 Statistical Handbook have been completed and sent to the handbook directory on 
the F drive.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts, review returned industry refiling 
survey forms for possible code changes, and researched some industry code questions the resulted from the OES Survey. He also
answered a number of phone calls from employers on the March 8 third mailing of the 2001 Industry Survey to approximately 
1,700 single location and 41 multiple location employers and prepared the 2000/4 Federal employment and wage reports for data 
entry and followed up on missing reports.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She sat in with Chris Boudreau and Steve Morris 
on the demonstration of WIN-202. She prepared mailing labels for the Skowhegan Career Center.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, participated in approving funding under the Governor’s Training Initiative Program 
for a construction company in Presque Isle and an arborist in Portland, completed another phase in the process of obtaining 
approval for the Consumer Reports System, reviewed draft questions for the adult worker study, and discussed communication 
issues with the local area directors.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, prepared February preliminary estimates for 16 small LMAs and the Bangor MSA. He 
made employer visits to firms in the blueberry industry to ascertain intentions on the use of bonds for the upcoming harvest 
season. Craig assisted an area firm with filling out their affirmative action plan. He continued reviewing 3rd Quarter ES-202 data 
and answered 11 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 11 requests for labor market information. He completed NAUTEL of Maine 
Inc. of Bangor NAFTA petition research, and drafted the state preliminary finding letter for Tim McClellan’s signature approving 
the petition based on a shift of production of radio transmitters to Nova Scotia, Canada. Gerard received a negative determination 
fax from USDOL-OTAA regarding International Paper NAFTA petition #4584 involving 200 dislocated workers at IP lumber 
mills in Passadumkeag and Milford.
Plans for next week: make a rapid response presentation (RETI) to 12 workers at the C.B. Cummings woodworking plant in 
Norway on Wednesday, March 21 at 2:00pm.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided census and commuting data to two consultants updating comprehensive plans 
for Phippsburg and Windham, respectively. He also provided Census data to Rick Meade and Richard Fifeld, for use in youth 
training grant requests they are writing. On Wednesday, Merrill attended the Coastal Counties WIB meeting in Topsham. He 
participated in a CareerCenter marketing workgroup as part of this meeting.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a working session of the Augusta CC Employee Assistance Team, met with 
Ramona Venskus of Augusta Area Newcomers to have LMI and CC materials included in her welcome packets, received Work 
Opportunity Tax Credit (WOTC) training from Susan Turgeon, did small area employment estimates, talked with Bob Kelley 
about establishing a cranberry worker agricultural wage survey, provided coverage in the IC at the Augusta CareerCenter, and 
answered several requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, Roger Carpentter processed and transmitted to BLS benchmarked 
1999 LAUS estimates and February 2001 preliminary statewide LAUS estimates. He wrote and transmitted analysis of the 
February LAUS data, and worked on the February substate LAUS estimates. He also handled various LMI and CPI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, provided the February 2001 LAUS substate nonfarm wage and salary estimates 
and file, and completed a labor force table for the next civilian labor force annual publication.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, assisted DECD staff with informational needs and continued putting together 
substate long-term projections publications.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He calculated thirty-mile radius, labor 
force estimates for Gray Maine, and produced commuting maps using 1990 census data. He attended to administrative details 
for the 2001 GIS classes in Portland.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended legislative hearings, answered requests, got the March Digest out, attended 
meetings, and did his usual fine job of selecting newspaper articles.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, developed a spreadsheet comparing the LMIS FY2001 Budget with division 
expenditures through January 31st. He also oversaw the completion of the four new "Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicators" and presented them to selected BES staff. Bob reviewed a draft of the new "Hot Jobs in Maine" flyer, followed 
up on purposed purchases and reviewed the status of selected fund ledgers.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on phone calls for data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, working 
on updating the Occupational Profile for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, prepared and mailed regular publication 
requests, working with Ray Fongemie in preparing for the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store 
software, working with Bob Kelley in researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, completed follow-up telephone calls to current job vacancy survey participants 
who had not yet responded to the survey mailed on December 26, 2000. He also made some final adjustments to the report 
for the December 200 round of the Job Vacancy Survey. In the coming week David will begin OES coding the results of the 
June 2000 round of the Portland Area Job Vacancy Survey. He will also complete a quality sample of surveys received in the 
Maine Fringe Benefit Survey, and he will continue working on getting the education completer data entered into the ALMIS 
database system for the 1999-2000 school year.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, is attending 0*NET Train- the-Trainer” in Auburn 
and the LMI Training Institute’s “Specialized Analyst Training: Survey Design” in Altamonte Springs, Florida.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 3/16/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Apr 6 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Apr 6 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Phone Calls (Round IV) Done
WIN-202: •  Report Schedule (Round II) Done
•  Install IL Test Server Done •  Report Schedule (Round III) May 31
•  Query Training Mar 30 •  Report Schedule (Round IV) May 31
•  Demo AK Apr 15 Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
•  Version IV Release May 31 Maine for College Graduates 
•  Send for Printing Mar 31
2000/2Q Cross Reference File Done •  Ordering Supplies Mar 31
•  Updating Formatiing Mar 31
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update Mar 30 Occupational Licensing (Updating ALMIS) Ongoing
Education Completer Data IPEDS 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
Mar 31
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Ongoing
•  Go to Print Mar 31
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports 
•  Reports to Print Apr 9
•  Distribution Apr 9
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
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COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________Week Ending March 23, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, is attending a SIC/NAICS Revision Workshop in Washington D.C. this week.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, traveled to Chicago to install WIN-202 test clients in the Illinois Department of 
Labor. Chris is also demonstrating the WIN-202 System via teleconference to Alaska.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending 3/17/01 and has 
transmitted them to the area analysts. During the completion of several data requests he has discovered some possible anomalies 
in the MLS “reports” system and is working with the USBLS in resolving them. He is working on the formatting of a MLS 
addition to the Statistical Handbook. Finally, he is continuing work on a series of BLS-based reports.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst continues to edit the OES surveys received and contact employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been taking surveys over the phone and answering questions from 
employers regarding the OES survey forms they received and making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening. Betty wrote and ran queries to locate completed surveys for a certain occupation in a particular SIC to verify the 
occupation was coded correctly. She also spent time preparing for next week’s OES Overview training in Manchester, New 
Hampshire.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst is attending Worker Profiling training in Chicago. He provided information to Jack 
McKay for a request. He worked on changing the Characteristics of the Insured Unemployed report.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continued work on this Friday’s second closing for February 
and next Friday’s first closing for March. Dale loaded an updated logfile into the touchtone data entry (TDE) system, sent the 
advance notice faxes and reminder post cards, added several reporters onto TDE , made data collection calls, and began the 3rd 
quarter cross-reference file update process. He completed the new' website Probability Sample Panel review for Panel 49 which 
checks to ensure the reports being collected are mapped correctly to their ES-202 counterparts found in the National LDB 
(Longitudinal Data Base). This will be an on-going monthly activity.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on projections and several legislative briefs 
on upcoming UI bills. She supplied Peter McMann with Maine Enterprise Option data for a survey from the state of Ohio. She 
sent additional information to DTI Associates for the Federal Study of the Self-Employment Assistance program. She completed 
the workload and appeals reports thru February. She completed the 3rd quarter industrial change file to update the profiling model. 
She sent in the Mass Layoff Statistics monthly transmittal for February. She completed a request for updated data on the 
Unemployment Compensation Tax and Benefits programs for American Chamber of Commerce Publishers, Inc.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, scanned in incoming refilling forms, entered new employer information on 
to TinyTerm Tax and 202 screens, and filed last year's refilling forms. She also worked on coding and filing OES Surveys.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, prepared manuals for Query class training next week. Fixed some formatting 
issues in the WIN-202 manual. Continue study of the admin and quarterly load programs. Printing Connecticut's 3rd mailing 
ARCS forms.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, ran OES data through some of the new
quality assurance programs that USBLS has developed for the OES program and continues to give feedback about the usefulness 
of the reports to BLS, continues to work with the employment data from Department of Education, sent Baker Newman & Noyes 
the industry within occupation lists for occupations they w ant to survey and a copy of the Maine Info Guide so they can develop 
a sample of employers to be in their survey, and completed a travel request to attend the OES annual meeting to be held in 
Memphis in April.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the preliminary employment estimates for February and the employment tables 
for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He sent Galen Rose of the State Planning Office some employment tables for January. 
Jim is working on printing the employment, hours, and earnings tables for 1999 and 2000. He worked on a new software that 
will help us in reviewing the probability sample panel files.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to review returned industry survey forms for possible code changes, 
processed new accounts, and answered phone questions from employers on the recent third mailing of the 2001 Industry Refiling 
Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She prepared the 4th quarter Post Office data for entry on WIN-202. She 
is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the 
industry coding. She provided data for Senator Snowe’s office and for Maine Revenue Services. She is working on a data request 
for Bureau of Insurance.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, reviewed labor market information displays at a CareerCenter, prepared a wage finding 
for a paper maker in Jay, attended a training session sponsored by the Maine Management Service, made billing arrangements 
for the adult worker study, and made preparations for the April Maine Jobs Council meeting.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits in Newport and the Howland/Enfield area. He worked on link 
relatives from the 3rd quarter 2000 ES 202. Craig answered ten requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 11 requests for information. He made a RETI presentation to ten workers 
at the C.B. Cummings woodworking plant in Norway. The recent layoffs at the plant were blamed on increased foreign 
competition. The dowel plant, which used to employ over 200, is down to about 80 workers.
Next week: RETI presentation to 40 workers at Falcon Shoe in Lewiston March 29th.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, attended 0*Net training in Auburn on Monday and Tuesday. The reminder of the week 
was devoted to coding Portland Job Vacancy surveys and responding to various requests for information.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the employer assistance work group, answered requests, provided 
coverage in the CareerCenter, and discussed the Cranberry Wage/Prevailing Practices survey with Bob Kelley.
Next week: RETI presentation to 35 Dirigo shoe workers at the Skowhegan CareerCenter.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, Roger Carpentter processed and transmitted to BLS benchmarked 
1999 LAUS estimates and February 2001 preliminary statewide LAUS estimates. He wrote and transmitted analysis of the 
February LAUS data, and worked on the February substate LAUS estimates. He also handled various LMI and CPI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, provided the February 2001 LAUS substate nonfarm wage and salary estimates 
and file, and completed a labor force table for the next civilian labor force annual publication.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, is nearing completion of the many tables for the 1998 to 2008 substate industry 
and occupational employment projections publications. Glenn also worked on an economic development request related to a saw 
mill operation for DECD.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He worked on burning DVDs containing 
the new employer database. He began analyzing 202 data used in MEIG. He updated the occupational patterns session of MEIG 
on the internet. He attended to administrative details for the 2001 GIS classes in Portland.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended legislative hearings, attended Maine Management Service training, released the 
February unemployment rate, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, and did his usual fine job of selecting 
newspaper articles.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, worked with Allen Stasulis of OAS in fixing numerous problems with the DOLAR$ system. 
He also drafted a training agreement with Creative Concepts and attended a presentation by the Governor and the Maine 
Management Service. Bob also followed up on purposed purchases and continued to review selected LMIS fund ledgers.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on phone calls for data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, working 
on updating the Occupational Profile for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, prepared and mailed regular publication 
requests, working with Ray Fongemie in preparing for the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store 
software, working with Bob Kelley in researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department, working on the 
education and training opportunities for the Hot Jobs Brochure.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, has been OES coding the results obtained from the June 2000 round of the 
Portland Job Vacancy Survey. He has also spent some time during the past week updating the education completer data in 
the ALMIS database. In the coming week, he will continue working on both of these projects. While he works updating the 
ALMIS database, he is taking procedural notes to assist in putting that process into the Procedures Manual.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, did prevailing wage determinations, responded to 
several data requests and followed up on several pending projects. She will be preparing the semi-annual Alien Labor 
Certification report, completing a travel and expense report and continuing with fringe benefit activities.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 3/23/01
Information Branch Support Staff
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Apr 6 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Apr 6 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Report Schedule (Round III) May 31
WIN-202: •  Report Schedule (Round IV) May 31
•  Install IL Test Server Done Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
•  Query Training Mar 30 Maine for College Graduates
•  Demo AK Apr 15 •  Send for Printing Mar 31
•  Version IV Release May 31 •  Ordering Supplies Mar 31
•  Updating Formatiing Mar 31
2000/2Q Cross Reference File Done Updating ALMIS Ongoing
•  Occupational Licensing Ongoing
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update Mar 30 •  Education Completer Data IPEDS 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
Mar 31
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication Ongoing
Hot Jobs Brochure 




•  Reports to Print Apr 9
•  Distribution Apr 9
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
LMIS Personals
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COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________Week Ending March 31, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, is attending WIN-202 Query Training in Gardiner this week.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, is presenting WIN-202 Query Training in Gardiner this week.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending March 28. The 
information will be faxed to the area analysts due to the e-mail uncertainties this week. He has finished the first of what will be 
a weekly “snapshot” of mass layoffs for the Commissioner's Office. He is also completing a draft of the MLS Annual Report 
for 2000, which will, where appropriate, incorporate information from the Longitudinal Links Database. Finally, he is continuing 
to respond to data requests.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, is attending Occupational Employment Statistics training in NH this week.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on unemployment insurance information for Winnie Malia. He provided 
information for Roger. David worked on the Month in Brief data, and with Michael Burnett on job applicants data. David is 
getting data together for a meeting with Jim Laham next week. David estimated industry and occupation data for the 
Characteristics of the Insured Unemployed report. Last week, he attended training on profiling data and issues in Chicago.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continued work on this Friday’s first closing for March. This 
included making data collection calls, sending out nonresponse prompt faxes, entering March microdata, and sending new forms 
to delinquent reporters. Dale answered a request for statewide manufacturing data from the Maine MEP Company. He also did 
5 o’clock telephone duty.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on the report on the Trust Fund Projections 
and on cost analysis for several upcoming Unemployment Insurance bills. She completed the annual federal report on the 
Average Employer Contribution Rates.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, is attending Occupational Employment Statistics training in NH this week.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, is assisting with WIN-202 Query Training in Gardiner this week.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, continues to review output from the new 
quality assurance programs that USBLS has developed for the OES program, continues to work with the employment data from 
Department of Education, and worked on an economic development request for a firm in Franklin County.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim will be running the revised employment estimates for February. He sent Galen Rose of the 
State Planning Office some employment tables for February. Jim is working on printing the employment, hours, and earnings 
tables for 1999 and 2000. He updated the ACES system with the third quarter EQUI.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, devoted this week to processing about 300 new employer accounts in an effort 
to reduce the large amounts that have been added to his queues by Tax recently. Our latest 2001 Industry Survey Status Report 
indicates that 87 percent of the units have responded and 67 percent have usable responses.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 4th quarter multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She prepared the Top 50 Employers in Maine tables 
for June and September 2000. She ran and printed the Multiple Worksite Reports for 1st quarter 2001.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, completed wage findings for a health service provider in Presque Isle, an engineering 
firm in Bangor, a transportation company in St. Agatha, a chemical supplier in Saco and a manufactured home builder in Oxford, 
drafted a performance appraisal, and followed up on activities after being out of the office.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits to firms in Houlton and Lincoln areas. He gave a workshop for 
Maine Center for Women, Work and Community in Bangor. Craig answered 8 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 13 requests for labor market information, made a Rapid Response 
presentation (RETI) to 40 workers at Falcon Shoe in Lewiston, finalized February L-A MSA CES nonfarm employment 
estimates, and attended multi-cultural training.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, assisted in staffing the CareerCenter booth at the Maine Technology Job Fair w'hich 
was held at the Cumberland County Civic Center on Tuesday. Back in the office, Merrill filled in OES forms for logging firms 
from data obtained during the woods wage survey. On Friday, he revised February estimates for the Portland MSA, and 
investigated a recurring MEIG problem in the Portland information center.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made another RETI LMI presentation to laid-off Dirigo Shoe workers at the Skowhegan 
CareerCenter, attended a working session of the Augusta CareerCenter Employee Assistance Team, worked on the Maine Metal 
Products initiative, provided coverage in the Information Center at the Augusta CareerCenter, and answered several requests for 
labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, finished processing the 1998 LAUS benchmarked data and 
transmitted it to BLS. He also prepared for processing March UI claims reports, and updated the LMIS website.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, amended 2000 labor force tables for annual publications due to changes in 
the original data, and began working on the spreadsheet for Areas of Substantial Unemployment.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, worked on an economic development request, finalized tables for 1998 to 2008 
substate employment projections, and assisted various customers with a range of needs.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He completed DVDs containing the new 
employer database and delivered them to North Carolina and GeoSolutions. He analyzed discrepancies between 202 data used 
in MEIG and data published in the Statistical Handbook. He created maps for Maine and Co. and BLS. He attended to 
administrative details for the 2001 GIS classes in Portland.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, and did his usual fine job 
of selecting newspaper articles.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, continued working on problems with the DOLAR$ system and completed the Staff Time 
Distribution for March. He also worked with Linda R. on the revised "Hot Jobs in Maine" flier, and attended meetings of the 
DOL Budget Directors and 20 Union Street Renovation Project Team.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on follow-ups for data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, working 
on cleaning up data on Questions 31, 49 and 53 on the Fringe Benefit Survey working on updating the Occupational Profile for 
Careers in Maine for College Graduates, prepared and mailed regular publication requests, working with Ray Fongemie in 
preparing for the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store software, working with Bob Kelley in 
researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department, working on the education and training opportunities for the 
Hot Jobs Brochure .working on procedures for the Top 40 Poster and the Hot Jobs Brochure.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued OES coding the results obtained from the June 2000 round of the 
Portland Job Vacancy Survey. He will complete that task and will begin entering those OES codes into the database during 
the coming week. He has also spent some time during the past week updating the education completer data in the ALMIS 
database and will finish that task in the coming week.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, addressed every prevailing wage application in her 
file and completed 25 in the last 2 days. She responded to several requests for data, including one concerning group foster 
homes, and prepared the semi-annual Alien Labor Certification report, showing an increase from 177 to 318 applications 
processed in the latest 6-month period. She expects to set up a new template for the balance-of-state GTI (Governor’s 
Training Initiative), to set up a date log of incoming prevailing wage applications and to follow-up on various projects.
-Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 3/31/01
Information Branch Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Apr 6 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Ongoing
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Apr 6 Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Report Draft (Round II) D one
WIN-202: •  Planning Meeting Apr 2001
•  Query Training D one •  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Demo AK D one •  Report Schedule (Round IV) May 31
•  Version IV Release May 31 Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15 Maine for College Graduates
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15 •  Send for Printing Apr 13
•  Ordering Supplies Apr 13
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #2 Apr 27 •  Updating Formatting 
Updating ALMIS
Apr 13
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable May 9 •  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  Education Completer Data IPEDS Apr 13
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount •  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
Calculation May 18 Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Ongoing
•  Go to Print Apr 13
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports 
•  Reports from Print Apr 9
•  Distribution Apr 9
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
LMIS Personals
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COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
_____________ Week Ending April 6, 2001_____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, began editing 4th quarter employment and wage data. She researched employment 
changes on the imaging system. She continued to enter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and the tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, instructed 12 students on the WIN-202 Basic Query Course. Chris also worked 
w ith Steve Francoeur on the list of changes for WIN-202 v4.0 and reviewed the programming of the quarterly w age edit.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for the week ending March 31. This 
information has been sent to area directors and other appropriate parties. He has prepared the weekly potential mass layoff update 
and has submitted it to the Commissioner's Office. He is continuing work on the MLS Annual Report and the Statistical 
Handbook, Finally, he has updated the .lob Services 9002 report.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues to edit the OES surveys received and contact employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening. Betty facilitated the Division's Q & E Council meeting this week.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, is analyzing the monthly printouts from the Office of Information Processing. He 
provided job applicant data for Michael Adams. David is looking into changes for ETA 227 (Fraud and Overpayments) report. 
He is working on Operations Highlights. David is setting up Outlook so he can use it to organize when the reports are due along 
with other projects.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the first closing for March and continues making 
follow-up contacts with delinquent reporters. He edited the monthly Labor Market Area (LMA) and County print file, sent the 
LMA printouts along with the preliminary March estimates to the area analysts, and transmitted the monthly touchtone data entry 
(TDE) response rate and management information files to BLS-Washington. Dale worked on CES operation procedure checklists 
and Atlas GIS tutorials. He also attended the Division Q & E Council meeting.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, completed several Legislative Briefs for upcoming 
public hearing on Unemployment Insurance bills scheduled for April 17. She is working on the Unemployment Compensation 
Trust Fund report as well. She met with Jim Laham from the ETA Regional Office to answer questions on the progress of 
Unemployment Insurance Data Validation. She also completed an employee evaluation. She and David Gilbert assisted in a 
request for Trade Adjustment Assistance information for Senator Snowe's Office.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, processed Multiple Work Site reports for the 2001/1 st Quarter mailing, filed 
industry classification forms, worked on occupational coding, and was the recorder for the April Quarterly & Excellence Council 
meeting.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, helped setup training lab for Progress Query class; attended. Completed 
Connecticut's 3rd mailing ARCS forms and Florida's Multiple Work Site forms. Began printing Georgia's 2nd mailing ARS and 
soon to print Multiple Work Site forms for Alabama. Working on invoicing states for forms printing.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, continues to work with the employment data 
from Department of Education, looked over the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator, reviewed a revised chapter in 
the OES System User's Guide, fielded OES calls and coded OES lists.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the revised employment estimates for February. He will be working on the 
preliminary employment estimates for March and the employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. Jim updated 
the Kardex with the employment tables for 1999 and 2000. He sent Bernie Mckay in New Hampshire the second and third quarter 
EQUI for Labor Market Area one. Jim had the N.O.D.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to devote the majority of his time to processing new employer accounts 
that have been added to his queues by Tax recently. He also mailed out the 2001/1 employment and wage reports to the Federal 
employers and attended the March Division Q & E Council meeting.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is reviewing 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She has begun working in earnest on the 4th quarter 
edits. She prepared a list of employers in SICs 34 and 35 in Franklin and Oxford Counties for BES.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, drafted a sole source statement for the consumer reports system, attended a workforce 
investment briefing for the Labor Committee, completed wage findings for a printer in Augusta, a semiconductor maker and a 
wood products manufacturer in Rockport, and managed activities during the Director’s absence.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits to firms in Millinocket/East Millinocket areas, attended the Schoodic 
Area Futures Committee meeting in Gouldsboro, and answered 7 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 32 requests for labor market information including supplying Bob Webb 
from ERA Webb, Augusta, with labor supply information and analysis of economic conditions in Oxford and Franklin Counties. 
Mr. Webb would like to sell the J.A. Thurston woodworking plants in Mexico and Bethel to Eldrid Wheeler of Hingham, 
Massachusetts, who would start a sawmill and a furniture-making factory. Gerard developed March Lewiston-Auburn MSA CES 
nonfarm industry employment estimates and LAUS private covered employment estimates. He attended the Androscoggin 
County Chamber of Commerce meeting to discuss starting a proposed chamber clearinghouse on-line job opening system for 
area employers and job seekers.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, responded to customer inquiries, worked on March preliminary estimates, and coded 
Portland job vacancy survey forms from the June 2000 survey round.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made eight RETI LMI presentations to SCI workers at the Augusta CareerCenter. He did 
some preparatory work for the upcoming cranberry worker wage survey. Ken met with Sandra Cavanaugh, manager of the 
Augusta CC, and will represent the CareerCenter at a May 17 Economic Forum sponsored by People of the Kennebec. Ken will 
be giving a RETI LMI presentation to Saunders workers this coming Friday at the Augusta CareerCenter.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, ran the LAUS UI claims reports for use in March LAUS 
processing. He also updated the LMIS website, and attended a meeting of the DOL Web Group, and learned that all State 
websites will soon be required to provide all their information in a version which is accessible to the disabled. This involves 
providing web pages that can be spoken aloud by the appropriate software in an understandable format.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on the ASU spreadsheet for the 2002 Planning Year, and started setting 
up the March LAUS employment and unemployment estimates and batch files.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, put together a package of information for the State Treasurer’s “2001 Official 
Statement and Economic Newsletter” used as part of the annual bond funding. Glenn engaged in projections- related activities 
and assisted Maine & Co. and DECD staff with informational needs.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He analyzed discrepancies between 202 
data used in MEIG and data published in the Statistical Handbook. He collected applicants and employment service data for use 
in MEIG. He began archiving old GIS projects using Adobe Acrobat.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended legislative hearings, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, 
and did a superb job of selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on follow-ups for data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, working 
on cleaning up data on Questions 31, 49 and 53 on the Fringe Benefit Survey, working on updating the Occupational Profile for 
Careers in Maine for College Graduates, prepared and mailed regular publication requests, working with Ray Fongemie in 
preparing for the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store software, working with Bob Kelley in 
researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department, working on the final review of the Hot Jobs Brochure to go 
to print, working on writing up the procedures on the Top 40 Poster and the Hot Jobs Brochure for the Procedures Manual, 
prepared for the distribution of the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator reports with Cheryl Hart.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, finished updating education completer data for the ALMIS database and will 
be working during the coming week with Will Chamberlain to get that data loaded into the ALMIS file structure. As he 
completes the process of updating the education completer data, David is putting together a procedure manual for the annual 
process of getting this data into ALMIS. He will also finish OES coding the results from the December 2000 round of the 
Portland Job Vacancy Survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, did prevailing wage determinations and archived 
some older hard copies of same. She reviewed the completed Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator, adjusted the 
procedures draft and the template for the GTI (Governor's Training Initiative) reports, suggested improvements to the 
College Profdes, prepared a fringe benefit summary for a visiting ETA representative and did NOD. She will be planning, 
cleaning-up and editing, and organizing documentation related to the fringe benefit study, submitting a training request and 
attending an in-house meeting on the job vacancy survey.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, worked on the LMIS Personal Services and Personnel Benefits Cost Estimates in 
preparation for the FY2002 budget. He also continued work on the revised "Hot Jobs in Maine" flier and attended meeting of 
the State Employees Health Care Advisory Group, the LMIS Q&E Group, the DOL Health and Safety Committee and the 
Bangor CareerCenter/Call Center Development Group.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 4/6/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Apr 20
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Apr 20
WIN-202:
•  Version IV Release May 31
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #2 Apr 27
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable May 9
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount
Calculation May 18
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999 Apr 30
Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Report Draft (Round II) In Clearance
•  Planning Meeting Apr 12
•  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) May 31
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Maine for College Graduates
•  Send for Printing Apr 20
•  Ordering Supplies Apr 13
•  Updating Formatting Apr 13
Updating ALMIS
•  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  Education Completer Data IPEDS Apr 13
•  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
•  Clean-up & Edit Data Ongoing
•  Summary Response Ongoing
•  Full Publication Ongoing
Hot Jobs Brochure
•  Go to Print Apr 13
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports
•  Reports from Print Done
•  Distribution In Process
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
LMIS Personals
C O O
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________ Week Ending April 13, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, is continuing to edit 4th quarter employment and wage data. She researched changes 
in employment on the imaging system and wage records. Lacy contacted a number of employers regarding missing employment 
and wage increases. She continues to enter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and the tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, worked on the wage edit in the WIN-202 system, on the ALMIS Database ES-202 
input file (not the EQUI) and set up a server for the Wisconsin demonstration.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the initial claims for potential mass layoff events for the 
week ending 4/7/01 and has transmitted this information to the area representatives. He has updated the weekly report to the 
Commissioner. He is continuing work on the MLS Annual Report and has completed the March JS 9002 updates.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues to edit the OES surveys received and contact employers to clear up 
inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, provided unemployment data for Winifred Malia. He worked on a couple of job 
applicant data requests for Michael Adams. David is working with the Office of Information Processing on programming the 
combined wage data reports. He is working on the monthly and quarterly reports to Washington for the period ending March 31, 
2001 and is continuing to look into changes for the ETA 227 report (Fraud and Overpayments). David provided data to Brenda 
Evans for the Labor Market Digest.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continues work for the February third closing and March second 
closing. He sent out the April mailing, completed checking Panel 50 on the Panel Review Website, and added reporters to the 
touchtone system. He worked out a procedure with Maine General Health to collect employment data each month. Dale is 
reviewing procedures with Jim Raymond in preparation for attending the CES Reluctance Training in Baltimore next week.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, completed several legislative briefs on upcoming 
unemployment compensation bills. She is also working on a report on the current Trust Fund Projections. She and David Gilbert 
met with UI and OIP staff to review data definitions on the ETA 586 - Combined Wage Report. She answered questions on the 
employer tax rates and the current average weekly wage in effect for eligibility for unemployment compensation.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She also entered new employer 
data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and worked 
on filing last year's Industry Verification Forms
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, printed and shipped 2nd mailing of ARS forms for Georgia; MWR forms for 
Alabama. Provided information to Linda Roy on invoicing states for forms printing. Performed minor updates to the WIN-202 
manual. Reviewed May 2001 changes to the system that need documenting though they are not in test yet.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, checked out alternative methods of data 
collection for the OES program, worked on an economic development request, and continues to work with Bruce Prindall 
reformatting the school data from the Department of Education.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the preliminary employment estimates for March and the employment tables for 
the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He sent some information on the wholesale trade estimates, done under the probability 
sample, to Carl Boutiette at the Boston Regional office.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts, reviewed returned industry refiling 
survey forms for possible code changes, and researched some industry questions that resulted from the OES Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is reviewing 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She is continuing to work on the 4th quarter edits.
She prepared a table of Employers and Employment totals by town for Midcoast Council for Business Development and Planning 
and a list of employers engaged in growing berries for Ken Bridges. She is working on matching employers to UI numbers for 
CEI. She will be spending time testing new code on the WIN-202 development database.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, participated in approving funding under the Governor’s Training Initiative program 
for a papermaker in Jay and a printer in Augusta, reviewed hardware requirements for the consumer reports system, and met with 
Region for a review of our one-stop labor market information plan.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits to firms in the Ellsworth and Patten/Island Falls areas. He attended 
the Maine Construction Expo at the Augusta Civic Center. Craig answered 8 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 19 requests for labor market information including a request from Dr. 
Bryant Hoffman, WIA Director, Central/Western Area, for first quarter 2001 labor market info narrative update on Androscoggin, 
Franklin, and Oxford Counties for WIA board members. Gerard received a NAFTA petition from 3 dislocated workers from 
Pleasant River Lumber in Dover-Foxcroft. The softwood dimension lumber manufacturer laid off 33 workers in December and 
January. The company is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gerard Crete & Son’s in Proulxville, Quebec. Gerard received a NAFTA 
petition from Dave Berry, HR Mgr., SCI Systems Inc. in Augusta. The company laid off 200 workers On March 30 due to a shift 
of production of electronic components to Canada and Mexico. Gerard received a NAFTA FAX transmittal decision from 
USDOL-OTAA Certifying Officer Linda Poole who approved the NAFTA petition from Nautel of Maine in Bangor. The 
company shifted production of 20 percent of its radio transmitters to Canada.
Plans for next week: Complete both NAFTA petition investigations and preliminary finding.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, as part of a workgroup affiliated with the 6-County Coastal Region, surveyed area 
Chambers of Commerce regarding their charge structure to include flyers and brochures into their newsletters and information 
packages. Notes were compiled and submitted to John Bouchard. Other activities included providing information as requested.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, did preliminary March employment estimates for Central District labor market areas, made 
a RETI LMI presentations to Saunders Mfg workers at the Augusta CareerCenter, worked on a quarterly review write-up for the 
LWIB, worked on the upcoming cranberry worker wage survey, and answered several requests for labor market information and 
analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, processed and transmitted March statewide LAUS estimates and 
analysis, and wrote a draft unemployment rate news release. He also attended a meeting related to the issue of making 
information on the LMIS website accessible to the visually impaired. He was on annual leave the last 2 days of the week.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, produced estimates and batch files for March substate LAUS processing, 
worked on the ASU spreadsheet for PY 2001, and provided commuter claims data from different sources for the last year for use 
by BLS.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, provided a draft copy of the Southern Maine Employment Outlook to 2008 to the 
State Labor Economist. Glenn expects to finalize draft versions for the other five regions shortly.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He worked with Chris Boudreau to create 
a program to calculate Covered Employment tables for the county, LMA, State, and WIA areas of Maine to be imported into 
MEIG. He worked with David Gilbert on revising and updating the Education session of MEIG.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, and did a superb job of 
selecting newspaper articles.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, continued work on the LMIS Personal Services and Personnel Benefits Cost Estimates in 
preparations for the FY2002 budget. He also reviewed the December 1999 Portland Job Vacancy report and continued working 
with Linda R. on revisions to the new "Hot Jobs in Maine" flier. Bob attended meetings of the Budget Directors and the 20 Union 
St. Project Team and met with the LMIS management team and Paul Cleary of the ETA Regional Office to discuss the status 
of the One-Stop Cost Reimbursable Grant.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on follow-ups for data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, working 
on cleaning up data on Questions 31, 49 and 53 on the Fringe Benefit Survey, prepared and mailed regular publication requests, 
working with Ray Fongemie in preparing for the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store software, 
working with Bob Kelley in researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department, working on the final review of
the Hot Jobs Brochure to go to print, working on writing up the procedures on the Top 40 Poster and the Hot Jobs Brochure for 
the Procedures Manual, completing the distribution of the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator reports with Cheryl 
Hart.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, prepared a draft format for the procedures manual, 
did prevailing wage determinations, and responded to several data requests. She will be reviewing the College Profiles and a 
procedures draft, beginning review of fringe benefit comments, helping guide a plan for Occupational Licensing updates to 
ALMIS, and sharing comments for the upcoming National Job Vacancy Survey meeting.
"Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 4/13/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Apr 20
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Apr 20
WIN-202:
•  Version IV Release May 31
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #2 Apr 27
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable May 9
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount
Calculation May 18
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  Receiving File from Wendy Apr 30
•  Reports Completed May 30
Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Report Draft (Round II) In  C l e a r a n c e
•  Planning Meeting (2nd) Apr 23
•  Report Draft (Round 111) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) May 31
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in 
Maine for College Graduates
•  Send for Printing May 7
•  Ordering Supplies May 7
•  Updating Formatting Done
•  Review Draft Apr 20
Updating ALMIS
•  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  Planning Meeting Apr 20
•  Education Completer Data IPEDS Done
•  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 15
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 22
•  Summary to Print Jun 7
Hot Jobs Brochure
•  Go to Print Apr 20
Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicators Reports
•  Distribution In Process
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GT1 Wage Database
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________ Week Ending April 20, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to edit employment and wage data for the 4th quarter. She contacted 
several employers regarding missing monthly employment figures. Lacy researched employment changes using wage records, 
the Internet and MIPS. She continues to enter Tax-22 employment data, as it is received.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, worked on creating ES-202 files for input to the ALMIS database, and reviewed 
the Non-Response Coding programming with Steve Francoeur.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, completed reporting requirements for the Mass Layoff Statistics 
program.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues to edit the OES survey forms received and contact employers to clear 
up inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She has been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening. Betty ran the labels for the 4th request letters and post cards. She also ran the labels for the “personal visits” that the 
area analysts will be helping us with. Thanks to Wendy Nelson and Betty Meader, these 4th requests will be mailed this week.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on applicant data requests. He worked on data for Roger Carpentter and 
Marion Coffin. David also worked on the ETA5159 (Claims and Payments) report and the ETA207 (Non-monetary 
Determinations) report.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, is attending CES Reluctance training in Baltimore, MD.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on informational requests from the Public 
Hearings on the Unemployment Insurance bills. She and Mike Adams met with Chris Hastedt and Kit St. John to answers on 
the contribution system.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, assisted with two OES mailings - a 4th Request mailing and a post card 
reminder mailing. She also entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, continued updating the WIN-202 manual with screen changes, screen additions 
and text revisions. Provided information to Linda Roy on invoicing Georgia and Florida for forms printing.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, prepared and sent to the area analysts, 
packages of OES questionnaires for their help with data collection of employers with 100 or more employees; helped with 
preparing postcards to send to OES non-respondents with less than 50 employees; and got ready to attend the East Coast OES 
Regional Meeting being held in Memphis all next week.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim sent the employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief to Brenda Evans. He sent 
advance notice fax messages to the touchtone reporters that have not called in April data.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, Kent Saunders, devoted this week primarily to processing new employer 
accounts, reviewing returned industry refiling survey forms for possible code changes, and researching a few industry questions 
from the OES Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is reviewing 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite reports 
(MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, emphasizing 
reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She is continuing to work on the 4th quarter edits. 
She will be spending time testing new code on the WIN-202 development database.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, completed a wage finding for a ship repairer in Portland, attended Labor Committee 
hearings for several unemployment compensation bills, met with the Labor Market Information Advisory Committee, reviewed 
implementation plans for the consumer reports system, and drafted an employee evaluation.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits to firms in Orono, East Corinth, and the newly opened IP worker 
assistance center in Howland. Craig worked on links and recorded data from the 3rd Quarter ES-202. He answered 10 requests 
for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 26 requests for labor market information. Gerard completed NAFTA 
petition research on SCI Systems Inc. in Augusta. He drafted a state preliminary finding letter for Tim McLellan’s signature 
approving the petition based on a shift of $100 million in production to Canada and $25 million to Mexico. The company laid 
off 200 workers On March 30.
Plans for next week: complete NAFTA petition research on Pleasant River Lumber in Dover Foxcroft.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, responded to numerous requests for information. Among them, census data by age, 
by County, requested by Rick Meade of TRC for a grant proposal they are putting together. Merrill also attended a meeting of 
the LMI Advisory Group on Thursday, and later met with Bob Kelley, Suzanne Thivierge, and David Welch, to discuss several 
pending projects.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the LMI Advisory Workgroup, worked on a quarterly review write 
up for the LWIB, worked on the upcoming cranberry worker wage survey, and answered several requests for labor market 
information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, processed and transmitted LAUS substate estimates for March, 
updated the LMIS website with March data, provided updated tables for March LMIS publications, prepared a travel request for 
a training session in Minneapolis, and prepared to discuss Areas of Substantial Unemployment at a meeting with BES and WIC 
staff. He also communicated with BLS about changes in revised continued claims counts that have occurred over the past couple 
of years.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared labor force tables for monthly publications, and worked on the 
spreadsheet for the 2001 ASU submittal.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, provided additional data to the State Treasurer’s office for their annual Official 
Statement and basoned with DECD & Maine & Co staff. He continued work on the substate long-term projections publications.
Wil Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He updated building permits, labor force, 
and employment service data. He made arrangements to attend SQL Server 7.0 database training on May 7-11. He imported the 
new 2001 employer database into MEIG. He researched other states experience working with GeoSolutions’ Consumer Reporting 
software.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, answered requests, released the March unemployment rate and took questions from the 
press in the privacy of his own home, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, and did a superb job of selecting newspaper 
articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, completing follow-ups for data on the Fringe Benefit Survey forms, working 
on cleaning up data on Questions 31, 49 and 53 on the Fringe Benefit Survey, prepared and mailed regular publication requests, 
working with Ray Fongemie in preparing for the GIS Training in June, worked on cleaning up the Invoice Store software, 
working with Bob Kelley in researching some of the Fund Ledger Accounts for the department, working on the final review of 
the Hot Jobs Brochure to go to print, working on writing up the procedures on the Top 40 Poster and the Hot Jobs Brochure for 
the Procedures Manual, completed the distribution of the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator reports.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued working with Wil Chamberlain to fine-tune the database that powers 
the MEIG (Maine Employment Info Guide). He also continued coding the results from the June 2000 round of the Portland Job 
Vacancy survey. In the coming week, he will be completing coding and will begin processing the data gathered for the upcoming 
report on the June 2000 survey round. He will also be distributing the report for the December 1999 round of the survey in the 
coming week.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, did prevailing wage determinations, and proofread 
the College Profiles, the Hot Jobs brochure and a procedures draft for Educational Completer Data. She also attended in- 
house job vacancy and occupational licensing meetings, and registered for a May forum. She plans to identify fringe benefit 
surveys for data cleaning, to make contacts for occupational licensing updates, to attend the quarterly division meeting, and 
do a stint on NOD.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 4/20/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP-Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS May 18
•  ES-202 Extract Changes May 18
WIN-202:
•  Version IV Release May 31
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #2 Apr 27
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable May 9
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount
Calculation May 18
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  Receiving File from Wendy Apr 30
•  Reports Completed May 30
Portland Job Vacancy Survey Ongoing
•  Report Draft (Round II) To Print
•  Planning Meeting (2nd) Apr 23
•  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) Jun 30
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Maine for College Graduates
•  Send for Printing May 7
•  Ordering Supplies May 7
•  Review Draft Apr 20
Updating ALMIS
•  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  Planning Meeting Done
•  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 15
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 22
•  Summary to Print Jun 7
Hot Jobs Brochure
•  Go to Print Apr 27
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports
•  Distribution Apr 23
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services

COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
____________ Week Ending April 27, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to edit employment and wage data for the 4th quarter EQUI Deliverable. 
She researched employment changes on the imaging system. Lacy contacted two payroll companies concerning high monthly 
employment counts. She continued to enter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and the tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, worked on the Annual 202 file for the ALMIS database. He also discussed extracts 
with New York and Alaska, server requirements and load with New York and provided a general WIN-202 overview to 
Mississippi.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, is continuing to analyze a noticeable trend in the potential layoff 
events which the MLS system identifies each week when 20 or more new UI claims are made against the same employer: the 
relatively high number of potential events during January (weekly totals: 6,11,7,7) followed by a sharp drop-off in February and 
March and then a sudden increase in April (weekly totals: 10,11,13). Through employer contacts it appears that the early layoff 
events were nearly all seasonal while the April events represent, for the most part, business downturns and closures. He shared 
this information with Dana Evans, Janet White, Ray Fongemie and the Area analysts at a meeting on Tuesday. This information 
was also prov ided to the Commissioner’s Office in the weekly “mass layoff snapshot” report. He is continuing work on the MLS 
annual report and is preparing the Quarterly Report for USBLS. Finally, he will be attending the LMIS Quarterly meeting.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been taking many calls and processing the new influx of completed forms 
generated from the 4th request mailing last week. She continues to edit the OES survey forms received and contact employers 
to clear up inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. Betty also pulled and is reviewing the completed “usable” surveys 
that didn't pass the initial micro edit tests.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on monthly and quarterly reports to Washington. He completed the fraud 
and overpayments report, the benefit rights report, the time lapse reports, the characteristics of the insured unemployed report 
and the appeals report. David also completed data for the Labor Market Digest and the Month in Brief.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continues work on the first closing for April. He is catching up 
on micro data editing after attending the CES Reluctance Training last week. Dale sent the non-response prompt faxes and the 
revised March estimates, entered the state employment totals, and worked on two spreadsheets to resolve questions on quota 
sample and probability sample duplicate reporters. He did five o’clock duty and will attend Thursday's Division Q & E Cultural 
Awareness training.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, attended the Workforce Investment Act Performance 
Reporting Training Seminar in Boston. She is working on additional information for the Labor Committee concerning the 
unemployment compensation proposed bills. She is scheduled to attend the LMIS quarterly division meeting.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She also entered new employer 
data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and worked 
on filing last year's Industry Verification Forms. Betty also finalized arrangements for this Thursday’s Division Quarterly 
Meeting.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, continued updates of the WIN-202 manual with screen changes, screen additions, 
text revisions, table of contents, table of figures and indexes. Added David Gilbert and Winnie Malia as users to WIN-202 
production. Provided invoicing information to Linda Roy for Connecticut's 3rd ARS mailing.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, is attending the OES East Coast Tri-Regional 
Meeting in Memphis, TN.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim will be working on the revised employment estimates for March later this week. He reports 
that the ALMIS database has been updated with the latest employment files. Jim sent some March employment files to Galen 
Rose at the State Planning Office. He had the N.O.D.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, again devoted this week primarily to processing new employer accounts and 
reviewing returned industry refiling survey forms for possible code changes. Our latest 2001 Industry Survey Status Report 
indicates that over 88 percent of units have responded and 69 percent have usable response rates, which is ahead of last year at 
this time.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite 
reports (MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, 
emphasizing reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding. She is continuing to work on the 4th 
quarter edits. She will be spending time testing new code on the WIN-202 development database. She met with the area analysts 
to discuss report needs. She attended the Cultural Awareness Training at the Division quarterly meeting on Thursday.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, provided information for and attended the Labor Committee work session on 
unemployment compensation issues, discussed demand occupations and funding formulas with the local area directors, made 
preparations for submitting a final report on the project for America's Learning Exchange, and participated in approving 
Governor's Training Initiative funding for an architectural firm in Bangor, a chemical manufacturer in Saco, and an electrical 
contractor in Lewiston.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, attended the Local Area Directors (LAD) meeting in Hallowell to discuss area analyst 
assistance to the local Workforce Investment Boards (WIB), a meeting on NAICS and Mass Layoffs in Augusta, and the Division 
Quarterly Meeting on refugees and their cultures. Craig worked on links and recorded data from the 3rd Quarter ES-202. He met 
with Maine Center for Women, Work and Community staff in Ellsworth on labor market conditions. Craig answered 8 requests 
for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 24 requests for labor market information, attended the Local Area WIA 
Development Directors meeting at BES in Hallowell, finalized March 2001 L-A MSA CES nonfarm employment estimates by 
industry, and wrote the narrative for Analysts Corner. Gerard worked on the Pleasant River Lumber NAFTA petition.
Plans for next week: finish the Pleasant River NAFTA petition research and write state preliminary finding letter.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, responded to 10 requests for information, primarily employment by industry, labor 
force, and occupational wage related. He also attended a meeting in Hallowell to discuss the Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator with members of the Local Workforce Investment Boards. On Thursday, Merrill attended Cultural Awareness Training 
at the LMIS quarterly meeting. Plans for the upcoming week include revised March estimates, and put together packages for this 
year's commercial nursery survey.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, answered a considerable number of LMI requests which came 
through the LMIS website e-mail link, began running the LAUS UI claims reports for April, loaded data into the BLS-provided 
software for Areas of Substantial Unemployment (ASUs), and worked with Marion Coffin on a list of commuter claims which 
are received from 2 sources: other states and the Lockheed-Martin data exchange. He planned various air routes to an LMI 
website training in Minneapolis which he will not attend.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on the ASU spreadsheet for this year, and updated the list of commuter 
claims both from other states and from Lockheed-Martin.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, worked on the six sub-state projections (1998 to 2008) publications.
Wil Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties. He installed ArcView 8.1 and dealt with 
software issues for the impending Business Geographic courses. He worked with Chris Boudreau to develop covered employment 
tables in ALMIS format on an annualized basis. He loaded Employment Service data into the Maine Employment Info Guide.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended the Local Workforce Investment Board Director’s meeting at BES, where 
development of the Maine Area of Substantial Unemployment (ASU), substate allocation of resources, the Projected Employment 
Opportunities Indicator Matrix as a means of identifying occupations in demand, and area analysts’ assistance to WIBs and 
CareerCenters were discussed. He attended the quarterly meeting and enjoyed the Cultural Awareness training, worked on the 
Digest, attended other meetings, and did a superb job of selecting newspaper articles.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, was in Washington D.C. most of the week attending a meeting of the Fed-State Workgroup 
convened to develop an exportable methodology and data processing system for occupational vacancy surveys of employers. 
Bob will be attending the 2001 Northeast Forest Products/Logging Expo, toward the end of this week.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on cleaning up data on the Fringe Benefit Survey, prepared and mailed 
regular publication requests, working with Ray Fongemie in preparing for the GIS Training in June, completed the Hot Jobs 
Brochure to go to print, working on writing up the procedures on the Top 40 Poster, the Hot Jobs Brochure and sending items 
to print for the Procedures Manual.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued working with Wil Chamberlain to fine-tune the database that powers 
the MEIG (Maine Employment Info Guide). In the past week, he also finished OES coding the results from the June 2000 
round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. He will be spending the coming weeks analyzing and compiling the data from 
that survey round in order to generate a report. He will also be preparing to populate the ALMIS database with Occupational 
Licensing information, which may involve a small mailed survey to several licensing authorities around the state.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, prepared several letters of certification for attorneys 
using our data in legal proceedings, proofread the final draft of the Hot Jobs brochure, proofread the College Profiles, laid 
some groundwork for occupational licensing updates and had NOD. She will be data cleaning for the fringe benefit survey, 
following up on summer intern arrangements and addressing the large number of prevailing wage determinations received at 
the end of April.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 4/27/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS May 18
•  ES-202 Extract Changes May 18
WIN-202:
•  Version IV Release May 31
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #3 May 25
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable May 9
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount
Calculation May 18
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  Receiving File from Wendy May 14
•  Reports Completed May 30
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round II) To Print
•  Planning Meeting (2nd) Done
•  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) Jun 30
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Maine for College Graduates
•  Send for Printing May 7
•  Ordering Supplies May 7
•  Review Draft May 4
Updating ALMIS
•  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  Planning Meeting Done
•  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 15
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 22
•  Summary to Print Jun 7
Hot Jobs Brochure
•  Go to Print Done
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports
•  Distribution Done
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
_____________ Week Ending May 4, 2001_____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, attended Cultural Awareness Training at North Park Grille. She continued to review 
employment and wage data for the 4th quarter EQUI Deliverable. She contacted a payroll firm regarding the over reporting of 
employment for several businesses. She continued to enter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and the tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, is attending the ES-202 Policy Council meeting in Boston, MA.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has loaded the potential mass layoff initial claims for transmission 
to the area analysts and for comparison with total IC's for the same period. On Monday he attended the Capitol Computers 
training for Word 2. He has begun preparation of a presentation utilizing the Longitudinal Links Database for a regional LMIS 
Conference in June. Mike has sent the Quarterly Report for 2001 to USBLS and has sent the weekly “snapshot” of potential mass 
layoff events to the Commissioner's Office.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues to edit the OES survey forms received and contact employers to clear 
up inconsistencies on their returned survey forms. She continues to make corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening. She is also coding lists sent in by employers in lieu of filling out the OES survey forms. Betty attended the Q & E 
Council meeting this week.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on graphs to illustrate trust fund data. David worked on data for Ken 
Bridges and helped Mike Burnett with the continued claims file.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed work on the first closing for April. He made data 
collection calls, completed the April micro data edits, transmitted the April touchtone data entry (TDE) response rate tables, 
worked on a travel expense form, and edited the April Labor Market Area (LMA) and County data file for input and printing 
from the WIN202 system. He attended the monthly Division Q & E meeting. Dale will work on the Panel 51 website CES/ES202 
review and the 3rd quarter 2000 cross-reference file.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, assembled information for a briefing on changes in 
part-time benefit provisions, and attended the Wage Record Interchange System Pilot State Briefing in Nashville, TN.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She also entered new employer 
data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens and entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen. Betty 
attended the May Q & E Council meeting on Tuesday.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, continued updating the WIN-202 manual with screen additions, modifications 
and text revisions. Also, making a list of items to address resulting from testing version 4.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, prepared a package of occupational materials 
for the Commissioner, answered several wage and projected employment questions, reviewed data from the Department of 
Education for input into OES, looked into the process necessary to produce wage estimates for our two balance of state areas, 
and studied the position paper on year-round collection of OES.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the revised employment estimates for March and will be running the preliminary 
employment estimates for April later this week. He attended the Cultural Awareness training.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to clean up new employer accounts prior to the 2000/4 ES-202 
deliverable, the majority of which were blank or incomplete and required follow-up phone calls or research. He also attended 
the May Division Q & E Council meeting.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite 
reports (MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, 
emphasizing reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding and entering NAICS codes. She is 
nearing the end of the 4th quarter edits. She will be spending time testing new code on the WIN-202 development database.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, assembled information for a briefing on changes in part-time benefit provisions, 
completed wage findings for a software service provider in Orono, and a design consultant in Portland, and plans to attend the 
May 4th Maine Jobs Council meeting.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, attended the 2001 Logging Expo and associated seminars in Bangor. He made an area 
OES visit. Craig met with an area-logging contractor concerning the agenda for this year's pre- woods harvest survey training 
session. He made employer visits in the Presque Isle area. Craig worked on links and recorded data from the 3rd Quarter ES-202. 
He gave a follow-up workshop for Maine Center for Women, Work and Community. Craig answered 9 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered nine requests for labor market information. Gerard contacted Jack 
Carrington, HR Mgr. at Pioneer Plastics Corp. in Auburn and VP Kristine Guyer at Financial Institutions Corp in Lewiston 
regarding OES Survey. He developed April L-A MSA CES nonfarm industry employment estimates and private covered LMA 
LAUS estimates.
Gerard completed the Pleasant River Lumber NAFTA petition and drafted negative state preliminary determination letter for 
Tim McLellan’s signature. There was no shift in production to Canada and Mexico and the company’s customers did not 
purchase more softwood lumber from. Canada or Mexico. He developed a list of certified NAFTA employer petitions since 
January 1997 and number of workers affected in response to a request.
Plans for next week: meet with local employment and training managers and WIA Director to present Occupation Indicator 
Matrices for Tri-County Area and pick occupations for training; make employer contacts regarding OES Survey.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided a presentation on LMI products to the Unemployed Professional Group in 
Portland. He discussed occupational wage surveys, occupational coding and OES definitions, projections, and useful Internet 
sites for occupational research. Merrill also responded to requests for information, developed revised March and preliminary 
April employment estimates, and began preparations for the upcoming Commercial Nursery Survey.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting and made an LMI presentation at the quarterly meeting of the 
Central/Western Maine LWIB, met with Bryant Hoffmann, Sandra Cavanaugh, and Judy Pelletier to review the Projected 
Employment Opportunities Indicator to work on a list of occupations approved for training, met with Sandra Cavanaugh to 
develop a speech outline that Ken will present at the People of the Kennebec Economic Forum on May 17, and answered several 
requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, processed the April projected LAUS estimates for the state, ran 
the April LAUS UI claims reports, responded to LMIS website e-mail, worked with the BLS ASU software, and attended a 
meeting of the DOL web administrators group.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared unemployment estimates and batch files for April LAUS estimates, 
and worked on the 2001 ASU spreadsheet.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, provided information to DECD staff regarding the Worker Adjustment and 
Retraining Notification Act (WARN) administered by ETA. DECD business development staff apparently have fielded numerous 
inquiries from businesses regarding their obligations when laying workers. Glenn also updated a description of Maine labor 
market conditions and cranked out more tables for projections publications.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, handled MEIG administrative duties.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, survived an office heat wave, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, 
and did a superb job of selecting newspaper articles.
Bob Kelley,Operations Manager, worked on a presentation of forestry wage determinations to be given at a meeting of the 
Forest Resources Association in Bangor on May 10th. He also worked on adjustments to various LMIS fund ledgers and made 
preparations for the FY 2002 LMIS budget. Bob attended the Northeast Logging Expo and the LMIS Q&E meeting.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on cleaning up data on questions 1, 2 and 9 on the Fringe Benefit 
Survey, working with Bob Kelley in cleaning up some of our Fund Ledger accounts, working with Ray Fongemie in preparing 
final plans for the Welcome Receptions, Graduation Dinners for the GIS Training in June, following up with the Eastland Park 
Hotel to be sure students have registered for their rooms for the GIS Training, Working on the corrections to the draft of the 
Occupational Profiles for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, working with Brenda Evans in completing the Graduation 
Certificates for the GIS Training session in June, sent the Hot Jobs Brochure to print, sent lists around to prepare for the
distribution for the Hot Jobs Brochure, working on writing up the procedures on the Top 40 Poster, the Hot Jobs Brochure and 
sending items to print for the Procedures Manual.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, started populating tables with Occupational Licensing information for the 
ALMIS database. In the past week, he also began analyzing the data gathered in the June 2000 round of the Portland Job 
Vacancy Survey. He will be continuing both of these projects during the coming week, and he will also begin OES coding 
the December 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. During the next several weeks, he will also be preparing a 
survey to send to several Occupational Licensing Authorities to gather data for the ALMIS database.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, did prevailing wage determinations, followed up on 
occupational licensing data and made an appointment with the summer intern, and had NOD.
—Reported Branch Priorities— 
as of 5/4/01
Information Branch Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS May 18 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  ES-202 Extract Changes May 18 •  Receiving File from Wendy May 18
•  Reports Completed Jun 18
WIN-202: Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Version IV Release May 31 •  Report Draft (Round II) To Print
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15 •  Planning Meeting (3rd) May 21
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15 •  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) Jun 30
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #3 May 25 Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Maine for College Graduates
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable May 9 •  Send for Printing May 18
•  Ordering Supplies May 11
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount •  Review Draft Done
Calculation May 18 •  Draft Corrections May 12
Updating ALMIS
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15 •  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
2000/3Q CES/202 Cross Reference File Jun 15 Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 15
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 22
•  Summary to Print Jun 7
Hot Jobs Brochure
•  Go to Print Done
•  Distribution May 18
Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicators Reports
•  Distribution Done
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities 
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
_____________Week Ending May 11, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, completed the micro edit for the 4th quarter EQUI Deliverable. She contacted four 
employers regarding errors in their monthly employment counts. She continued to enter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 
and the tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, participated in the ES-202 Policy Council Meeting in Boston MA, and a meeting 
with Robert D'Alessandro of the Bureau of Labor Statistics Boston Regional Office on the New York installation. Chris also had 
contacts with Vermont, New York and Alaska on their tax extract files.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential mass layoff events for the week ending 
May 5 and has sent the results to the Area Analysts and the Commissioner's Office. He has updated the Maine Information Guide 
through the first quarter of 2001. He has completed the ETA9002 April updates and is continuing to prepare for the Longitudinal 
Links Database presentation for the LMI conference in June.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues coding lists sent in by employers in lieu of filling out the OES survey 
forms and editing the completed survey forms received. She has been contacting employers to clear up inconsistencies regarding 
their returned forms and/or lists. Betty continues to make corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical screening. She 
finished reviewing the completed “usable’' schedules that didn't pass the initial micro edit tests.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on graphs and charts for the unemployment insurance bills before the 
legislature. David edited the monthly Office of Information Processing printouts and worked on a job applicant request. David 
also is looking into the One Stop Operating System information.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, sent out the May mailing, set up the touchtone data entry (TDE) 
system for the new month, mailed duplicate forms to delinquent reporters, moved some reporters onto the TDE system, and 
telephoned several reporters regarding their March and April totals. Dale continues work on the 3rd quarter cross-reference file. 
Later this week he will attend a Department Cleanup Committee meeting and do the 5 o’clock duty.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, reviewed Benefit Recipient Rates for 2000. She is 
trying to catch up on other items on her to do list as time permits.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited, coded, and filed incoming OES Surveys. She also entered new employer 
data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens and entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, is finishing updates to the WIN-202 manual; working on table of contents, figures 
and the index. Also, noting any problems or quirks with version 4 and passing them on to Steve Francoeur.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, continued to work with the system designed 
to produce wage estimates for our two balance of state areas, wrote a paper for USBLS regarding OES respondents whose SICs 
have changed, and prepared materials for a meeting regarding the definitions of the two balance of state areas used in the ALC 
and OES programs.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim is working on the preliminary employment estimates for April. He will be working on the 
employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief later this week. He sent Galen Rose of the State Planning Office 
some employment tables.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, devoted this week to cleaning up new employer accounts prior to the 2000/4 ES- 
202 deliverable, the majority of which were blank or incomplete and required follow-up phone calls or research.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite 
reports (MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, 
emphasizing reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding and entering NAICS codes. She created 
the EQUI for 4th quarter 2000. She will be spending time testing new code on the WIN-202 development database.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, reviewed WIN-202 status with Region, attended work session for the part-time benefit 
proposal, completed an employee evaluation, and participated in approving Governor's Training Initiative funding for a cabinet 
maker in Auburn, a ship builder in Portland, a precision woodworker in Rockport, a small engine repairer in Caribou, a garment 
manufacturer in Ft. Kent, and home builders in Oxford.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits in the Cherryfield/Ellsworth areas, began examining data from the 
4th Quarter ES-202, and answered 11 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 7 requests for labor market information. Gerard met with Tri-County 
employment and training managers Patti Saarinen, Jim Trundy, Ray Potvin, and WIA Director Bryant Hoffman. He presented 
an overview of the current employment situation and discussed expanding firms in 2001 with occupational staffing requirements. 
They reviewed the Occupation Indicator Matrices for the Tri-County Area and picked occupations for training.
Occupational Employment Statistics Survey Contacts: Gerard made personal visits to: Fran Harrington, Mgr. ICT Group Inc. 
Telemarketing, Lewiston; and Melissa Fortin, LiveBridge Telemarketing, Lewiston. He called and mailed surveys to: Brad 
Cummings, President, C.B. Cummings, Norway; Jim Forrest, HR Mgr., Seltzer & Rydholm, Auburn; and Scott Teti, Mgr. ICT 
Group Inc. Telemarketing, Oxford.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, responded to requests for information, and made preparations for mailout of the 
commercial nursery wage survey. He also began review of the 4th Quarter 2000 ES-202 firm listings.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, did preliminary employment estimates for Central District LMAs, worked on a speech for 
the People of the Kennebec Economic Forum on May 17, attended a meeting of the Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance 
Team, worked on a presentation for the Job Fair on May 30 at the Augusta Civic Center, worked on the cranberry wage survey, 
and answered several requests for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, ran the monthly LAUS claims reports, processed and transmitted 
April LAUS estimates for the state, wrote and transmitted analysis of the estimates to BLS, and wrote a draft news release for 
the April unemployment rate. He also worked with Henry Quintal on transferring the LMIS website to a new server address, at 
http://www.state.me.us/labor/lmis.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, produced the April LAUS employment and unemployment estimates and batch 
files for the substate areas, and updated the monthly tables of commuter claims comparisons for BLS.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, updated a 1999 presentation of the labor supply issues in health care given to a 
task force at the request of a task force member. Glenn also responded to a few LMI requests of various natures.
Wil Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, attended Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 database implementation training in 
Portland. This course will help him better administer the online version of MEIG as well as prepare him for implementing the 
consumer reports database being purchased from GeoSolutions.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, met with and developed information for BES concerning within-state allocation of 
resources, pondered April labor force estimates, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, and did a superb 
job of selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, completing cleaning up data on questions 1, 2 and 9 on the Fringe Benefit 
Survey, assisting Ray Fongemie in preparing final plans for the Welcome Receptions, Graduation Dinners for the GIS Training 
in June, following up with the Eastland Park Hotel to be sure students have registered for their rooms for the GIS Training, 
working on the corrections to the draft of the Occupational Profiles for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, working with 
Brenda Evans in completing the Graduation Certificates for the GIS Training session in June, preparing the distribution for the 
Hot Jobs Brochure, working on writing up the procedures on the Top 40 Poster, the Hot Jobs Brochure and Sending Items to 
Print for the Unit Procedures Manual, doing some clean-up in our basement storage area.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued populating tables with Occupational Licensing information for the 
ALMIS database. He also continued analyzing the data collected during the June 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy 
Survey. He also started planning for the upcoming June 2001 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. In the coming 
week, he will be organizing the universe file from which the sample will be selected for the Job vacancy Survey. He will 
also continue populating the database with Occupational Licensing information.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, did prevailing wage determinations, had lunch with 
and prepared an agenda for our summer intern Richard Call, followed up on occupational licensing issues, checked on the
balance of state OES estimates, and did fringe benefit study data cleaning. She will continue with this last activity, as well as 
attend the 2001 Pre-Harvest Migrant and Immigrant Forum on Wednesday, May 16.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, gave a presentation to the Forest Resources Association in Bangor on May 10th. The 
presentation was on H2B prevailing wages determinations for the forestry occupations of Tree Planter and Percommercial 
Thinners. Bob and Linda Roy met with OAS staff to discuss needed improvements to the DOLARS system and to review 
specific problems with the LMIS enterprise funds. Bob also continued making preparations for the FY2002 LMIS budget, 
started making arrangements for the installation of additional modular furniture and attended a meeting of the 20 Union St. 
renovations project workgroup. Bob and Suzanne T. will be attending the 2001 Pre-Harvest Migrant & Immigrant Forum.
—Reported Branch Priorities— 
as of 5/11/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS May 18
•  ES-202 Extract Changes May 18
WIN-202:
•  Version IV Release May 31
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15
•  Install AK - Live Jun 15
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #3 May 25
2000/4Q ES-202 Deliverable Done
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount
Calculation May 18
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15
2000/3Q CES/202 Cross Reference File Jun 15
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  Receiving File from Wendy May 18
•  Reports Completed Jun 18
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round II) To Print
•  Planning Meeting (3rd) May 21
•  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) Jun 30
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in 
Maine for College Graduates
•  Send for Printing May 21
•  Ordering Supplies May 18
•  Draft Corrections May 18
•  Put on the Web Page Ongoing
Updating ALMIS
•  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  MEIG Improvements Ongoing
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 18
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 25
•  Summary to Print Jun 7
Hot Jobs Brochure
•  Distribution May 18
•  Put on the Web Page Ongoing
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GT1 Wage Database
•  Sending Items to Print
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
_____________Week Ending May 18, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, processed the state employment and wage tapes for the first quarter of 2001. She 
entered first quarter municipal employment and wage data into the WIN-202 system. Lacy also reviewed Annual Refiling 
Surveys. She continued to enter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and the tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, completed a demonstration of the WIN-202 System to Mississippi. Chris also 
contacted Alaska, Vermont and New York on extract issues in preparation for their installations of the WIN-202 System and 
reviewed the new features and requirements with Steve Francoeur and Steve Morris.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, completed the monthly MLS report to USBLS, updated a graph of 
layoff data for the Commissioner, loaded and distributed potential layoff events for the week, continued to work on a presentation 
for the Regional meeting in June, and completed part of the Access tutorial.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues coding lists sent in by employers in lieu of filling out the OES survey 
forms and editing the completed survey forms received. She has also been contacting employers to clear up inconsistencies 
regarding their returned forms and/or lists. Betty continues to make corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on the Claims and Payment report and on Operations Highlights. David 
edited the printouts from the Office of Information Processing and is distributing them.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the third closing for March and continued work on 
the second closing for April and first closing for May. He sent the touchtone data entry (TDE) advance notice faxes and post 
cards, started making the May data collection telephone calls, and worked on the 3rd quarter cross-reference file. Dale also did 
the 5 o’clock telephone duty. He is currently working on the seasonal reporters and will be entering the May state report totals.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is reviewing information concerning expanding 
benefits to part-time workers and adjusting the cap on the Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund to 18 months of benefits. 
She attended a meeting concerning the Eligible Training Provider List for Workforce Investment Act participants. She attended 
the Labor/Management Committee meeting.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited and coded incoming OES Surveys. She also entered new employer data 
on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 screen, and filed Industry 
Verification Forms.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, constantly revising the manual; will be adding an index of load file formats. Met 
with Chris Boudreau and Steve Francoeur on system changes.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, produced preliminary wage estimates for 
our two balance of state areas using North Carolina’s estimating system, answered several requests, was involved in the 
discussion of possible area re-definitions for OES and ALC, and worked with Bruce Prindall who is reformatting the Department 
of Education data for input into the OES system.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the April preliminary employment estimates and employment tables for the 
Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He checked into the 2001 plant closings or dislocations list to see how many of these 
companies were in the CES sample and what impact they had on the employment estimates.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, started reviewing refiling surveys from businesses that indicated they did not 
agree with their current industry classification, that we had previously put aside for further review.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 1st quarter 2001 multiple 
worksite reports (MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling 
process, emphasizing reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding and entering NAICS codes. 
She is reviewing the federal edit for 4th quarter 2000 in preparation for locking the year. She will be spending time testing
new code on the WIN-202 development database. She attended a meeting on geocoding issues on Wednesday. She worked 
with Mike Adams and Dana Evans to show a comparison of employment from December 1999 to December 2000 by 
employer.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, attended meetings on the consumer report system and geocoding, updated a wage 
finding for a printer in Augusta, and assisted the State Labor Economist with an information request.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits in the Howland, Newport, and East Corinth areas. He continued 
examining data from the 4th Quarter ES-202, attended the Migrant Farm worker Seminar in Augusta, and answered 10 
requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 20 requests for labor market information. Gerard contacted the 
following employers regarding completing the Occupational Employment Statistics survey: Nancy Morgan, HR Mgr.,
Forster Mfg., Wilton; Carolyn Libby, Payroll Clerk, Clover Manor, Auburn; Pam Baker, HR Mgr., Maine Veterans Home, 
South Paris; Atkinson Construction, Bath; and Elaine Cyr, VP, Bonney Staffing (Gratwick), Lewiston.
Plans for next week: Rapid Response presentation at Maine Shoe in Wilton on Thursday, May 24, at 2:00pm; and make 
remaining employer contacts regarding OES Survey.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, introduced the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator to members of the 
Coastal Counties W.I.B., on Tuesday. During the remainder of the week he responded requests for information. Of particular 
interest was a request focusing on York County residents living below the Federal poverty level.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made a speech at the People of the Kennebec Economic Forum on May 17, continued 
working on a presentation for the Job Fair on May 30 at the Augusta Civic Center, worked on the cranberry wage survey, 
provided coverage in the Information Center at the Augusta Career Center, and answered several requests for labor market 
information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, transmitted LAUS substate estimates and edit comments to 
BLS, reviewed the LMIS website on its new server with the URL http://www.state.me.us/labor/lmis/, and met with Winnie 
Malia, Mike Adams, and Dana Evans regarding a request for historic claims data by town which BLS needs to evaluate 
substate LAUS estimating methodologies. He also updated the LMIS website with April data, and reviewed material for the 
1999-2000 Civilian Labor Force publication.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on the 2001 ASU spreadsheet, provided labor force tables for 
April publications, and provided the monthly data update letter for the University of Southern Maine economic newsletter.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, participated in the first meeting of the Cardiovascular Disease Prevention 
Advisory Board. The group received a grant to implement awareness programs of the dangers associated with tobacco use 
and lack of exercise in worksites. They are targeting worksites that have low skill requirements and offer low pay because 
studies have shown a high correlation with jobs of that nature high-risk lifestyles. Glenn was asked to advise the group on 
industries and that generally have low skill requirements and offer low pay that they can target their campaign toward. Glenn 
also began working on a brochure highlighting LMI programs/publications.
Wil Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS Database, which provides the data for the Maine 
Employment Info Guide. He was the sole representative of his unit in a meeting regarding geocoding 202 data. He loaded 
updated education data into MEIG including WIA approved schools. He produced a custom SQL data detach for 
GeoSolutions.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, released the April labor force estimates, provided Janet Waldron with ES-202 data 
developed by Janet White showing firms gaining and losing jobs between December 98 and 99 and December 99 and 00, 
answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, and did a superb job of selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, completing cleaning up data on questions 1, 2 and 9 on the Fringe Benefit 
Survey, completing the distribution for the Hot Jobs Brochure, processing orders for publications, processing all payments 
received for the department.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued populating tables with Occupational Licensing information for the 
ALMIS database. He also continued analyzing the data collected during the June 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy 
Survey and received the universe table for the upcoming June 2001 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. In the
coming week, he will be organizing the universe file from which the sample will be selected for the Job Vacancy Survey. He 
will also continue populating the database with Occupational Licensing information.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made determinations and researched the appeals 
process regarding prevailing wages, finalized an agenda for our summer intern Richard Call, and revised, with assistance 
from David Welch, a data entry form before setting up a “front-end” database using Access. She also reviewed the balance 
of state OES estimates files for GTI purposes, attended the 2001 Pre-Harvest Migrant and Immigrant Forum and prepared a 
certification letter for a data request. Next week, her primary activity will be fringe benefit study data cleaning.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, continued working on adjustments to the DOLAR$ system, working on LMIS enterprise 
fund accounts and making preparations for the FY 2002 LMIS Budget. He also worked with Linda in preparing for the 
release of the revised "Hot Jobs In Maine" flier and attended the 2001 Pre-Harvest Migrant and Immigrant Forum.
—Reported Branch Priorities— 
as of 5/18/01
Information Branch Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Jun 8 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Jun 8 •  Receiving File from Wendy May 25
•  Reports Completed Jun 18
WIN-202: Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Version IV Release May 31 •  Report Draft (Round II) Done
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15 •  Planning Meeting (3rd) May 21
•  Install AK - Live Jun 29 •  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Report Draft (Round IV) Jun 30
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #3 May 25 Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Maine for College Graduates
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount •  Send for Printing Jun 8
Calculation May 25 •  Ordering Supplies May 31
•  Draft Corrections May 31
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15 •  Put on the Web Page 
Updating ALMIS
Ongoing
2000/3Q CES/202 Cross Reference File Jun 15 •  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
•  MEIG Improvements 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
Ongoing
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 25
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 30
•  Summary to Print 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Jun 7
•  Distribution May 21
•  Put on the Web Page May 25
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
•  Sending Items to Print
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
_____________Week Ending May 25, 2001____________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, worked with Janet White on the 4th quarter 2000 EQUI Update File transmittal. 
She reviewed Annual Refiling Surveys. She continued to enter 1st quarter 2001 Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and the 
tax system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, reviewed WIN-202 extract files for Alaska and discussed WIN-202 hardware 
options with the New York DOL Information Technology Staff.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has downloaded potential mass layoff events for the weekending 
5/19 and distributed the results and has updated the weekly report to the Commissioner. He is finalizing the report to the Regional 
LMI meeting in June and has advised USBLS of some possible “quirks” in the LLD reports system.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, continues coding lists sent in by employers in lieu of filling out the OES survey 
forms and editing the completed survey forms received. She has been contacting employers to clear up inconsistencies regarding 
their returned forms and/or lists. Betty continues to make corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on the Characteristics of the Insured Unemployed printout. David attended 
a meeting concerning changes to the Fraud and Overpayments (ETA227) report. David worked on monthly and quarterly reports 
to Washington on time lapse, profiling and contributions.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the second closing for April and continued work on 
the first closing for May. He loaded an updated log file into the touchtone data entry (TDE) PCs and faxed out the nonresponse 
prompt (NRP) notices. Dale set up twenty-four new CES reporters for the Social Security Administration, Selective Service 
System, and Department of the Interior. These will be collected by the Chicago Data Collection Center. He also continued 
entering micro data, making data collection telephone calls, and working on the 3rd quarter cross-reference file.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, calculated the 2000 State Average Weekly Wage of 
$524.18 and the new Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount of $272 effective June 1, 2001. She prepared the ETA 9049 - Worker 
Profiling Outcomes Report. She completed a wage record request for Coastal Enterprise Inc. She met with Bob Morlock 
concerning the ETA 204 - Experience Rating Report. She and David also met with UI and OIP staff concerning upcoming 
changes the ETA 227 - Overpayment Detection and Recovery Report. She also met with Roger Carpentter and Dana Evans on 
available claim information for an extract for the Bureau of Labor Statistics. She also attended the work session on LD 1258 
concerning allowing benefits for claimants seeking part-time work.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, used the scanner on her computer to receive in Industry Verification Statements. 
She also entered NAICS codes onto ES-202 and entered new employer data on to ES-202 and TinyTerm Tax screens.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, received and began printing a 3rd request for Florida ARS forms. Continue to 
find and correct errors within the WIN-202 manual. Waiting on Wage Record formats from Steve Francoeur to include for 
completion.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, answered several requests, continues to work 
towards a publication of area wage data from the 1999 OES program, delivered the average wage estimates for two balance of 
state areas to Suzanne Thivierge for updating the GTI database, and continues to work with Bruce Prindall to reformat the 
Department of Education data for input into the OES system.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim will be working on the revised employment estimates for April later this week. He sent Galen 
Rose of the State Planning office some April employment tables. Jim had the N.O.D.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to review 2001 refiling surveys from businesses that indicated they 
do not agree with their current industry classification, which we had previously put aside for further review. Our latest 2001 
Industry Survey Status Report indicates that 90 percent of the units have responded and 83 percent have usable responses.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 1st quarter 2001 multiple worksite 
reports (MWRs) and the 2001 Refiling forms as they come in. She is working on various aspects of the refiling process, 
emphasizing reviewing forms that need further review in order to do the industry coding and entering NAICS codes. She prepared 
a Summary Management Report showing usable response rates for the Annual Refiling Survey at 83.04% of units and 87.39% 
of employment. We are getting very close to the required 90% response rate. She is continuing to test the latest version of WIN- 
202. She locked the ES-202 files for 2000 and is beginning to run the 2000 reports.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, attended meetings on the Governor’s Training Initiative program, Senior Staff, 
Department Budget, Local Area Unemployment Statistics project, Labor Committee work session on part-time benefits, and 
planning for the Maine Jobs Council, followed up on programming for the Consumer Reports System, and dispatched duties on 
behalf of the Director.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, made employer visits in the Machias and Ellsworth areas, continued examining data from 
the 4th Quarter ES-202, prepared March final employment estimates, and answered 8 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 15 requests for labor market information and wrote the narrative for 
Analysts Comer. He drafted the universe employer listing, survey forms, and letter to apple growers regarding the upcoming 2001 
Orchard Laborer Wage Survey for the peak week including July 7th. Gerard revised April Lewiston-Auburn MSA CES nonfarm 
employment estimates by industry.
Gerard made a Rapid Response (RETI) presentation to 22 dislocated workers at Maine Shoe in Wilton. A total of 35 workers 
will lose their jobs in Wilton when the plant closes on June 1. About a dozen workers are expected to transfer to the Lewiston 
plant. Maine Shoe in Lewiston is expected to add 50 jobs when it moves from its current Westminster Street location to the 
former U.F. Strainrite factory on Commercial Street in August.
Occupational Employment Statistics Survey—called and mailed survey forms to: Bridged Cavenaugh, HR Mgr., Sebasco Estates 
Resort; Linda Walton, Office Mgr., Elan Three Corp. Poland; and Boston Concessions Group, Kingfield.
Plans for next week: Gerard will be making a presentation on the economic and business environment in the Lewiston-Auburn 
Area to 25 Statewide Employer Assistance Team members (SEAT). They will be holding their monthly meeting at Central Maine 
Technical College in Auburn on May 31 at 10:00am. The employer services represented by this group are accessed through the 
State of Maine CareerCenters. Gerard will be making a presentation to Androscoggin United Way leadership on the state of the 
local county economy and short-term outlook on Thursday, May 31 at 1:30pm.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, participated in a RETI presentation provided to Brunswick EnvisioNet employees 
facing layoffs. He also provided the employment history of two Sanford employers that might be candidates for future RETI 
activity to Paul Luce. Merrill responded to 10 requests for information and met with Susan Anderson, of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, in preparation for an upcoming court hearing on behalf of a client.
Roger Carpentter, Area Unemployment Estimating Program, met with Mike Adams, Winnie Malia, and Ron Leonard to discuss 
the BLS request for additional historic claims data for LAUS purposes, for which we will only be able to go back to 1995 rather 
than 1990. He also started working through a Frontpage2000 instructional book, provided union representational services, and 
handled various LMI and CPI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on balance of state covered employment estimates for substate areas 
using 3rd quarter 2000 ES-202 data, and continued working on the ASU spreadsheet for 2001.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, handled some LMI requests, tried to reduce the pile in his inbox, continued 
working on various projects, etc.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS Database, which provides the data for the Maine 
Employment Info Guide. He updated Employment Service data. He calculated 30-mile radius labor force estimates. He loaded 
adjusted and unadjusted labor force data into MEIG. He began troubleshooting installation and operational problems with 
ArcView software.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, took two days of annual leave, answered requests, worked on the Digest, attended meetings, 
and did a superb job of selecting newspaper articles.
Richard Call, Wage Studies Intern, attended the introductory seminar for the Margaret Chase Smith Center Internship Program. 
Suzanne Thivierge introduced Richard to the other employees in LMIS. Richard will begin working on the Portland Job Vacancy 
Survey this week.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, completing cleaning up data on questions 1, 2 and 9 on the Fringe Benefit 
Survey, completing the graduation certificates for the two weeks for GIS Training, processing orders for publications, processing 
all payments received for the department, working on the corrections to the Occupational Profiles for Careers in Maine for 
College Graduates.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued analyzing data collected during the June 2000 round of the Portland 
Job Vacancy Survey and will finish the first draft of that report in the coming week. He also continued preparing to send 
surveys intended to collect licensing data from 29 Licensing Authorities that grant licenses for occupations in Maine. In the 
coming week, he will be mailing out the Occupational Licensing Survey and will also select a sample from the universe of 
employers in the Portland MSA for the June 2001 Job Vacancy Survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, responded to 
a couple of data requests , and attended the 2001 Maine State Government Summer Internship Program Orientation with 
Richard Call. She will be introducing Richard to our staff, to our office procedures and to his work schedule during the 
coming week. Suzanne will also be finalizing fringe benefit study data cleaning.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 5/25/01
Information Branch Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Programming Jobs in OIP-Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Jun 8 Update GTI Wage Database to 1999
•  ES-202 Extract Changes Jun 8 •  Receiving File from Wendy D on e
•  Reports Completed Jun 25
WIN-202: Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Version IV Release May 31 •  Planning Meeting (3rd) TBA
•  Install VT - Live Jun 15 •  Report Draft (Round III) May 31
•  Install AK - Live Jun 29 •  Report Draft (Round IV)
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in
Jun 30
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #4 Jun 22 Maine for College Graduates 
•  Send for Printing Jun 8
2001 Maximum Weekly Benefit Amount •  Ordering Supplies May 31
Calculation D on e •  Draft Corrections May 31
•  Put on the Web Page Ongoing
2000 OES Interim Deliverable Jun 15 Updating ALMIS
•  Occupational Licensing Jun 14
2000/3Q CES/202 Cross Reference File Jun 15 Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Clean-up & Edit Data May 31
•  Summary Response to Brenda May 31
•  Summary to Print 
Hot Jobs Brochure
Jun 7
•  Distribution D on e
•  Put on the Web Page D on e
Unit Procedures Manual Ongoing
•  Projected Employment Opportunities
Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing
•  Education Completer Data
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate
•  GTI Wage Database
•  Sending Items to Print
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________ Week Ending October 19, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, is attending the WIN-202 user group meeting in Portland.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, is attending the WIN-202 user group meeting in Portland.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined potential mass layoff events for the week ending 
October 13 (none) and has transmitted the information to the area analysts and the Commissioners office. He has completed 
preparing the “core” reports for the USBLS technical assistance group meeting in Washington next week. He has sent the 
agreement with the Bureau of Employment Services to USBLS. Finally, he is trying to wrap up employer contacts for the Third 
Quarter of this year.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, with the help of Betty Meader, sent the Occupational Employment Statistics 
survey’s first mailing for the October reference period out this week - a total of 1358 forms. Betty also worked on organizing 
the rest of this year’s survey forms that were received this week.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on monthly and quarterly reports to Washington, worked with Karen 
Kidder from the Office of Information Processing (OIP) concerning a time lapse for Canadian claimants, worked on editing 
monthly printouts from OIP and worked on woods surveys. David provided data to Winnie Malia.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continues working on this Friday’s September second closing 
and next Friday’s October first closing. He loaded new software onto the Touchtone Data Entry (TDE) and fax PCs. The software 
set up new comment codes relating to the September 11 terrorist attack. Dale sent the advance fax reminder notices and post 
cards, sent duplicate forms to delinquent reporters and began making October data collection calls. He has been in contact with 
Ann Benson of the Augusta Technical College System office about collecting the monthly technical colleges’ data from one 
central location.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working the Maine Consumer Report System and 
met with Steve Duval to review the application and notification process. She is also working on cost analysis for the Family 
Medical Leave Legislative Study. She completed the data request for Bureau of Employment Services for the Profiling grant.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, assisted with the October OES Survey mailing. She also entered Multiple 
Worksite Report information onto ES-202.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, is attending the WIN-202 user group meeting in Portland.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, is on annual leave this week.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the preliminary employment estimates for September and the employment tables 
for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He is working on a request for employment in the business services sector over the last 
year, for the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts, the majority of which were blank 
or incomplete and required follow-up phone calls. He also ordered both window and return envelopes for the upcoming 2002 
Annual Industry Refiling Survey and attended the WIN-202 User Training in Portland.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is attending the WIN-202 user group meeting in Portland.
i
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, completed wage findings for a precision manufacturer in Brewer, a sawmill in 
Fryeburg and a construction firm in Harpswell, reviewed proposals for workforce investment funding, assembled information 
on employment by gender, and looked into mail handling issues.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey, making enumerations in Winn, Smyrna 
Mills, Portage Lake and Enfield. He edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices. Craig answered 7 
requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 10 requests for labor market information and edited woods and apple 
wage survey forms. He received survey forms from 17 of 32 apple orchards for the peak week including September 29.
Gerard met with Franklin County Economic Development Director Joan Cook on Monday regarding an upcoming employer 
assistance team training event. He made an employer visit to L-A College in Lewiston with Dean Dr. Betty Robinson and 
explained industry and occupational projections.
Gerard received a call from Brian Coyne of Eldred Wheeler Furniture Mfg. in Massachusetts, which will purchase the J.A 
Thurston Woodworking Plant in Rumford in November. He was interested in placing job orders for woodworkers and 
sawmill workers with the Rumford CareerCenter. Several months ago an Augusta realtor contacted Gerard for LMI for this 
company’s site review team.
Gerard attended the Oxford Hills Showcase Trade Show in South Paris on Friday sponsored by the Oxford Hills Growth 
Council aka Enterprise.com. He made a Rapid Response presentation to 15 dislocated workers at Maine Machine Products in 
South Paris and to 65 dislocated workers at Robinson Mfg. in Oxford.
Plans for next week: edit apple and woods wage survey forms; contact apple growers by phone to get them to mail apple 
harvest wage survey data and conduct the Drop Picking wage survey; Wednesday: 8:00am: attend grand opening of new 
Wal-Mart SuperCenter in Auburn, 10:00am: attend ground breaking ceremony for the new Cardiac Surgery Center at Central 
Maine Medical Center in Lewiston.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, responded to requests for information, edited incoming woods survey forms, and 
completed a 2nd request mailing for the Vegetable Growers Wage Survey.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team, made a 
Rapid Response LMI presentation to laid off workers from William Smith Enterprises at the Newcastle Career Center, 
provided coverage in the info center of the Augusta Career Center, continued working on woods and cranberry wage 
surveys, and answered several requests for labor market information and analysis. Rapid Response meetings are planned for 
workers from Gardiner Paperboard, Huhtamati (Chinet), Northpark Grille, and American Tissue.
Roger Carpentter, processed September state and area labor force and unemployment estimates and comments, and 
transmitted them to BLS. He also updated the LMIS website with September data, and handled various LMI and CPI 
requests. He also wrote an evaluation of the performance of the current regression model in producing statewide labor force 
estimates.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, produced the September employment and unemployment estimates and 
batch files, and the labor force tables for September publications. She also prepared for the next annual benchmarking cycle.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, was on vacation.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He continued to work on 
implementing the MECRS. He finalized plans for attending an ALMIS database conference in Florida.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, 
attended to bureaucratic details, released September labor force estimates, and continued to do wonderful job selecting 
newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, continued entering Woods Wage Surveys as they are completed, run the first 
error report on the Woods Wage Survey, working on the distribution and mailing of 2 publications (the 6 Sub-State Employment 
Outlook to 2008 and the Occupational Profiles for Careers in Maine for College Graduates), continue working on the draft of 
the Careers in Maine for College Graduates Brochure, processed orders as requested, sent out over due notices for outstanding 
invoices, attended the Advanced Access training class, updated publication lists used by the public and the CareerCenters, worked 
with Suzanne and Bob in brainstorming ways we can better serve schools and colleges using our publications.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, assisted in completing a draft of the report for the Maine Fringe Benefit 
survey. He also continued sorting through responses received to the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. David also completed a draft 
of the report for the December 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. He will continue OES coding the responses 
received from the June 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. He will also finish a procedures guide for gathering 
occupational licensing data for updating the ALMIS database.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, began 
developing survey questions and procedures for a legislature related issue, submitted a first draft of the fringe benefit 
publication, assisted in reformatting our Publications List and attended the Employee Recognition events at the Augusta 
Civic Center. She also met with Bob Kelley and Linda Roy to explore optimum avenues of distributing our publications in 
cooperation with Ken Lewallen's efforts to reach the educational community. Suzanne will be focusing on the survey 
questions and the fringe benefit publication revisions over the next week.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, developed a new excel spreadsheet for LMIS time distribution, attended a number of 
Departmental Budget meetings, reviewed the 2001 Blueberry Mechanical Harvester Operator Wage Survey and solicited 
bids for a temporary clerical position.
—Reported Branch Priorities— 
as of 10/19/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Oct 26
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update # 13 Oct 26 
WIN-202 NY Installation Done
WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Nov 23
WIN-202 User Group Meeting Done
OES 1st Mailing for 2001 Survey Done
Calculation of New Employer Tax Rate Done
MLS Monthly Report Done
ES-202 2001/2Q Deliverable Nov 9
Es-202 Extract Done
CES Website Review (Panel 56) Done
MLS Quarterly Report Nov 2
Family Medical Leave Act Projections Oct 26
Annual Refiling Survey Nov 16
Wage Studies and Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
Report Draft (Round IV) To Clearance Oct 24 
Report Draft (Round V) To Merrill Nov 9
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in 
Maine for College Graduates
Distribution Oct 26
Put on the Web Page Oct 26
Maine Fringe Benefit Study.
Publication Draft to Bob Done
Send for Internal Clearance Nov 2
Send for Commissioner’s Clearance Nov 9
Send to Printer Nov 16
Woods Wage Survey
Entering the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
Survey Wrap Up Nov 2001
Compiling the Report Feb 2002
Careers in Maine for College Graduate Brochure
Finalizing Draft Oct 26
Sending to Clearance Nov 2
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator 
Portland Job Vacancy Study 
Occupational Licensing 
Education Completer Data (July 2001)
Maine Fringe Benefits
Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/Careers in Maine- 
Brochure
Occupational Profiles - College Graduate/Hot Jobs 
GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
Publication Clearance Process (August 2001) 
Media Profile Statement (August 2001)
Calendar of Projected Projects
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services

COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________ Week Ending October 26, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, began editing for the second quarter 2001 deliverable. She contacted three 
employers regarding sizeable changes in reported wages. Lacy also researched employment changes on imaging.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, hosted the WIN-202 User Group Meeting in Portland Maine. WIN-202 is a LAN 
Based Covered Employment and Wage Statistical processing system developed by the Maine Department of Labor under a 
cooperative agreement with the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The Meeting included discussions on new WIN-202 Features, 
New NAICS (North American Industry Classification System) Screens and Listings, using Wage Record data to validate Covered 
Employment data, new deliverable output from the WIN-202 System to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics and a User Round 
Table discussion about improving the WIN-202 System. Attendees included representatives from Alabama, Florida, South 
Carolina, North Carolina, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maine, Vermont and Alaska. The US Bureau of Labor Statistics was also 
represented by attendees from the National Office, the Boston Regional Office, the Atlanta Regional Office and the San Francisco 
Regional Office.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, is attending the technical assistance group meeting in Washington, 
DC for the longitudinal linked database system.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been answering numerous calls from employers who received the Occupational 
Employment Statistics survey form this week. She has also been making address corrections and re-mailing the forms returned 
by the post office. Betty has been logging in the completed survey forms received as ‘pending’ and getting them ready to be 
edited.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, worked on woods wage surveys, performed filing and distributing of reports 
duties, worked on monthly and quarterly claims, time-lapse, appeals, fraud and characteristics of the insured unemployed reports 
to Washington, data for Roger Carpentter, changes to the Statistical Handbook graphs, data and graphs for the Month in Brief, 
and inputted into the Dislocated Workers Benefits dBase IV file.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed work for the second closing for September and 
continued work on Friday’s first closing for October. He sent the nonresponse prompt (NRP) faxes, loaded a new logfile into 
the touchtone and fax PCs, and set up two new reporters (Washington County and York County Technical Colleges) into the CES 
sample. This week Dale will send the September revised estimates, work on registry address changes, and make October data 
collection calls.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on preliminary cost analysis for the 
Legislative Study Commission on the Family Medical Leave Act. She attended the Regional Workforce Investment Act Annual 
Report Training. She is also working on the Maine CareerCenter Consumer Report System.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, researched new addresses for OES Surveys that were returned as undeliverable 
by Post Office and mailed them out again. She also edited OES Surveys. Betty entered Multiple Worksite Report information 
onto ES-202 and entered new employer data onto TinyTerm Tax.
*.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, attended user group meeting in Portland. Preparing to print the WIN-202 manual 
version 4.1. Following up on training modules for New York.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, is on annual leave this week.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim will be working on the revised employment estimates for September. He completed the 
employment tables for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief and sent them to Brenda Evans. Jim sent the employment tables for 
September to Galen Rose at the State Planning office. He is working on a request for employment in the transportation sector 
for the Dept, of Transportation.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts and researched some location and 
industry related questions for Betty Dawson and Betty Meader that resulted from the OES Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 3rd quarter multiple worksite reports 
as they come in. She is continuing to test WIN-202 code and reports. In her spare time, she is working on getting missing physical 
location addresses for accounts. She is working on the 2nd quarter data, and is sending in a Macro deliverable. She is working 
on a project for Maine Development Foundation. She completed the project for the State Planning Office.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, participated in approving funding under the Governor’s Training Initiative program 
for 10 employers, completed 7 wage findings, and followed up on filling unit vacancies.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in-person enumerations in Prentiss 
Plantation, Millinocket, Garfield Plantation and Lincoln. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices. 
He prepared revised estimated for Bangor MSA for September. Craig answered 9 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 22 requests for labor market information, wrote the narrative for Analysts 
Comer, and edited woods and apple wage survey forms. He sent out a third mailing to apple growers who have not responded 
to the survey. Survey forms from 27 of 32 apple orchards for the week including September 29 have been received. Gerard 
finalized September L-A MSA CES nonfarm industry employment estimates.
Gerard received a fax from Linda Poole, Certifying Officer, Division of Trade Adjustment Assistance, US Dept, of Labor, 
Washington, D.C. on October 24 approving NAFTA Petition #5177 for the Shermag Corporation doing business as Woodtek 
in North Anson. Ms. Poole wrote “the company transferred production of miter boxes from North Anson, Maine, to Canada. After 
careful review of the facts obtained in the investigation, I conclude that there was a shift in production to Canada of articles that 
are like or directly competitive with those produced by the subject firm. In accordance with the provisions of the Trade Act, I 
make the following certification: All workers at Shermag Corporation, doing business as Woodtek, North Anson, Maine, who 
became totally or partially separated from employment after June 27,2000, through two years from the date of certification, are 
eligible to apply for NAFTA-TAA under Section 250 of the Trade Act of 1974.” Signed at Washington, DC, this 17th day of 
October 2001.
Gerard attended grand opening of new Wal-Mart SuperCenter in Auburn and the groundbreaking ceremony for the new Cardiac 
Surgery Center at Central Maine Medical Center in Lewiston.
Plans for next week: Work on apple and woods wages surveys; make a Rapid Response Presentation to 40 dislocated workers 
from Jones & Vining Mfg. Co. in Lewiston On Friday, November 2 from 1:30-3:30pm.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the 6 County Coastal Region Workforce Investment Board, 
edited incoming woods and vegetable grower surveys, and responded to information requests. He also prepared a set of tables 
depicting employment by industry, and projected employment for the 6 County Region, for use in a grant proposal being prepared 
by Rick Meade, of TRC.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made Rapid Response LMI presentations to laid off workers from Gardiner Paperboard 
and Huhtamaki Chinet, did the Area Analyst column for the Labor Market Digest, continued working on woods and cranberry 
wage surveys, answered several requests for labor market information and analysis, and worked on a couple of projects for the 
Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team.
Roger Carpentter, worked with the graphics module of the LAUS software, attempting to get it to fulfill the description the 
software manual. He also set up tables with 2000 annual average labor force data from the Current Population Survey, updated 
the LMIS website with current data, met with David Welch about the website, and dealt with a variety of LMI and CPI requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared for October LAUS processing and the upcoming LAUS 
benchmarking cycle.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, worked on woods survey activities, continued with pre-projection activities 
for the short-term series, and read down two weeks worth of accumulated e-mail and stuff in his inbox following his return to 
the office.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, attended an ALMIS database user’s group sponsored by Geographic 
Solutions. The user’s group discussed how to incorporate the new 2.2 structure into the Maine Employment Info Guide.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, attended 
to bureaucratic details, edited publications, and continued to do wonderful job selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, continued entering Woods Wage Surveys as they are completed, completed 
distribution and mailing of 2 publications (the 6 Sub-State Employment Outlook to 2008 and the Occupational Profiles for  
Careers in Maine for College Graduates) with Cheryl Hart, continue working on the draft of the Careers in Maine for College 
Graduates Brochure, processed orders as requested, assisting Bob Kelley in trying to find the balances of our fund accounts, 
preparing for Access Forms class at Capital Computers.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued sorting through responses received to the 2001 Woods Wage 
Survey, and he completed a procedures guide for gathering occupational licensing data for the ALMIS database. He also 
started working on preparing an Adobe Illustrator file for the minor civil division in the state of Maine. In the coming week, 
David will continue OES coding the responses received from the June 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey, and 
will also continue work on the map of the minor civil divisions in Maine.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, continued 
developing survey questions and procedures for a legislative related issue, reviewed drafts of several documents and 
appreciated Cheryl Hart’s assistance with Prevailing Wage database activities. Suzanne will be re-reviewing the fringe 
benefit publication for improvements, following up on a couple of projects and do the NOD on Monday.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, completed a new Excel spreadsheet for LMIS time distribution, continued working on 
the division budget and worked with OAS in setting up new fund ledger codes and making adjustments to the DOLARS 
system. Bob also worked with Linda R. in making adjustments to the division's enterprise accounts and with David W. on a 
new electronic version of the state minor civil division map. He also attended meeting regarding the DOL budget, 
departmental purchasing practices as well as a meeting of the LMIS Advisory Workgroup.
“ Reported Branch Priorities— 
as of 10/26/01
Information Branch Wage Studies and Administrative Operations Group
Programming Jobs in OIP--Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Nov 2
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #14 Nov 2 
WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Nov 23
ES-202 2001/2Q Deliverable Nov 9
MLS Quarterly Report Nov 2
Family Medical Leave Act Projections Done
Annual Refiling Survey Nov 16
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
Report Draft (Round IV) To Clearance Oct 26 
Report Draft (Round V) To Merrill Nov 9 
Round VI (Pre-mailing Postcards) Nov 30
Develop Occupational Profile for Career in 
Maine for College Graduates
Distribution Oct 31
Put on the Web Page Oct 31
Maine Fringe Benefit Study:
Publication Draft to Bob/Dana (10-19-01) Done 
Send for Internal Clearance Nov 2
Send for Commissioner’s Clearance Nov 9
Send to Printer Nov 16
Woods Wage Survey
Entering the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
Survey Wrap Up Nov 2001
Compiling the Report Feb 2002
Careers in Maine for College Graduate Brochure
Finalizing Draft Nov 2
Sending to Clearance Nov 9
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator 
Portland Job Vacancy Study 
Occupational Licensing 
Education Completer Data (July 2001)
Maine Fringe Benefits
Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/Careers in Maine- 
Brochure
Occupational Profiles - College Graduate/Hot Jobs 
GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
Publication Clearance Process (August 2001) 
Media Profile Statement (August 2001)
Calendar of Projected Projects
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________Week Ending November 2, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to edit for the second quarter 2001 deliverable. She contacted several 
employers regarding sizeable changes in reported wages. She entered Tax-22 data on WIN-202 and tax.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, has been working on validating the Control File Build program for the 2002 Annual 
Refiling Survey.
Michael Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential events for the week ending 
10/27/2001 and has distributed the information to the area analysts. He completed a review of post-September 11 events for the 
Commissioner’s Office and discovered a possible problem with new USBLS software related to the same time period. The 
problem appears to have been resolved. He has submitted the Third Quarter report to USBLS. He has been selected for a LMI 
Training Institute program for early December and in preparation for that has installed 0*Net 98.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been logging in and editing the completed Occupational Employment Statistics 
survey forms received. She has been answering calls from employers who recently received the survey form and calling others 
to clear up inconsistencies on the forms they returned. Betty has also been making corrections to the schedules that fail the 
mechanical screening.
David Gilbert, Economic Research Analyst, has been providing graphic support for the Statistical Handbook and the Month 
in Brief and Labor Market Digest. David is working on Operations Highlights. David worked on monthly and quarterly reports.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the first closing for October and sent the Touchtone 
Data Entry (TDE) Response Rate Tables to the Bureau of Labor Statistics in Washington. He sent the October preliminary 
estimates along with the October Labor Market Area (LMA) and County Employment Printouts to the Area Analysts. Dale 
answered a request from Bemie McKay of the New Hampshire CES office for clarification of data reported by several companies 
in the Kittery area. Next week Dale will set up the TDE for the November collection cycle and prepare for the November mailing.
Winnie Malia, State UC Program Actuary, is working on assigning username and passwords for the Maine CareerCenter 
Consumer Report System provider list. She attended the Health and Safety Labor/Management Committee meeting.
Betty Meader, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on coding occupational lists that have come in with OES Surveys. 
She also entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 and entered new employer data onto TinyTerm Tax.
Steve Morris, Senior Economic Research Analyst, reviewed the Table of Contents, Table of Figures and Index of the latest 
WIN-202 manual, version 4.1. Will print this week. Distribution to states before Thanksgiving.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, cleaned up her e-mail and in-basket from 
2 and Vi weeks of being away, printed and distributed the OES reference materials for the 2001 OES survey, answered wage 
requests, and continues to work on the 2000 OES employment and wage estimates.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the revised employment estimates for September. He will be working on the 
preliminary employment estimates for October. Jim has started working on the 2001 benchmark.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts, the majority of which were blank 
or incomplete and required follow-up phone calls. He also mailed out the 2001/3 employment and wage requests to the Federal 
employers, provided Suzanne Thivierge with a list of industry classifications that most likely employ nurses, and made 
preliminary arrangements with the mailroom for the upcoming mailout of the 2002 Industry Refiling Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 3rd quarter multiple worksite reports 
as they come in. She is continuing to test WIN-202 code and reports. In her spare time, she is working on getting missing physical 
location addresses for accounts. Since July, the ES-202 unit staff have added nearly 4,000 physical location addresses to the database. 
She is working on the 2nd quarter data. She is working on projects for Maine Development Foundation and Maine Metal Products.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, is attending the Labor Market Information Directors’ conference at the Kingston 
Plantation (800-876-0010) in Myrtle Beach, SC.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in-person enumerations in 
Costigan, Danforth, Millinocket, and Chester. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices, 
prepared preliminary estimated for Bangor MSA and LMA’s for October, and answered 7 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 20 requests for labor market information, developed October L-A 
MSA CES nonfarm employment estimates and LAUS private covered LMA employment estimates, and edited woods and 
apple wage survey forms. Gerard made a rapid response presentation to 38 dislocated workers from Jones & Vining Mfg.
Co. in Lewiston.
Gerard received survey forms from 29 of 32 apple orchards for the week including September 29th. He contacted Vaughn 
LeBlanc at BES to send out mandatory response letter to the three criteria growers who have not responded to this year’s 
survey.
Plans for next week: attend open house At Wilton CareerCenter from 10:00-2:00 on Monday; on Thursday make a Rapid 
Response presentation to 64 people at Cornwall Wood Products in Oxford from 3:00-5:00. The plant will close. Work on 
apple wage survey.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, attended a Bangor meeting of the LMI Advisory Workgroup, revised 
employment estimates for September, edited woods surveys, and responded to information requests. He also obtained and 
installed Choices 2002 on his computer, and began preliminary estimating for October.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, did preliminary October employment estimates for labor market areas within his 
district, continued working on woods and cranberry wage surveys, started a started a draft of a new Maine Employment Info 
Guide work book, answered several requests for labor market information and analysis, and worked on a project for the 
Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team. This coming week Ken will be continuing his survey work and 
participating in Rapid Response sessions for American Tissue and Comtek
Roger Carpentter, processed unemployment reports for labor force estimating, attended a union steward training session, 
and attended the DOL Health & Safety Committee meeting.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, prepared for the next round of labor force benchmarking, and began 
working on claims files for October unemployment processing.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, met with Jeff Clark to discuss future job trends in Maine for an article in 
Downeast Magazine. Glenn also made woods wage survey non-response calls.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He updated BEA personal income 
data. He calculated labor force and population estimates for Gloucester and for Augusta. He worked on implementing the 
Consumer Reporting System.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended a GIS focus group meeting sponsored by the Maine Office of GIS. They are 
determining GIS needs and requirements, doing benefits analysis, developing a coordination plan, and developing a system 
design. Information is being gathered through focus groups and interviews. Most of the interviewees are outside state 
government and include municipalities, counties, regional councils, and the private sector. Key findings and 
recommendations towards improving intergovernmental coordination and developing taxpayer savings will be made to the 
Maine Legislature in January. Dana also attended other meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, 
analyzed preliminary October data, attended to bureaucratic details, edited publications, and continued to do wonderful job 
selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, continued entering Woods Wage Surveys as they are completed, completed draft 
of the Careers in Maine for College Graduates Brochure, processed orders as requested, assisting Bob Kelley in trying to find 
the balances of our fund accounts, attended Access Forms class at Capital Computers, reorganized our basement storage showing 
people their designated area for envelopes and sent boxes of old publications to the warehouse to provide plenty of room for the 
new publications, reorganized some of the shelves in the hall to make room for new publications, attended a wonderful gathering 
of friends for a going away lunch for David Gilbert.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued sorting through responses received to the 2001 Woods Wage 
Survey, and he produced a map for the minor civil divisions in the state of Maine. In the coming week, David will continue
OES coding the responses received from the June 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey, and will make some 
modifications to the report for the Maine Fringe Benefit Survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, continued 
developing survey questions for a legislative related issue, and reviewed/discussed drafts of a timesheet template for next 
year, the Careers in Maine for College Graduates brochure, and the fringe benefit publication. She has NOD both Monday 
and Friday this week and will focus on the fringe benefit publication.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, reviewed and made suggested changes to the "Maine Fringe Benefit Study" publication, 
worked with David W. on improvements to an electronic version of the states minor civil division map, continued working 
with OAS in making changes to selected LMIS fund ledgers and the DOLAR$ system and attended a meeting of the DOL 
Health and Safety Committee.
-Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 11/2/01
Information Branch Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Programming Jobs in OIP-Next Monthly Follow-Up Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
•  LAUS Nov 9 Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round IV) To Clearance Nov 9
WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Nov 23 •  Report Draft (Round V) to Merrill Nov 23
•  Round IV (Pre-mailing Postcards) Nov 26
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #15 Nov 9 Develop Occupational Profile for Careers in
Maine for College Graduates
ES-202 2001/2Q Deliverable Nov 9 •  Distribution Done
•  Put on the Web Page Nov 9
MLS Quarterly Report Done Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Publications Draft to Bob/Dana (10-19-01)Nov 9
Annual Refiling Survey Nov 16 •  Send for Internal Clearance Nov 16
•  Send for Commissioner’s Clearance Nov 23
Trust Fund Projections Nov 30 •  Send to Printer Nov 30
Woods Wage Survey
•  Entering the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Nov 2001
•  Compiling the Report Feb 2002
Careers in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Finalizing Draft to Suzanne (11-1-01) Done
•  Sending to Clearance Nov 9
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Denis Fortier (High Schools/Middle Schools) Jan 2002
•  Ken Lewallen (College/Universities) Jan 2002
•  Linda Roy (LMI Complete List) Jan 2002
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
•  Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing (October 2001)
•  Education Completer Data (July 2001)
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/ Careers in Maine - 
Brochure
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
•  GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
•  Publication Clearance Process (August 2001)
•  Medial Profile Statement (August 2001)
•  Calendar of Projected Projects (November 2001)
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________Week Ending November 9, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, completed her review of the micro edit for the second quarter 2001 Deliverable. 
She contacted an employer regarding employment-reporting problems. She entered Tax-22 data on WIN-202 and tax.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, has been working on re-prioritizing the requests for WIN-202 System changes or 
enhancements for the programmers in OIP. Chris has also been investigating a macro edit non-failure (a record did not fail and 
should have) in Connecticut and helping Alaska and Florida with queries. Next week Chris will be attending a meeting in Albany 
NY on testing the New York data in transition from EXPO-202 to WIN-202.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential events for the week ending 11/03/2001 
and has distributed the information to the area analysts. He is still trying to resolve possible problems with the WinMls software. 
Finally, he has begun a report for the Labor Market Digest.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, has been logging in and editing the completed Occupational Employment Statistics 
survey forms received. She has been answering calls from employers while calling others to clear up inconsistencies on the forms 
they returned. Betty has also been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical screening and is getting materials 
ready for the November mailing of OES next week.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, worked on collecting data for the third closing for September, 
and the second closing for October. He worked on the November mailout, set up the touchtone and fax PCs for the November 
collection cycle, and sent new forms to delinquent reporters. Dale asked Iowa to re-incorporate into their CES programming a 
way of listing on the edit printouts reporters who are missing data from the previous month. Dale downloaded a list, from the 
touchtone PC, of reporters who indicated a change in address or contact name. This week he will be contacting these reporters. 
Dale is also working with Jim Raymond on steps for the annual benchmarking process.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on the Maine CareerCenter Consumer 
Report System to enter provider username and passwords. When this is completed, providers will be able to enter program 
information for Workforce Investment Act approval. She is working on trust fund projections, Weekly Gram, and filing the 
unemployment insurance federal reports. She met with Bruce Prindall to go over the Bureau of Labor Statistics' Local Area 
Unemployment Statistics data request.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, worked on coding occupational lists that have come in with OES Surveys. She 
also entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202 and entered new employer data onto TinyTerm Tax.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, coordinated the printing of the WIN-202 manual version 4.1 with the Publications 
unit. 25 copies w'ere done to be used in New' York training this month. Started printing Annual Refiie Survey forms for 
Connecticut and have prepared Maine's files. Finished modifying 4 training modules to be used in New York this month. 
Coordinating these to be printed with the Publications unit.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, edited and coded OES schedules, answered 
several requests for information, and continues to w'ork on the 2000 OES employment and wage estimating with help from Tom 
Price of North Carolina - the writer of the program.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim is w orking on the preliminary employment estimates for October and the employment tables 
for the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He has been working on the 2001 benchmark. Jim had the N.O.D.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process as many new employer accounts as possible prior to the 
2001/2 ES-202 deliverable and reviewed that portion of the 2001/2 edit that involved missing or inconsistent codes. He also 
ordered the cover letters and coordinated with the mailroom for the upcoming initial mailing of the 2002 Industry Refiling 
Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review' 3rd quarter multiple worksite reports 
as they come in. She is continuing to test WIN-202 code and reports. In her spare time, she is working on getting missing physical 
location addresses for accounts, concentrating on the Portland MSA. Since July, the ES-202 unit staff has added nearly 4,000
physical location addresses to the database. She submitted the second quarter deliverable. She created the 2002 Annual Refiling 
Survey (ARS) Control File and ran the forms for the first mailing. She is working on projects for Maine Development Foundation 
and the Department of Transportation and completed the project for Maine Metal Products Association. She is finalizing plans 
for training the New York staff in the use of WIN-202.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, participated in reviewing Governor’s Training Initiative funding for nine employers, 
provided occupational projections to a health care association, discussed programming changes to obtain alternate benefit 
information for a federal legislative proposal, and reviewed studies regarding education and training issues for Maine citizens.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in-person enumerations in Ellsworth, 
Danforth, Lincoln and Clayton Lake. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices. He answered 6 
requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 9 requests for labor market information and edited apple wage survey 
forms. Gerard made a rapid response presentation to 14 dislocated workers at C.B. Cummings woodworking plant in Norway 
and to 64 workers at Cornwall Wood Products in Oxford (the plant will shutdown on November 15th).
He received survey forms from 30 of 32 apple orchards for the week including September 29th. Two criteria growers have not 
reported.
Plans for next week: attend the monthly board of directors meeting of the Lewiston-Auburn Economic Growth Council on 
Thursday.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, responded to numerous requests for information, edited pending woods surveys, and 
contacted non-respondents to this year's vegetable picker wage survey.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, made labor market information presentations as part of Rapid Response efforts for 
American Tissue and Comtel employees, continued working on woods and cranberry wage surveys, answered several requests 
for labor market information and analysis, and worked on a project for the Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team. 
This coming week Ken will be participating in a meeting of the Kennebec Focus Group, which has been set up by the LWIB to 
study w'hich sectors of the economy are performing best and would be the best bet to train workers for.
Roger Carpentter edited the October commuter claims file from Lockheed-Martin and sent it to Marion Coffin. He processed 
and transmitted to BLS the October labor force estimates and analysis, and wrote a draft unemployment rate news release. He 
also worked with BLS on the final editing of the Area of Substantial Unemployment submittal for this year, and commented on 
various aspects of the unemployment estimating system to BLS in response to their requests, in preparation for the upcoming 
annual program meeting.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, produced the October employment and claims tabulations and batch files 
for processing labor force estimates. She also transferred commuter claims data to the unemployment totals, and helped to review 
the Census data for the Area of Substantial Unemployment.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, provided a substantial amount of data to Maine Development Foundation staff 
for the annual Measures o f Growth publication they put together for the Maine Economic Growth Council. Glenn also assisted 
Maine & Co. staff with informational needs, and called logging companies that did not reply by mail to the woods wage survey.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He developed a query to be used to display 
schools in Maine who offer programs that have been approved for WIA funds. He continued to work on implementing the 
Consumer Reporting System. He installed the second edition of the Employer Database on the office network and on the Maine 
Employment Info Guide. He created a map for Maine and Company that displayed Call Centers in the state. He updated CES 
data on MEIG and met with Jim to discuss the changes to the ALMIS 2.2 CES structure.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended a Consensus Economic Forecasting meeting. Statewide, jobs are expected to 
drop through the first half of next year, after which a slow recovery starts. Personal income growth is expected to slow to 3.0% 
in 2002, down from 5.0% in 2001. Dana also attended other meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, 
analyzed preliminary October data, attended to bureaucratic details, edited publications, and continued to do wonderful job 
selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, continued entering Woods Wage Surveys as they are completed, processed orders 
as requested, prepared for a meeting on the fund ledger accounts, received an updated CPU with all the software she needs to
complete her work, moved the Careers in Maine for College Graduates brochure to clearance with Suzanne Thivierge, completed 
invoices to other states for Progress software, service and forms, and worked at doing more clean-up within Invoice Store.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued sorting through responses received to the 2001 Woods Wage 
Survey. He also made some recommended changes to the report for the December 2000 round of the Portland Job Vacancy 
Survey and has sent it to the Commissioner’s office for clearance. He also selected a sample for the December 2001 round of 
the Portland Job Vacancy Survey, and prepared pre-survey postcards for mailing to the employers selected in the sample. In 
the coming week, David will continue OES coding the responses received from the June 2000 round of the Portland Job 
Vacancy Survey, and will make some modifications to the report for the Maine Fringe Benefit Survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, developed survey questions and procedures for a 
legislative related issue, made prevailing wage determinations, began summarizing key points from a package of LMI 
materials, had NOD on Friday and prepared questions for upcoming Prevailing Wage training. She will be proofreading the 
Career Opportunities for College Graduates in Maine brochure and continuing with fringe benefit draft improvements.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, reviewed the payment history of InfoUSA contract, met with OAS staff to correct problems 
in DOLAR$ system related to a number of LMIS accounts, delivered new Foreign Labor Certification map to BLS, finalized 
a contract with Adecco temporary services to acquire temporary help and reviewed the fourth round report of the "Portland Job 
Vacancy Survey." Bob also attended a DOL budget meeting and made travel arrangements to attend Foreign Labor Certification 
training to be held in San Antonio, TX from Dec. 4th - Dec. 7th.
--Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 11/9/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP~Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Contract Changes Dec 7
WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Nov 23
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update #16 Nov 16
ES-202 2001/2Q Deliverable Done
Annual Refiling Survey Nov 16
1Q/2001 Cross Reference File Dec 14
CES Panel 57 Web Site Review Nov 23
MLS Monthly Nov 15
MLS Preliminary Quarterly Nov 15
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round IV) To Commissioner Nov 26
•  Report Draft (Round V) to Merrill Dec 7
•  Round IV (Pre-mailing Postcards) Nov 26 
Develop Occupational Profile for Careers in
Maine for College Graduates
•  Put on the Web Page (To Brenda 11/7/01) Nov 9 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Publications Draft to Bob/Dana (10-19-01 )Nov 9
•  Send for Internal Clearance Nov 16
•  Send for Commissioner’s Clearance Nov 23
•  Send to Printer Nov 30
Woods Wage Survey
•  Entering the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Nov 2001
•  Compiling the Report Feb 2002
Careers in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Sending to Clearance (To Brenda 11/7/01) Nov 16 
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Denis Fortier (High Schools/Middle Schools) Jan 2002
•  Ken Lewallen (College/Universities) Jan 2002
•  Linda Roy (LMI Complete List) Jan 2002
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
•  Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing (October 2001)
•  Education Completer Data (July 2001)
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/ Careers in Maine - 
Brochure
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
•  GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
•  Publication Clearance Process (August 2001)
•  Medial Profile Statement (August 2001)
•  Calendar of Projected Projects (November 2001)
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
__________ Week Ending November 16, 2001__________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, entered 3rd quarter Tax-22 data on WIN-202 and Tiny Term. She researched 
accounts missing valid physical location addresses in York County. Lacy entered quarterly employment and wage data provided 
by the Maine Municipal Association.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, has been reformatting Alaska's Non-Covered employment and wage data to import 
into an annual listing and corrected the taxable wages and contributions on a large leasing firm in Florida. Chris also participated 
in a conference call with the Boston Regional Office of the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the New York Department of Labor 
on testing their transition from EXPO-202 to WIN-202.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential events for the week ending 11/10/2001 
and has distributed the information to the area analysts. He is still trying to resolve possible problems with the WinMls software. 
He has worked out a way to include all potential events with five or more initial claims for distribution to the area analysts. This 
will be used until a new, larger establishment file is ready for the WinMls system. Finally, a new format for reporting events to 
the Commissioners Office is almost ready.
Betty Dawson, Economic Research Analyst, with the help of many, sent the Occupational Employment Statistics survey for 
the November reference period out on schedule. Betty has also been logging in and editing the completed Occupational 
Employment Statistics surveys received. She has been answering calls from employers while calling others to clear up 
inconsistencies on the forms they returned. Betty has also been making corrections to the schedules that fail the mechanical 
screening.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the third closing for September and worked on the 
second closing for October. He mailed the forms for November and worked on the Panel 57 website review. He worked with 
Doris, a programmer in the Iowa ACES (Automated-CES) Team office, to complete a new edit printout flag for reporters who 
are missing the previous month’s data. Dale also asked Doris to check into problems with pro-ration for several reporters in the 
Maine CES sample. Dale attended and facilitated the Division Q & E Council Meeting.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on the Maine CareerCenter Consumer 
Report System. She is also working with Sue Nagy reviewing reporting requirements for the Unemployment Insurance Required 
Reports.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, assisted with the November OES Survey mailing and worked on coding 
occupational lists that have come in with OES Surveys. She also packaged and mailed out the multiples portion of the Annual 
Refiling Survey, entered new employer data onto TinyTerm Tax and filed Multiple Worksite Reports. Betty also attended the 
November Q & E Council meeting on Tuesday.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, completed printing Annual Refile Survey (ARS) forms for Connecticut and 
Maine. Currently printing Florida's ARS forms. Coordinated the shipping of Connecticut's forms and preparing half of Florida's 
forms for shipment. Gathered information on shipping charges via telephone and website of Federal Express for use in invoicing.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, answered several requests for information, 
worked on the November OES mailing, completed the estimates for the OES 2000 survey year, and is working on the data files 
which will be used to produce the wage publication for Maine statewide and sub-state areas.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. Jim completed the preliminary employment estimates for October and the employment tables for 
the Labor Digest and Month in Brief. He has been working on the 2001 benchmark with Ron Schneider of the Boston Regional 
Office.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, coordinated with the mailroom the upcoming initial mailing of the 2002 Industry 
Refiling Survey and is attending an Advanced North American Industry Classification (NAICS) Seminar in Baltimore, MD.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is in Albany, NY to train their staff in using WIN-202.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, reviewed procedures for the consumer reporting system, completed first draft of 
security provisions for 20 Union Street, provided information on extended benefit triggers and alternate base period 
determinations for unemployment compensation, and followed up on geocoding.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey with in-person enumerations in Allagash,
St Francis, and Fort Kent. He edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices. Craig answered 8 requests for 
information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 8 requests for labor market information and received survey forms 
from 30 of 32 apple orchards for the week including September 29th. Two criteria growers have not reported. Gerard 
attended the monthly board of directors meeting of the Lewiston-Auburn Economic Growth Council.
Plans for next week: meeting with Androscoggin County WIA focus group on Monday; make a presentation on the local L- 
A economy to the Manufacturing Council of the Androscoggin County Chamber of Commerce Tuesday.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, drafted a rough version of the Vegetable Picker wage survey, and contacted two 
non-respondents regarding their participation. He also attended a seminar sponsored by Maine Career Advantage, at York 
County Technical College. Several hundred high school students from the region were in attendance, along with area 
employers.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the Kennebec Focus Group, a work group of the 
Central/Western LWIB, worked on woods and cranberry wage surveys, answered several requests for labor market 
information and analysis, and attended a meeting of the Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team.
Roger Carpentter processed and transmitted October labor force estimates and comments to BLS, and updated the LMIS 
website with October files. He also worked on tables for the October Labor Market Digest, and handled various LMI 
requests.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, compared Census data provided by BLS to the Census data we have in 
our records, in connection with the Area of Substantial Unemployment submittal for this year. Marion also produced 
spreadsheets with labor force tables for October publications
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, engaged in projections and woods wage survey activities.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He began transitioning to the new 
ALMIS 2.2 database structure. He mailed a procedure for updating ArcView GIS software to states who attended our GIS 
training courses. He advised BES on updates to the CareerCenter homepage regarding the Consumer Reporting System.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, released October labor force estimates, attended meetings, answered requests for 
information, worked on the Digest, attended to bureaucratic details, edited publications, and continued to do superb job 
selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, progressing on entering the data for the Woods Wage Survey, typing and mailing 
out invoices for Progress services and forms, processing order requests and payments as they come in, doing some annual clean 
up on the invoice store database, preparing for a meeting with OAS on some of our accounts, fulfilling phone coverage duty as 
scheduled, attended a wonderful going away lunch for Betty Dawson at the 99 Restaurant, doing some clean-up and reorganizing 
around my cubicle in settling to the position from the past year.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, continued sorting through responses received to the 2001 Woods Wage 
Survey, received copies of the completed Portland Job Vacancy Survey publication for the 4th round, and OES coded the 
responses received from the 5th round. In the coming week, he will be mailing out pre-survey postcards to the employers 
selected in the sample for the 6th round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey and making modifications to the report for the 
Maine Fringe Benefit Survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, proofread the 
web version of the Occupational Profiles for Careers in Maine for College Graduates, responded to a couple of data 
requests and completed summarizing key points from a package of LMI materials. She will be preparing a Performance 
Evaluation, reviewing the Career Opportunities for College Graduates in Maine brochure and continuing with the fringe 
benefit study publication improvements.
-Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 11/16/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP--Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Contract Changes Dec 7
WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Nov 23
2000 Statistical Handbook - Status Update # 16 Done
Annual Refiling Survey Done
1Q/2001 Cross Reference File Dec 14
CES Panel 57 Web Site Review Done
MLS Monthly Done
MLS Preliminary Quarterly Done
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round IV) To Distribute Nov 26
•  Report Draft (Round V) to Merrill Dec 7
•  Round IV (Pre-mailing Postcards) Nov 26
Develop Occupational Profile for Careers in 
Maine for College Graduates
•  Put on the Web Page (To Brenda 11-7-01) Nov 9 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Publications Draft to Bob/Dana (10-19-01 )Done
•  Send to Clearance Dec 7
•  Send for Commissioner’s Clearance Nov 23
•  Send to Printer Dec 28
Woods Wage Survey
•  Entering the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Nov 2001
•  Compiling the Report Feb 2002
Careers in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Sending to Clearance (To Brenda 11-7-01) Nov 23 
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Denis Fortier (High Schools/Middle Schools) Jan 2002
•  Ken Lewallen (College/Universities) Jan 2002
•  Linda Roy (LMI Complete List) Jan 2002
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
•  Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing (October 2001)
•  Education Completer Data (July 2001)
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/ Careers in Maine - 
Brochure
•  Occupational Profile - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
•  GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
•  Publication Clearance Process (August 2001)
•  Medial Profile Statement (August 2001)
•  Calendar of Projected Projects (November 2001)
LMIS Personals
C O O
Division of Labor Market Information Services
.
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
__________ Week Ending November 30, 2001__________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to research and enter missing valid physical location addresses for the 
Portland MSA. She entered 3rd quarter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and l iny Term. Lacy sorted 2002 ARS forms and 
entered address changes on the WIN-202 system.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, is attending the Developers’ Meeting in Washington, DC for the Covered 
Employment and Wages systems.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential events and events with 5-19 initial 
claims for the week ending 11/24/2001 and has distributed the information to the area analysts. He has reformatted the weekly 
report to the Commissioner’s Office to reflect potential events since 9/11/01 and for the same time period in 2000. Finally, he 
is reviewing LMI Institute material in preparation for a training session next week.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, entered microdata into the ACES (Automated-CES) system, 
made data collection calls, and began work on may name, address, or contact person registry update changes. Dale is working 
with Ron Schneider of the Boston Regional Office regarding the addition o f250 new sample design report numbers into the CES 
sample which, for an unknown reason, contain our touchtone data entry (TDE) response code. He is also working with Iowa on 
several pro-ration issues. This week he will be sending the nonresponse fax notices for the November collection cycle.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, is working on updating the economic assumptions 
used in the trust fund projections. She is updating the Financial Forecast Model and is working on updating the Unemployment 
Compensation Trust Fund projections. She added additional providers to the Maine CareerCenter Consumer Report System. She 
completed a request for Unemployment Insurance Data for I APES. She completed a wage extract request for the Maine Technical 
College System for inclusion in their federal report. She provided Brenda Evans with the data needed for the Month in Brief and 
Labor Market Digest. She completed the weekly Federal Required Reports and Weekly Gram. In her spare time, she is working 
on Workload Data Validation issues.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, helped finish up packaging and mailing out the OES October second mailing; 
researched addresses for ones that have returned undeliverable; and edited completed surveys that have been mailed in to us. 
Betty also remailed Industry Verification Forms that were returned to us with bad addresses, updated addresses on 202, entered 
Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202, and filed reports.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, completed the printing of Annual Refile Survey (ARS) forms 1st mailing for 
Alabama and Vermont. Coordinated the shipping of these with Roland Quirion. Worked on invoice information for Linda Roy. 
Made follow up calls to Alaska and Georgia regarding their Annual Refile Survey files.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, researched addresses from postal returns 
and re-mailed, answered requests from employers regarding the OES survey, took responses over the phone, and prepared the 
narrative for the 2000 Occupational wage publication.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, entered data into the ACES system. He is continuing to work on 
the new probability estimates. He has been working on the 2001 benchmark with Ron Schneider of the Boston Regional Office. 
Jim will be working on the revised employment estimates for October later this week.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, in relation to the recently mailed out 2002 Industry Refiling Survey, continued 
to answer many phone questions from employers and researched correct mailing addresses for some of the survey forms that were 
returned from the Post office as undeliverable.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 3rd quarter multiple worksite reports 
as they come in. She is continuing to test WIN-202 code and reports. She is correcting addresses and re-sending returned Annual 
Refiling Survey (ARS) forms. She prepared a table for the Labor Market Digest. She is reviewing the National Office edit of 2nd 
quarter data.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, collaborated with a contractor to geocode employers in the Portland area, submitted
action statements for the Department’s input into the state economic development strategy for 2002, discussed building security, 
and completed wage findings for an automotive repair shop in Old Town and a furniture maker in Damariscotta.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in-person enumerations in 
Lincoln, Ashland, Cardville, Olamon and Greenbush. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices.
He met with Barry Martin of the local WIB on area economy. Craig answered 6 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 18 requests for labor market information, received wage survey forms 
from 32 of 32 apple orchards for the week including September 29th, and finalized October L-A MSA CES nonfarm 
employment estimates.
Gerard made a Rapid Response presentation to 43 workers at Saunders Brothers, formerly Gilbert Mfg., in Greenwood. The 
wood manufacturing plant is scheduled close at the end of December due to increased competition for flatware being 
produced in China and declining demand in the U.S. About 18 of the 43 workers will be transferred to the company’s 
Rumford and Fryeburg plants.
Gerard wrote the narrative for LMI portion of Oxford County WIA special training grant request for Bryant Hoffman, Five- 
County Central/Western Area WIA Director.
Plans for next week: work on ETA 232 Report and narrative for the 2001 Maine Apple Harvest wage Survey and develop 
November CES and LAUS employment estimates.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, visited the Saco CareerCenter to review LMI materials, MEIG installation, and 
ALM1S database. He also developed CES estimate revisions, composed the monthly Area Analyst report, and responded to 
requests for information.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, attended a meeting of the Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team, focused 
his efforts on wrapping up the woods wage surveys, and answered several requests for labor market information and 
analysis.
Roger Carpentter was in San Diego attending a LAUS conference.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on LAUS materials.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, engaged in projections-related activities and assisted customers with their 
LMI needs.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He met with Wendy Nelson to discuss 
the implications of the changes in the ALMIS 2.2 database structure on the staffpat and occpational tables. He finished the 
December 2001 edition of the Maine Employment Info Guide and sent copies to the area analysts for review. He researched 
Geocoders.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, worked 
on projections, and continued to do superb job selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, progressing on entering the data for the Woods Wage Survey, processing order 
requests and payments as they come in, doing some annual clean up on the Invoice Store database, preparing for a meeting with 
OAS on some of our accounts, working on the schools listing on the Invoice Store database, completing the final research on 
the educational opportunities for the Careers in Maine for College Graduates brochure, completed my annual review, attending 
Q & E meeting, assisting in making our office area festive for the holidays.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, narrowed the outstanding responses to just a couple on the 2001 Woods Wage 
Survey, finished OES coding the responses received from the 5th round Portland Job Vacancy Survey, and completed 
modifications to the pre-clearance copy of the Maine Fringe Benefit Study publication draft. He re-mailed post office returns 
from the pre-survey postcards to the employers selected in the sample for the 6th round and began preparations for the 
survey mailing on December 13.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, compiled the 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study publication draft in preparation a clearance copy, and responded to a few data requests. She will
be reviewing the Career Opportunities for College Graduates in Maine brochure, awaiting the arrival of a large number of 
alien labor certification applications, and putting the clearance copy into circulation.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, is attending Foreign Labor Certification training in San Antonio, Texas from December 
4-7, 2001.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 11/30/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Contract Changes Dec 7
•  WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Dec 7
•  1Q/2001 Cross Reference File Dec 14
•  OES 2000 Wage Publication:
Statewide & 6 Areas Dec 28
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round IV) To Distribute Done
•  Report Draft (Round V) to Merrill Dec 7
•  Round VI (Pre-mailing Postcards) Done
•  Round VI (Mailing Survey) Dec 13
Develop Occupational Profile for Careers in
Maine for College Graduates
•  Put on the Web Page Dec 9
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Send to Clearance Dec 7
•  Send to Printer Dec 28
Woods Wage Survey
•  Enter the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Dec 2001
•  Compile the Report Feb 2002
Career in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Educational Opportunities Research Dec 7
•  Sending to Clearance Dec 14
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Denis Fortier (High Schools/Middle Schools) Done
•  Ken Lewallen (College/Universities) Done
•  Linda Roy (LMI Complete List) Jan 2002
•  Schools Updated Post Cards Mailed (11/27) Done
•  Schools Updates Compedted Jan 11
•  Colleges Updated Post Cards Mailed Dec 14
Economic & Demographic Research Group
•  Short-term, Statewide Industry Projections Dec 28
•  LMI Directory, Rough Draft Completed
by Brenda Dec 28
•  Update MEIG on Citrix Server Dec 7
•  Provide Update on New 2.2 ALMIS Structure
to Data Providers Ongoing
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
(Continuted)
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
•  Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing (October 2001)
•  Education Completer Data (July 2001)
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/Careers in Maine - 
Brochure
•  Occupational Profiles - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
•  GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
•  Publication Clearance Process (August 2001)
•  Media Profile Statement (August 2001)
•  Calendar of Projected Projects (November 2001)
•  Updating/Purging Mailing List Data
LMIS Personals
0 0 0
Division of Labor Market Information Services
■
COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
___________Week Ending December 7, 2001___________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to sort 2002 ARS forms and enter address changes on the WIN-202 
system. She entered 3rd quarter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and Tiny Term. She also contacted two employers 
regarding 2nd quarter employment and wage questions.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, attended the ES-202 Developers Meeting in Washington DC. Chris has also been 
working on a query for Alaska, South Carolina's large number of imputations, ES-202 Policy Council - Edit Team 
recommendations, and Wisconsin's training server.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, is attending a LMI Institute training session in Kansas City.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, completed the first closing for November, sent the County and 
Labor Market Area (LMA) printouts and preliminary estimates to the area analysts, made data collection calls, and continued 
work on may name, address, or contact person registry update changes. Dale began work on the lengthy Panel 58 Website 
Review, which is due December 14. He is also working on the 1st quarter 2001 cross-reference file, which is due December 17. 
Dale attended the December Q & E Council meeting and is working on final plans for the December 20th Division quarterly 
meeting.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, finished sending out to training providers their 
usernames and passwords needed to access the Maine CareerCenter Consumer Report System. Training Providers can now start 
to submit their programs via the Internet to become eligible for Workforce Investment Act training fund. A program must be 
approved to receive these training funds. She is also working on updating the Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund projects. 
She submitted the request for the monthly unemployment insurance reports and filed the federal weekly reports. She met with 
Bruce Prindall to assist in the Local Area Unemployment Statistics data request. She attended the 20 Union Street Renovations 
meeting and participated in the interview to fill the two vacant Economic Research Analyst positions.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, helped print labels for, package, and mail out the OES December first mailing 
and November second mailing; researched addresses for ones that have returned undeliverable; and edited completed surveys 
that have been mailed in to us. Betty also remailed Industry Verification Forms that were returned to us with bad addresses, 
updated addresses on 202, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202, and filed reports.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, completed the printing of Annual Refile Survey (ARS) forms 1st mailing for 
Alaska. Researched shipping costs for the Alaska forms. Will coordinate shipping with Roland Quirion. Supplied invoice 
information to Linda Roy on Alabama and Vermont.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, processed incoming OES responses, 
researched addresses from postal returns and re-mailed, answered requests from employers regarding the OES survey, took 
responses over the phone, prepared for two OES mailing scheduled for December 10th and 11th, commented on next year's OES 
draft contract which has several very major changes from years past, perused the wage tables for the 2000 OES publication and 
participated in an interview for the Economic Research Analyst position.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, is continuing to work on the new probability estimates. He entered 
data into the ACES system. He has been working on the 2001 benchmark with Ron Schneider of the Boston Regional Office. 
Jim completed the revised employment estimates for October and has started working on the preliminary employment estimates 
for November. He had the N.O.D.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to answer phone questions from employers and research corrected 
mailing addresses for 2002 Industry Refiling Survey forms that were returned from the Post Office as undeliverable. He also 
researched some industry and location related questions for Wendy Nelson that resulted from her OES Survey.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 3rd quarter multiple worksite reports 
as they come in. She is continuing to test WIN-202 code and reports. She is correcting addresses and resending returned Annual 
Refiling Survey (ARS) forms. She submitted the correction EQUI for 2nd quarter. She is running 1st & 2nd quarter report for 
distribution. She shared her observations from the New York training with Chris Boudreau and Steve Francoeur.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, initiated recruitment activities to solicit new names to the Economic Research Analyst 
register, completed wage findings for a food processor in Bar Harbor, an apparel manufacturer in Waterville, a restaurant in Old 
Town and a manufactured home company in Oxford, reviewed CareerCenter operations, revised building security plans, and 
staffed the Maine Jobs Council meeting.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in-person enumerations in Fort Kent, 
Soldier Pond, and St. Francis. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices. He attended the Schoodic 
Area Futures meeting in Gouldsboro. Craig answered 8 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 8 requests for labor market information. He developed November L-A 
MSA CES nonfarm employment estimates and LAUS LMA private covered employment estimates. Gerard completed narrative 
and ETA-232 Reports for the 2001 Apple Harvest Survey and 2001 Drop Picking Survey.
Plans for next week: work on LMI narrative analysis on the tri-county area, (Androscoggin, Franklin and Oxford Counties), for 
National Emergency WIA grant application as requested by Western Maine Community Action; make a Rapid Response 
Presentation to 26 drafters and 9 clerks who were laid off from Bath Iron Works at the Curtis Library in Brunswick on Tuesday, 
December 11, from 2:30-4:30; make a Rapid Response Presentation to 37 workers from the Penley Corp. sawmill in West Paris 
on Wednesday, December 12, at the West Paris town hall from 2:00-4:00. Company officials said the sawmill will close but they 
will keep operating the distribution department.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, met with Saco CareerCenter staff on Wednesday to discuss current LMI products. 
Later, he attended a meeting with Catholic Charities of Maine caseworkers to familiarize them with our services, and to learn 
more about their mission. He also provided preliminary November estimates, installed and checked out the latest version of 
MEIG, and responded to information requests.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, worked on the woods wage survey, attended a meeting of the Augusta Career Center 
Employer Assistance Team, attended a meeting of the Kennebec Valley Council of Governments, and answered several requests 
for labor market information and analysis.
Roger Carpentter caught up on the emails and voicemails, which had accumulated when he was out of the office last week. 
He also ran and edited the November unemployment claims reports for local area unemployment statistics, and dealt with the 
(hopefully) final issues related to the Program Year 2002 Area of Substantial Unemployment and with residency coding issues 
for unemployment claims.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, worked on the November unemployment claims worksheets and files, and 
edited a map of labor market areas for publication.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, plugged away on short-term industry employment projections and responded 
to LMI requests.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He worked on converting the staffpat and 
occpat tables into the new iomatrix table in order to comply with the ALMIS 2.2 structure. He finished reviewing the December 
2001 edition of the Maine Employment Info Guide and submitted it to Craig Locke to update the product in the CareerCenters. 
He attended a GIS meeting, Migrating to ArcGIS 8.1, sponsored by ESRI.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, worked on 
projections, and continued to do superb job selecting newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, continuing entering the data for the Woods Wage Survey, processing order 
requests and payments as they come in, doing some annual clean up on the Invoice Store database, met with Kim Smith to go 
over balance on some of our fund ledger accounts, working on the schools listing on the Invoice Store database, completed the 
final research on the educational opportunities for the Careers in Maine for College Graduates brochure, did a wonderful job 
assisting with phone coverage for the week, assisted in helping to make our office festive for the holiday season.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, finished sorting through responses received to the 2001 Woods Wage Survey.
He also completed a rough draft of the June 2001 report for the Portland Job Vacancy Survey and printed surveys for mailing 
to employers sampled in the December 2001 round of the Portland Job Vacancy Survey. In the coming week he will be 
working on a procedures guide for the Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator. He will also be experimenting with 
web site designs for proposed modifications to the LMI website.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made 35 prevailing wage determinations, put the 
Maine Fringe Benefit Study publication into clearance, responded to several data requests and had NOD. She has been and 
will continue to review the latest draft of the Career Opportunities for College Graduates in Maine brochure and plans to 
make progress on writing some procedures guides.
Bob Kelley, Operations Manager, was in San Antonio, Texas last week attending a Foreign Labor Certification training 
session. Bob also reviewed the "Maine Fringe Benefit Survey" and followed up on status of a number of ongoing projects.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 12/7/01
Information Branch
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up
•  LAUS Contract Changes Dec 21
•  WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Dec 14
•  WIN-202 Version 4.2 Release Feb 15
•  1Q/2001 Cross Reference File Dec 14
•  OES 2000 Wage Publication:
Statewide & 6 Areas Dec 28
•  Trust Fund Projections Dec 14
•  ARS 2nd Mailing Jan 15
•  MLS Monthly Report Dec 17
•  MLS Interim Quarterly Report Dec 17
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing
Portland Job Vacancy Survey
•  Report Draft (Round V) to Merrill Dec 10
•  Round VI (Mailing Survey) Dec 13
Develop Occupational Profile for Careers in 
Maine for College Graduates
•  Put on the Web Page Dec 14
Maine Fringe Benefit Study
•  Send to Clearance Dec 10
•  Send to Printer Dec 28
Woods Wage Survey
•  Enter the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Dec 2001
•  Compile the Report Feb 2002
Career in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Educational Opportunities Research Dec 14
•  Sending to Clearance Dec 21
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Linda Roy (LMI Complete List) Jan 2002
•  Schools Updates Compedted Jan 11
•  Colleges Updated Post Cards Mailed Dec 14
Economic & Demographic Research Group
•  Short-term, Statewide Industry Projections Dec 28
•  LMI Directory, Rough Draft Completed
by Brenda Dec 28
•  Provide PY02 Allocation Data to BES Dec 14
•  2001 Benchmarked Substate LAUS Data Feb 22
•  Provide Update on New 2.2 ALMIS Structure
to Data Providers Ongoing
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
(Continuted)
Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
•  Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Occupational Licensing (October 2001)
•  Education Completer Data (July 2001)
•  Maine Fringe Benefits
•  Hot Jobs - Brochure and Poster/Careers in Maine - 
Brochure
•  Occupational Profiles - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
•  GTI Wage Database (June 2001)
•  Publication Clearance Process (August 2001)
•  Media Profile Statement (August 2001)
•  Calendar of Projected Projects (November 2001)
•  Updating/Purging Mailing List Data
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COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
__________ Week Ending December 14, 2001__________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to enter address changes received on the 2002 ARS forms. She began 
sorting and batching ARS forms for scanning. She entered 3rd quarter Tax-22 employment data on WIN-202 and Tiny Term.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, has been helping South Carolina with estimated accounts in the 2001-2 EQUI File. 
Chris has also been providing the Boston Regional Office of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics with technical support in their 
examination of the New York ES-202 Data prior to New York going "live" with the WIN-202 System.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential events and events with 5-19 initial 
claims for the week ending 12/8/2001 and has distributed the information to the area analysts. He has sent the weekly report to 
the Commissioner's Office; it reflects potential events since 9/11/01 and for the same time period in 2000. At the request of the 
Boston Regional Office, he has begun assisting the MLS manager in New Hampshire in his efforts to get that state’s Longitudinal 
Linked Database system operating. He has provided Frank Southard (BES) information on mass layoffs for use in funding 
allocations. Finally, he provided Glenn Mills 2000-2001 mass layoff information.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, is finishing work on the Panel 58 Website Review and the 1st 
quarter 2001 cross-reference file. This week he will be mailing forms for the December collection cycle and printing sample 
forms to fax to the Boston Regional Office for review in preparation for the January 2002 mailing.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, updated the Economic Assumptions used in the 
Unemployment Trust Fund projections. She is working on preliminary Trust Fund projections for the upcoming Labor Committee 
meeting. She has extracted the wage records information for a request from the Department of Education. She has been answering 
questions concerning the Maine CareerCenter Consumer Report System. She has submitted the federal weekly-required reports. 
She assisted in updating the Workforce Investment Act Allocation information as requested by the Bureau of Employment 
Services.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, helped package and mail out the OES November second mailing and edited 
completed surveys that have been mailed in to us. Betty also remailed Industry Verification Forms that were returned to us with 
bad addresses, updated addresses on 202, entered Multiple Worksite Report information on to ES-202, and filed reports.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, completed the printing of Annual Refile Survey (ARS) forms 1st mailing for 
Georgia. Researched shipping costs for the Georgia forms. Coordinated shipping with Roland Quirion. Produced and packaged 
15 CD's complete with cover art and jewel cases for the release of version 4.1.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, processed incoming OES responses, 
researched lots of addresses from postal returns and re-mailed, answered requests from employers regarding the OES survey, 
with the help of Betty Meader and Sue Nagy got the two OES mailings out on time, continues to look over the wage tables for 
the 2000 OES publication, and looked over the projections data in ALMIS with Will Chamberlain.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, is continuing to work on the new probability estimates. He entered 
data into the ACES system. He has been working on the 2001 benchmark with Ron Schneider and Carl Boutiette of the Boston 
Regional Office. Jim is working on the November preliminary employment estimates and employment tables for the Labor Digest 
and Month in Brief.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to answer phone questions from employers and research corrected 
mailing addresses for 2002 Industry Refiling Survey forms that were returned from the Post Office as undeliverable. He also 
reviewed returned multi location surveys in preparation for scanning and started processing a backlog of new employer accounts.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is continuing to review 3rd quarter multiple worksite reports 
as they come in and has been preparing the more difficult ones for data entry. She is continuing to test WIN-202 code and reports. 
She is correcting addresses and resending returned Annual Refiling Survey (ARS) forms as well as other mailings. She is printing 
and distributing 1st and 2nd quarter reports now that she has the correct code for the LMA firm listings. She entered physical 
location addresses on 50 new accounts as printed out by Kent Saunders. She reviewed the proposed changes to the ES-202 portion 
of the Cooperative Agreement for 2003.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, returned the certification list with comments for handling the Economic Research 
Analyst register, participated in meetings on business continuity and building security, completed a strategic plan survey for the 
State Planning Office, and spent some time with the new legislative liaison.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in-person enumerations in Smyrna 
Mills, St Pamphile, St Just, Daaquam, St Prosper, and St Comte, PQ. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing 
practices. He answered 8 requests for information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 8 requests for labor market information, conducted a telephone wage 
survey for camp cooks at large apple orchards during the 2001 apple harvest, and proofread 2001 Drop Picking Survey narrative 
and ETA 232 Report.
Gerard made a Rapid Response Presentation to 26 drafters and 9 clerks who were laid off from Bath Iron Works at the Curtis 
Memorial Library in Brunswick.
Gerard made a Rapid Response Presentation to 39 workers from the Penley Corporation at the West Paris town office. The West 
Paris wood products manufacturer is permanently shutting down its clothespin production and sawmill after 78 years of business 
at the end of December. Fifteen employees will stay on. Seven will operate a wood yard taking in logs from local loggers. The 
logs will be sold to sawmills in Northern New England and Canada. Eight employees will work in the distribution center. They 
will be involved in supplying imported wooden and plastic clothespins, wooden toothpicks, plastic cutlery, wooden matches and 
plastics straws to customers. The items will be purchased from factories in Chile, China, and the Czech Republic. The company 
will also maintain its distribution centers in Los Angeles, Dallas and Laredo Texas, Jacksonville, and New Jersey. The plant 
manager said the Chinese now have a 60 percent market share of clothespins sold in the U.S.
Plans for next week: write LMIS narrative for National Emergency WIA request for additional training monies based on sudden 
dislocations in Androscoggin, Franklin, and Oxford Counties; attend Employer Assistance Team Training for Lewiston, Rumford 
and Wilton CareerCenter staffs; and attend LMIS quarterly division staff meeting.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided LMI presentations at the Lewiston CareerCenter, responded to numerous 
requests for information, and contacted employers who have not yet responded to the woods survey.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, did November preliminary employment estimates, worked on the cranberry and woods 
wage surveys, attended a meeting of the Augusta Career Center Employer Assistance Team, and answered several requests for 
labor market information and analysis. He invites you to see him (Sheldon Bird too) in UA Christmas Carol” at the Chocolate 
Church performing arts center in Bath, which runs from December 20-23.
Roger Carpentter processed and transmitted to BLS the November Maine labor force estimates, along with analysis of the 
estimates. He also processed substate labor force estimates and worked on monthly publication tables, and dealt with union 
issues.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, produced employment and unemployment estimates and batch files for state 
and area labor force estimates, and reviewed a revised labor market area map.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, began reviewing and refining preliminary short-term industry employment 
projections. Glenn plans to finalize his forecasts and put them out for review in the next several days.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, administered the ALMIS database. He drafted a request for an upgrade to 
MEIG in order to search the employer database session by employer name. He began researching the 2000 OES wage table for 
inclusion in the ALMIS database. He fixed problems with the Maine Consumer Reporting System. He researched user patterns 
on both the MEIG and MECRS systems.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, attended meetings, answered requests for information, worked on the Digest, worked on 
November labor market data, made final preparations for the quarterly meeting cuisine, and continued to do superb job selecting 
newspaper articles.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, working on the college and university list on Invoice Store database, continuing 
data entry and data clean up for the Woods Wage Survey, created a Christmas card for the Division, processed orders as they 
come in, processing data to clean up the schools listing on Invoice Store database, attended a few meetings with other phone 
coverage people to set up our schedule from January to June 2002, met with Kim Smith to go over final out come of fund ledger 
code balances.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, made progress on a procedures guide for the Projected Employment 
Opportunities Indicator. He also experimented with web site designs for proposed modifications to the LMI website. In the 
coming week, he will be making some changes to the Fringe Benefit Survey report, and will also begin sorting through 
responses to the December 2001 round of the Portland Area job Vacancy Survey.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, responded to 
several data requests and reviewed proposed changes to the Maine Fringe Benefit Study publication. She will be following 
up on several projects and attending the Division Quarterly meeting on Thursday, December 20.
--Reported Branch Priorities- 
as of 12/14/01
Information Branch Economic & Demographic Research Group
Programming Jobs in OIP-Next Monthly Follow-Up • Short-term, Statewide Industry Projections Dec 28
•  LAUS Contract Changes Dec 21 • LMI Directory, Rough Draft Completed
•  WIN-202 Version 4.1 Release Done by Brenda Dec 28
•  WIN-202 Version 4.2 Release Feb 15 • 2001 Benchmarked Substate LAUS Data Feb 22
•  1Q/2001 Cross Reference File Dec 21 • Provide Update on New 2.2 ALMIS Structure
•  OES 2000 Wage Publication: to Data Providers Ongoing
Statewide & 6 Areas Dec 28
•  Trust Fund Projections Done
•  ARS 2nd Mailing Jan 15
•  MLS Monthly Report Dec 17
•  MLS Interim Quarterly Report Dec 17
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Alien Labor Certification Ongoing (Continuted)
Portland Job Vacancy Survey Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
•  Report Draft (Round V) to Merrill Dec 28 • Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Round VI (Mailing Survey) Done • Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Analysis/Pre-mailing Post Card ResponseDec 28 • Maine Fringe Benefits
Develop Occupational Profile for Careers in • Top 40 Poster
Maine for College Graduates • Careers in Maine Brochure
•  Put on the Web Page Done • Occupational Profiles - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
Maine Fringe Benefit Study • Updating/Purging Mailing List Data
•  Send to Clearance Dec 19
•  Send to Printer Dec 28
Woods Wage Survey
•  Enter the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Dec 20
•  Compile the Report Feb 1
Career in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Educational Opportunities Research Done
•  Sending to Clearance Dec 21
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Schools Updates Completed Jan 31
•  Colleges Updated Post Cards Mailed Done
•  Colleges Updated Completed Feb 28
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COMMUNIQUE
A Weekly Inter-Unit Sharing/Who We Are & What We Do 
__________ Week Ending December 28, 2001__________
Lacy Badeau, Economic Research Analyst, continued to sort ARS forms. She entered 3rd quarter Tax-22 employment data on 
WIN-202 and Tiny Term. She began editing employment and wage data for the 3rd quarter of 2001.
Chris Boudreau, WIN-202 Project Leader, wrote queries for North Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, Massachusetts and 
Florida. Chris also assisted Alaska with a query that produced Alaska's annual publication including non-covered employment.
Mike Burnett, Mass Layoff Statistics Program Manager, has determined new potential events and events with 5-19 initial 
claims for the week ending 12/22/2001 and has distributed the information to the area analysts. He has sent the weekly report 
to the Commissioner's Office.
Dale Kilian, Current Employment Statistics (CES) Program, continued work on the first closing for December. He sent the 
Non-Response Prompt (NPR) faxes, made data collection calls, and continued sending new forms to delinquent reporters. Dale 
attended the Division Quarterly Meeting and has 5 o'clock duty later this week.
Winnie Malia, State Unemployment Compensation Program Actuary, submitted the weekly Federal reports and completed 
the Weekly Gram. She is working on the Maine CareerCenter Consumer Report System and Data Validation issues. She attended 
the Labor/Management Committee Meeting. She is reviewing legislation for fiscal impact statements.
Betty Meader, Planning & Research Assistant, edited completed surveys that have been mailed in to us and researched good 
addresses and remailed surveys that came back from post office with bad address. She also entered Multiple Worksite Report 
information on to ES-202 and filed reports.
Steve Morris, WIN-202 Export Coordinator, attended the Quarterly meeting. On annual and holiday leave for the remainder.
Wendy Nelson, Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program Manager, processed incoming OES responses, 
researched addresses from postal returns and re-mailed, answered requests from employers regarding the OES survey, and 
continues to look over the wage tables for the 2000 OES publication.
Jim Raymond, Current Employment Statistics program, is continuing to work on the new probability estimates. He entered 
data into the ACES system. He has been working on the 2001 benchmark with Ron Schneider and Carl Boutiette of the Boston 
Regional Office. Jim is working on the revised employment estimates for November. He sent some November employment tables 
to Galen Rose of the State Planning office. Jim attended the division Q & E quarterly meeting.
Kent Saunders, Economic Research Analyst, continued to process new employer accounts and reviewed that portion of the 
2001/3 edit that involved missing or inconsistent codes. Our latest 2002 Industry Refiling Survey Status Report shows usable 
response rates of 55.47 percent on units and 64.16 percent on employment - well on our way to the 75 percent Federal 
requirement.
Janet White, Covered Employment & Wages Program Manager, is on annual leave this week.
Mike Adams, Deputy Division Director, prepared summary of selected activities for Department accomplishments, 
attended meetings on business continuity planning, and reviewed sections of the annual report to the Governor from the 
Maine Jobs Council.
Craig Holland, Bangor Area Analyst, continued the 2001 Woods Wage Survey. He made in person enumerations in Machias, 
Bradley, and Houlton. Craig edited woods forms and logged replies and prevailing practices. He answered 8 requests for 
information.
Gerard Dennison, Lewiston Area Analyst, answered 10 requests for labor market information and finalized November L-A 
MSA CES nonfarm employment estimates.
Gerard received a NAFTA petition filed by Arthur Dubois, General Manager, Robert Mitchell Co, Douglas Brothers Division, 
in Portland. The company produced stainless steel pipe and fittings. There was a shift of production to Canada when the company 
was sold to a firm in Ontario. A total of 25 people were laid off in January, 15 in June, and 11 in December. All of the
manufacturing will be done in Canada at an estimated cost savings of 25-30 percent. Nineteen employees will remain at the 
Riverside Industrial Parkway office/distribution facility.
Plans for next week: attend Wal-Mart Distribution Center press conference at Lewiston-Auburn College at 11:00am on Thursday 
and work on Robert Mitchell NAFTA petition.
Merrill Huhtala, Portland Area Analyst, provided revised November CES estimates for Portland, checked out the newest 
release of the ALMIS Employer Database, and responded to several requests for information.
Ken Bridges, Augusta Area Analyst, answered several requests for labor market information and analysis, attended a meeting 
of the Augusta CareerCenter Employer Assistance Team, made a Rapid Response presentation to laid off Scandia Seafood 
workers in Rockland, and contacted all local offices in his District to offer his assistance in any way in the New Year.
Roger Carpentter prepared for December labor force estimates, responded to LMI and Consumer Price Index requests, handled 
some newspaper clipping and administrative details in Dana's absence, dealt with union representation issues, and corresponded 
with BLS.
Marion Coffin, Planning and Research Assistant, was on annual leave.
Glenn Mills, Statewide Labor Market Analyst, was present two days last week. Twas a quiet week following Christmas with 
not much worthy of note.
Will Chamberlain, Economic Research Analyst, worked on updating November Labor Force estimates for the Maine 
Employment Info Guide. Fie worked on calculating 30- mile labor force buffers for 24 cities in the state.
Dana Evans, State Labor Economist, was on vacation.
Linda J. Roy, Planning & Research Assistant, has been researching other states for Occupational profiles to see what format 
and data they are using. She has continued working on entering data for the Woods Wage Survey and running reports when 
needed. Research continues on some of the fund ledger accounts, this week’s focus being on L654 WIN 202 Forms and Surveys 
Account. On a continuing basis, Linda records and processes all income for the department. Work has been completed in making 
changes to the data for Educational Opportunities on the Careers in Maine for College Graduates brochure. She took care of 
three requests for publications and did a wonderful job in assisting to cover phones for the week. The shipment of the SH-19, 
2000 Maine Employment Statistical Handbooks arrived and are being prepared for mailing.
David Welch, Economic Research Analyst, made progress on a procedures guide for the Projected Employment 
Opportunities Indicator. He also continued sorting through responses to the December 2001 round of the Portland Area Job 
Vacancy Survey, and will continue to do so in the coming week. He will also be completing a procedures guide for the 
Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator.
Suzanne Thivierge, Occupational Wage Studies Program Manager, made prevailing wage determinations, put the Maine 
Fringe Benefit Study publication into clearance with the Commissioner’s office, searched for other agency’s occupational 
profiles to compare with our own, and explored some training opportunities. She will be proofreading the Careers in Maine 
for College Graduates brochure, the 2000 Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates for Maine draft and the Hot Jobs 
poster procedures guide.
--Reported Branch Priorities-- 
as of 12/28/01
Information Branch Economic & Demographic Research Group
Programming Jobs in OIP—Next Monthly Follow-Up • Base Short-term, Statewide Industry
•  LAUS Contract Changes Jan 4 Projections Done
•  WIN-202 Version 4.2 Release Feb 15 • Review of short-term projections by Area
•  OES 2000 Wage Publication: Analysts Jan 11
Statewide & 6 Areas Jan 4 • LMI Directory, Rough Draft Completed
•  ARS 2nd Mailing Jan 15 by Brenda Jan 4
•  CES Mailout for 2002t Jan 11 • 2001 Benchmarked Substate LAUS Data Feb 22
• Update Data based on New 2.2 ALMIS
Structure Ongoing
Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group Wage Studies & Administrative Operations Group
Portland Job Vacancy Survey (Continuted)
•  Report Draft (Round V) from Merrill Unit Procedures Manual - (Updated Date)
(12/26) Jan 11 • Projected Employment Opportunities Indicator
•  Analysis/Pre-mailing Post Card Response Jan 2 • Portland Job Vacancy Study
•  Round VI (Begin Follow-up Calls) Jan 7 • Maine Fringe Benefits
Maine Fringe Benefit Study • Top 40 Poster
•  Send to Clearance (12/31) Jan 7 • Careers in Maine Brochure
•  Send to Printer Jan 11 • Occupational Profiles - College Graduate/Hot Jobs
Woods Wage Survey • Updating/Purging Mailing List Data
•  Enter the Data (Started 9/21) Ongoing
•  Survey Wrap Up Jan 4
•  Compile the Report Feb 1
Career in Maine for College Graduates Brochure
•  Sending to Clearance Jan 7
Updating LMI Mailing Lists
•  Schools Updates Completed Jan 31
•  Colleges Updated Completed Feb 28
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